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INTEGRATED REPORTING AND SCOPE
The Vukile group (Vukile) takes pleasure in presenting its 
18th integrated annual report to stakeholders for the 
year ended 31 March 2022. This integrated annual report is 
prepared to assist stakeholders in assessing Vukile’s ability 
to create and sustain value. Vukile reports on the significant 
issues within the business, along with material matters 
identified through engagement with its stakeholders. This 
provides stakeholders with information that is relevant to 
their decision making and interaction with the group.
This integrated annual report covers the group’s business, 
sustainability and financial activities from 1 April 2021 to 
31 March 2022. Material events and business developments 
which occurred after the reporting date are also covered in 
this report. Reporting is based on applicable legislation and 
accounting guidelines, the King IV Report on Corporate 
Governance™* (King IV) and the JSE Listings Requirements.
The scope and boundaries of the information contained 
in this report describe the group’s business activities and 
property portfolios in South Africa and Spain. This report 
aims to indicate how Vukile will create and sustain value 
for stakeholders over the short, medium and long term.

APPROVAL
On 22 July 2022, the board of directors of Vukile (the 
board) approved the integrated annual report and the 
supplementary documents. The directors acknowledge that 
they are responsible for the content of Vukile’s integrated 
annual report and supplementary documents. The board 
has applied its mind to this report and believes that, read 
with the supplementary documents made available online, 
it addresses all material issues and fairly represents the 
financial, operational and sustainability performance of 
the group.
* Copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of Directors in South 

Africa NPC and all of its rights are reserved.

NG Payne
Chairman

CORPORATE PROFILE

Vukile Property Fund Limited 
(Vukile, the company or the group) 
is a high-quality, low-risk retail-
focused Real Estate Investment 
Trust (REIT), which listed on the 
JSE Limited on 24 June 2004 
(JSE code: VKE) and on the 
Namibian Stock Exchange (NSX) 
on 11 July 2007 (NSX code: VKN). 
Vukile’s market capitalisation was 
R13.8 billion on 31 March 2022 and 
its direct property portfolio was valued 
at R30.8 billion. There were 980 226 628 
shares in issue at year-end.  
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HIGHLIGHTS

MARKET-LEADING PERFORMANCE 
FROM CASTELLANA

Positive reversions of 3.12%
Vacancies reduced to 1.6%
Rent collection rate at 98.7%
Portfolio weighted average lease 

to expiry (WALE) of 13.2 years
Retail sales ahead of 2019 levels 
Successful completion of redevelopment 
projects with a 10% cash-on-cash return

STRONG PERFORMANCE WITH INCREASED 
COMPETITION FOR SPACE IN SOUTH AFRICA

Normalised like-for-like net operating income (NOI) 

growth of 3.9%
Vacancies reduced to 2.6%
Like-for-like trading density growth up by 6.1%
Retention rate improved to 93% with a 
100% collection rate

Like-for-like retail valuation increase of 4.6%

CASH DIVIDENDS

Total funds from operations 
(FFO) of 136.3 cents per 
share, up 6.8% on 
prior year
Total dividend of 
105.8 cents per share,
with final dividend of 
65.3 cents per share
to be paid in July 2022

Vukile Property Fund Limited

(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)

(Registration number 2002/027194/06)

JSE share code: VKE

ISIN: ZAE000056370

NSX share code: VKN

Debt company code: VKEI

(Granted REIT Status with the JSE)

(Vukile or the group or the company)

CONTINUED STRONG OPERATING RESULTS AND FINANCIAL 
POSITION LAY THE PLATFORM FOR FUTURE GROWTH
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STRONG BALANCE SHEET WITH 
WELL-DIVERSIFIED FUNDING BASE

Interest cover ratio (ICR) of 3.4 times highlights 

a strong cash flow 

Loan-to-value (LTV) ratio maintained at 43% 
66% of debt expiring in FY23 has already been 

repaid or extended

Undrawn debt facilities increased to R3.1 billion

ACTIVE ASSET
ROTATION

Sale of non-core direct property assets of 

R798 million in SA and €26.5 million in Spain

Sale of 64% shareholding in the Namibian portfolio 

generating c.R700 million in cash

Sale of Fairvest shares for R504 million
Castellana acquired 21.7% shareholding 

in Lar España for c.€100 million
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See page 24

46%

54%

SOUTH AFRICA

R15.2 billion

WHO WE ARE

High-quality, low-risk 
retail REIT operating 

in South Africa and 
Spain

Strong operational
focus with a core 

competence in active 
asset management

Clarity of
vision, strategy

and structure

89.6% held subsidiary Castellana 
Property Socimi (Sociedades Cotizadas 

de Inversión Inmobiliaria) listed on the 
BME growth (Madrid junior board)

Prudent financial 
management and 

strong capital 
markets expertise

GROUP OVERVIEW

PROPERTY-RELATED ASSETS AT YEAR-END

SPAIN

R17.6 billion
See page 48

Direct property portfolio R16.2 billion
Lar España: R1.4 billion 

Direct property portfolio R14.6 billion
Fairvest: R360 million 
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Direct property portfolio R15.7 billion

Fairvest: R538 million
Arrowhead: R309 million

49%

SOUTH AFRICA

R16.5 billion
See page 32

WHO WE ARE

Simple and transparent
corporate structure

Strong focus on governance
and leadership

Significant geographic 
diversification with 54% of 

assets located in Spain

Focus on customer 
centricity and data-driven 

decision making

Entrepreneurial approach
to deal making

Listing on the JSE
and NSX

GROUP OVERVIEW continued
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STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS

VISION 
At Vukile we aspire to be a leading international retail REIT generating sustainable growth in earnings and superior 

returns for our stakeholders through our portfolio optimisation, data-driven asset management, active deal-making, 

conservative balance sheet management and the provision of a top-quality experience for our tenants and their 

customers.

Customers drive value

1. Our people
 Continued drive to embed a singular culture within Vukile and Castellana

 Ensuring the group remains an employer of choice

 People leadership and management will be a key differentiating factor; focus on new ideas and innovation

2. Our customers
 Integrate data analytics from multiple tested customer insight solutions into a single powerful asset 

management tool

 Will include current portfolio metrics, psychographic information, geolocation trends and customer data from 

in-mall Wi-Fi

 Enable the business to respond in real time to consumer behaviour changes

 Has become an embedded core competence and source of long-term advantage; open up new revenue 

and value streams

3. Our tenants
 Already providing our tenants with nodally dominant shopping centres with very strong trading conditions

 Believe strongly in a co-operative and non-conflictual relationship with tenants; foster a partnership 

relationship

 Look to further develop the excellent relations with our tenants

 Opportunities to add value to our tenants to make them and our centres more successful using our unique 

geolocation data

4. Balance sheet strength
 Continued focus on maintaining a strong and liquid balance sheet

 Maintain strong relationships with our multiple banking and funding partners

 Deployment of retained cash to drive long-term strategic sustainability

5. Operational excellence
 Continued focus on retaining tenants and filling vacant space through our in-house letting teams

 Tight focus on cost control while ensuring we meet the highest standards of safety and hygiene in our assets

 Successful implementation of iCast innovation projects and embedding a culture of innovation

6. ESG
 Implementation of ESG roadmap

 Ongoing investment into PV plants in SA and beginning the journey in Spain

 Focus on transformation and further CSI initiatives

7. Growth
 Actively looking for growth opportunities in SA and Spain

 Will look at asset purchases, expansions and corporate activity

 Remain focused on core retail expertise

6 Vukile Integrated annual report 2022
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BUSINESS MODEL AND VALUE CREATION

11

CREATING VALUE USING THE SIX CAPITALS
Vukile creates value primarily through direct and indirect ownership of immovable property. Value creation 

depends on various relationships and resources, known as the six capitals. To deliver on the group’s strategy 

and generate value for all stakeholders, we need to leverage and balance the six capitals. Inputs for each type 

of capital are required. During the capital allocation and decision-making process, consideration is given to 

the trade-offs between the capitals to maximise positive outcomes and limit the negative impacts.

Human Capital
Our 45 people in South African and 32 people in Spain are key to unlocking value through our growth 

objectives, serving our partners and competing, so we foster a culture of diversity, inclusion, high 

performance and ongoing development.

Vukile believes that stakeholder capitalism, a system which is 
oriented to serve the interests of all our stakeholders, is inherent 
to value creation. In line with this, Vukile has aligned its business 
model with the metrics, arranged into the four pillars of People, 
Planet, Prosperity and Principles of Governance, as outlined by 
the World Economic Forum (WEF). Measuring stakeholder 
capitalism, through the WEF metrics, is the primary lens through 
which we drive our Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
strategy and has been fully aligned with the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs). The detailed 
Environmental, social and governance review is available on 
pages 80 to 113.

Our actions are underpinned by our:

Values 

Core competencies 

Systems and best practices 

INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
Talent management – 
recruitment and selection, 
succession planning, 
employment equity planning

Succession plan for the board implemented 
with the retirement of two male non-
executive directors and the appointment of 
a new black female
Succession plan for executive management 
approved by the social, ethics and human 
resources committee (SEHRC), and 
reviewed periodically
Female employees comprise 47% and 58% 
of total employees in South Africa and 
Spain, respectively

Good staff retention with almost zero staff 
turnover
A stable and engaged workforce
Maintained a well-diversified and skilled 
board and executive team
Strong progress towards creating a more 
diverse and inclusive workforce and culture
Percentage of total black staff composition 
increased from 51% in 2021 to 56.9% 
in 2022
Percentage of total female composition rose 
from 44.7% in 2021 to 51% in 2022

Learning, skills development 
and leadership development 
and optimising performance

Nine young interns joined the Vukile 
Academy for the 2022 calendar year, 
representing 20% of the total SA workforce
55 bursaries were awarded for the 2022 
academic year to students in property and 
financial disciplines
50% of employees received training
16% of employees received tertiary 
education support
R5.1 million spent on staff skills, education 
and training

Expanded the skilled and experienced talent 
pool for Vukile, the property sector and 
South Africa
Improved capability and capacity of our team
Improved employee performance

Competitive remuneration, 
benefits and rewards

Paid R196 million in salaries and benefits
Every permanent employee has access to 
medical aid benefits
Sound governance and oversight on all 
remuneration practices including gender 
and race parity reviews
Shareholders endorsed two new share 
incentive schemes with overwhelming 
support of 91% for conditional share plan 
(CSP) 2022 and 88% for the TSR Hurdled 
Incentive Plan 2022 (TIP 2022)

Attracted and retained top talent
No turnover in executive and senior 
management (other than retirement) within 
the last 10 years

Creating a safe, stimulating 
and enabling working 
environment

Continued with the advisory services of Prof. 
Barry Schoub on COVID-19, vaccines etc.
No COVID or work-related injuries or fatalities
Introduced hybrid working
Very low absentee days
Adequate supply of PPE
Free access for employees to the Vukile 
gym (SA)

Vukile performed strongly in our second 
participation in the GIBS Ethics Barometer
Optimised employee performance and 
efficiency through the flexibility allowed in 
hybrid working

Vukile Integrated annual report 2022 7



Manufactured Capital
Our assets are geographically diverse across Spain (R17.6 billion or 54%) and South Africa (R15.2 billion 

or 46%). We continue to grow our assets, invest in them and enhance them.

INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
Proactive property asset 
management in South Africa 
and Spain

Sale of non-core direct assets of 
R796 million in South Africa and €26 million 
in Spain
Sale of Fairvest shares for R504 million
Sale of 64% shareholding in the Namibian 
portfolio generating c.R700 million in cash
Successful reinstatement of all properties 
post the July 2021 civil unrest
Successful redevelopment of Daveyton Mall 
at a cost of R90 million
Successful completion of Spanish 
redevelopment projects with 10% 
cash-on-cash return
Strategic leasing and retention

Strategic growth of a low-risk, high-quality 
portfolio
Competitive shopping centres meet tenant 
and consumer needs and expectations
Maintaining and enhancing the relevance 
of our shopping centres
Extending the lifecycle of our assets
Efficient operation of assets

Creating superior shopper 
experiences

Dedicated in-house strategic leasing team
Dedicated alternative income management 
generated additional revenue from events, 
advertising and promotions across the 
portfolios
Operational excellence KPIs:

South Africa
Low retail vacancies of 2.6%
Like-for-like net income growth of 3.9%
93% retail tenant retention
Rent collection rate of 100%

Spain
98.4% occupancy
94% of retail space let to international and 
national tenants
98.7% rent collection rate
3.12% increase in reversions and new 
lettings
Reintroducing more in-centre event 
drawcards to attract customers

Maximised tenant returns and enhanced the 
competitive appeal of retail tenancies at 
Vukile shopping centres
Created enjoyable shopper experiences 
that encouraged greater dwell time and 
spend, and lead to repeat shopper visits

Digital transformation for 
greater customer centricity

In-mall Wi-Fi investment now R26 million at 
18 centres
Connect Waya-Waya app, 27 133 
downloads and 9.5 million users
Opt-in customer database
Extensive analytic data insights (in-mall) and 
sociodemographic data integrated with 
mobility data via combined platforms
Our Connect Waya-Waya shopper profiles 
have more than 18 personal data 
enrichment points 
Customer communication platforms across 
a variety of digital, social and traditional 
channels

Improved customer insights underpinning 
data-driven strategies for shopper attraction 
and engagement leading to improved trading 
performance and the ability to be strongly 
competitive
Targeted customer surveys via Connect 
Waya-Waya Wi-Fi rendering deep customer 
centric insights
Data Insights into catchment area around our 
shopping centres
Provided over 1 573 Terrabytes equating to 
R138 million (commercial value) in free data 
to our shoppers

22

BUSINESS MODEL AND VALUE CREATION continued
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BUSINESS MODEL AND VALUE CREATION continued

INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
Community relationships and 

initiatives

R24 million spend in corporate social 

investment projects

Continued social impact in education 

and job creation

Shopping-centre based community 

initiatives

Active participation in various local 

forums, from community safety to 

business associations

Building strong communities which, in 

turn, ensures our strong relevance in the 

communities everywhere we operate

Market disclosure and 

investor, funder and industry 

engagement

Annual programme of one-on-one 

engagements, debt road shows, 

biannual results presentations and 

ad hoc communications

Membership and active executive-level 

engagement with industry bodies 

including SAPOA, SA REIT Association 

and SACSC

Investor and funder confidence

Active contributor to industry advocacy

Best practices applied to disclosures

Education, skills and 

enterprise development, and 

transformation programmes 

and initiative

Vukile Academy

Vukile Retail Academy

Empowering community-based service 

providers to become partners in mall 

operations

66 bursary students in property 

disciplines funded, and youth candidates 

gaining exposure to the workplace and 

benefitting from access to mentorship

Nine retail entrepreneurs gaining access 

to formal retail experience, with financial 

and mentorship support

33Social and Relationship Capital
We maintain strong relationships with all our stakeholders including employees, tenants, retailers, service 

providers, business partners, investors, funders and communities. We also drive targeted community and 

small retail enterprise development initiatives, at both corporate and property levels, in our South African and 

Spanish businesses. 
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BUSINESS MODEL AND VALUE CREATION continued

44
INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Continued investment in 

long-term renewable energy 

solutions and energy 

management initiatives

Increased photovoltaic (PV) plant 

capacity to 12.7MWp (17 PV plants 

installed)

Increased renewable energy capacity by 

26% year-on-year

Solar plants have decreased our carbon 

footprint by about 20 500 tonnes of CO
2

Completed maiden carbon footprint 

calculation in South Africa

Increase of renewable energy from 

PV plants as part of the total energy mix 

to 9% of South African portfolio 

electricity consumption

Reduced non-renewable energy 

consumption

Established our target of reducing 

combined scope 1 and 2 GHG 

emissions in line with our goal of a 10% 

reduction over three years, to end-FY25

Reduced related costs and 

environmental footprint

Water management initiatives Conducted full portfolio water audit.

Secured an additional 6.1Ml of water 

from non-council sources for centres that 

struggle with water outages

Municipal water consumption 801Ml

Improved water savings and increased 

water security

Environmental Capital
Our environmental stewardship covers our property assets and their operations, as well as our internal 

business operations. Our aspirational internal targets for these areas help to minimise our business’s impact 

on natural resources, and enhance our resilience and sustainability because the cost and availability of 

power and water are crucial to our operations, and those of our tenants.

55Financial Capital
Our balance sheet is strong with conservative debt and credit metrics that enable Vukile to allocate capital 

to derive the most value in line with our strategic goals and in response to opportunities.

INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
Market capitalisation of 

R13.8 billion at R14.06 

per share

Raised R300 million of 

new equity through the 

issue of 24 million shares

Vukile has R6.6 billion 

debt and Castellana 

€498.1 million

Undrawn facilities of 

R3.1 billion

Group FFO of 136.3cps

DPS of 105.8cps

Pay-out ratio of 77% of total group FFO

76% of interest-bearing debt hedged 

with a 2.7-year hedge maturity profile

66% of FY23 maturing debt already 

repaid or extended

Inaugural five-year R200 million 

use-of-proceeds green loan (SA)

Vukile remains comfortably solvent and 

liquid, and is able to execute its strategies 

in a capital constrained environment

Increased shareholder value

Interim dividend

Final dividend

Investment in Lar España

Well positioned to act on growth 

opportunities
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BUSINESS MODEL AND VALUE CREATION continued

INPUTS OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
Clarity of vision, strategy 

and structure

GIBS Ethics Survey

Data driven asset 

management

Bespoke risk-return model

Proprietary customer data, 

insights and analytics

Value-driven service 

culture

Strong brand

Innovation and property 

technology opportunities

Entrepreneurial approach 

to dealing making

Talent focused on the most critical issues

Ethics policies and practices are aligned

Potential value in the portfolio identified 

and unlocked

Data-driven asset management and 

marketing strategies based around 

clients and customers

Talent developed internally and recruited 

externally to prioritise specific business 

areas

Improved oversight of ethics matters

Digital strategies have enhanced 

customer insights, the relevance of our 

assets in their communities, and tenant 

satisfaction levels

Asset management interventions and 

marketing campaigns that deliver 

measurable results

New base of future growth created 

in Spain

66Intellectual Capital
Our intellectual capital is our unique way of doing things, from our governance framework and processes 

to our culture, ethics and values and our bespoke modelling and core competencies.
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IN THIS SECTION

Business
review

The fundamentals of both the South African 
and Spanish businesses remain positive. 

They have the advantage of highly diversified 
income streams provided by some of the 

leading retail companies in Africa and
Europe. We are seeing growth in turnovers 

and trading densities from our tenants, which 
confirms that our malls and their retailers

are in a healthy position.

“
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN

It is my privilege to report on behalf of the board that Vukile’s business has never been 

stronger and better positioned for growth.

Vukile’s continued successful navigation of the pandemic and the structural, 

social and economic challenges in its operating environments is a remarkable 

achievement. Its portfolios in both South Africa and Spain are fully let with 

c. 100% rental collection rates. The balance sheet is robust with strong key 

metrics, and it is highly rated in the capital markets of both countries. 

Nigel Payne
Chairman

ukile’s business has never been

pandemic and the structural,

environments is a remarkable 

and Spain are fully let with

et is robust with strong key 

ets of both countries. 

gel Payne
airman

THE CASH DIVIDEND OF 

105.8 CENTS 
PER SHARE APPROXIMATES 
77% OF TOTAL GROUP FUNDS 
FROM OPERATIONS

Business review
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN continued

a sound business and risk management strategy, which is a 

healthy and responsible practice for the longevity of Vukile and, 

we believe, for the SA REIT sector and its stakeholders. 

When it comes to property fundamentals, our operating 

environment is starting to show new potential with growing 

tenants, retailers exploring new formats and healthy demand for 

space. We are seeing significant movement, demand and 

vibrancy in the retail market.

The current supply-demand balance favours the sector. There 

has been no meaningful new supply in the SA retail sector for 

the past couple of years, placing it in a much better position 

than, for instance, the office market. This is even more acute in 

the Spanish market, where the likelihood of seeing new supply 

coming to market is exceedingly low. 

With limited supply in both markets, Vukile is in the best position 

it has been for many years. Incumbents with dominant market 

positions can drive good leasing deals with rental growth. 

As long as we keep reinvesting in our assets, people, 

relationships and innovation, recycle capital and keep some 

retention of profitability, Vukile will indeed remain a very 

sustainable asset.

The operating environment outlook for retail property is positive, 

and the tenant relationships we built as we partnered with 

retailers during COVID-19 are standing us in good stead. 

Making a strong economic recovery after a -10.8% decline in 

2020, the Bank of Spain estimated growth to accelerate by 

+4.8% in 2022 and by +3.3% in 2023. That said, the Russia-

Ukraine war is likely to have a bearing on the economic 

recovery, although the extent is difficult to predict. Record 

employment figures saw the Spanish job market recover above 

pre-pandemic levels, with a low unemployment rate of 13%. 

Around 93% of the Spanish population is fully vaccinated and, 

with all activities open to the public, things are back to normal. 

Tourism increased by 65% from 2020, with some 31 million 

tourists visiting the country in 2021, and this continued to 

improve further in Q1 2022, with room for more improvement 

still to come.

The South African economy remains 1.8% smaller than it was in 

Q1 2020. It retracted by 6.8% in 2020 and was knocked off a 

more vigorous growth trajectory by the unrest and stricter 

lockdown restrictions in Q3 2021. Nevertheless, GDP managed 

to grow by 4.9% in 2021. Its growth is expected to slow to 2.1% 

in 2022. Unfortunately, the partial economic recovery did not 

translate into job creation, with unemployment reaching a record 

high of 35.3% at the end of 2021. 

Some 31% of the South African population is fully vaccinated. 

All activities are again open to the public, although with capacity 

limits in some instances. While international tourists aren’t a 

meaningful direct driver of our domestic portfolio performance, 

tourism is a significant contributor to employment in the country. 

South Africa suffered a major tourism setback, plummeting 80% 

in 2020 and a further 50% in 2021. The recovery of tourism is 

promising for its potential to add jobs to the economy and grow 

consumer spending.

Driven by its values, culture and core competencies during the 

second year of the COVID-19 pandemic, Vukile continued to 

build on the business strength that it reinforced last year. 

We are pleased to report that Vukile once again extended its 

unbroken 18-year record of dividend payments to shareholders. 

The cash dividend of 105.8 cents per share approximates to 

77% of total group funds from operations. 

While often simple and convenient, conventional wisdom is the 

enemy of truth by being so widely accepted that it resists 

conflicting facts. The commonly held belief that the rise of online 

retail would bring the demise of brick-and-mortar retail is a case 

in point. This myth is as pervasive as it is untrue. The past two 

pandemic years have highlighted the vibrance and resilience of 

retailers worldwide, and revealed the pivotal role that physical 

stores play and their exciting new potential. 

Retail real estate has proven a very viable and resilient asset 

class through all the challenges of recent years – South Africa’s 

economic weakness, COVID-19 and its restrictions, structural 

shifts in the retail sector, and the unrest in KwaZulu-Natal and 

Gauteng. Vukile remains committed to its strategic retail focus, 

which has served its stakeholders well. It has shown itself to be 

durable and a high-income generator, reinforcing the 

sustainability and feasibility of Vukile’s business model. We 

continue to believe in the benefit of specialisation and are 

upbeat about the future of retail. 

The business is in a favourable position, invested in a very 

viable asset class with dominant, quality, fully-let assets. Still, we 

assure you that this doesn’t mean Vukile is resting on its laurels. 

It is innovating at least as fast as the market is. Retail is more 

exciting and dynamic than it has ever been. It has become a 

significant source of innovation. Our malls are changing along 

with their retailers, shoppers and communities. 

The tenant demand for space in our fully-let shopping centre 

portfolios confirms the attractiveness of our assets and the 

appeal of our chosen sector. Of course, a quality portfolio 

requires ongoing management, winnowing out non-strategic 

assets and constantly reinvesting in properties, defensively and 

accretively, so they continue to receive demand from tenants 

and their customers. 

In the past, each time Vukile pursued a capital expenditure 

project or growth opportunity, it would be exposed to the 

vagaries of the capital markets to raise the necessary funds. 

Our new variable dividend pay-out ratio proved its value this 

year by enabling us to retain funds in the business to undertake 

our core business activities. It also supported a robust balance 

sheet and increased out agility to capitalise on opportunities 

that further Vukile’s stated strategies.

Capital retention directly impacts capital allocation decision-

making and supports a more sustainable business model. Based 

on our strong balance sheet and high cash generation in South 

Africa and Spain, we are pleased to have made acquisitions 

from our existing resources and resumed paying interim 

dividends in line with our normal policy. 

Vukile intends to retain a variable pay-out ratio with a degree of 

income retention for the foreseeable future. It has proven to be 
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN continued

The challenges South African businesses and communities face 

due to unreliable power supply, rising electricity costs, and the 

country’s water supply difficulties are ongoing. Vukile is meeting 

them through our investment in solar plants and by augmenting 

the water supply at our properties, which at the same time has a 

positive environmental impact. 

Environmental action supports Vukile’s sustainable business 

strategy and is one of the ESG considerations increasingly 

embedded in Vukile’s objectives, operations and disclosure. 

As I write this report, our first CDP and GRESB1 submissions are 

being prepared, and we are pleased to build on our positive 

impacts by advancing and aligning our reporting on them. 

Retail is social by its very nature, so society remains particularly 

important to us when it comes to our business’s impacts. It is 

heartening to see the retailers and their employees that we 

supported during their lowest point in the hardest months of 

lockdown flourishing and even growing again. We have 

sharpened our corporate social investment to boost 

communities, businesses, the economy and the country. 

The Vukile board performed its governance oversight and 

strategic leadership roles to a high standard during the year. 

This year, we welcomed the appointment of Tshidi Mokgabudi to 

the Vukile board as an independent non-executive director from 

6 August 2021. 

Reflecting on the responsible nature of its business, Vukile is 

highly regarded for its governance, transparency and 

leadership. The boards in both countries are fit-for-purpose and 

very engaged in the governance of the business. I am grateful 

to my colleagues on the board for your commitment to the 

company and sound judgement in deliberations.

We are proud of the diversity of our board composition, both in 

terms of its skills and its representation. It has exceeded 

board-level transformation targets with a diverse and inclusive 

board comprising 60% black directors and 43% female 

non-executive directors. 

1 Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark.

We appreciate our shareholders, their regular engagement and 

positive support. It is particularly pleasing to have received their 

overwhelmingly positive backing for Vukile’s updated and new 

share schemes. The risks associated with the schemes have 

been mitigated and we have retained the talents of the 

executive teams in both countries and incentivised them.

The Vukile management team, led by our group CEO, Laurence 

Rapp, and executives in South Africa and Spain, have 

implemented several key initiatives, bolstering the business and 

positioning it for new growth. They have continued to exemplify 

Vukile’s values and culture of accountability, discipline, 

transparency and delivery for our shareholders while working 

in the interest of our people, business partners, tenants, 

customers, communities and all our other stakeholders. 

I encourage you to read their reports as they contain a wealth of 

information about Vukile’s business, strategies and performance.

Laurence and this team have established a platform for 

sustainable success and a springboard for growth. With 

excellent portfolio metrics, a strong balance sheet, proven 

strategies and good prospects, Vukile is well placed to reward 

stakeholders and deliver on all key objectives.

Nigel Payne
Chairman
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FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Our streamlined, simplified and strengthened business performed exceptionally well 

this year. The proven resilience of our business model, our shopping centre assets and 

their retail tenants have enabled Vukile to resume the payment of interim and final 

dividends, once again provide forward-looking guidance, and recommence our growth. 

Vukile is stronger than ever.

We have come through a tough time of COVID-19 and civil unrest, endured 

the shocks, and delivered a positive performance that underscores the 

strength and stability of all three pillars of our business – South Africa, Spain 

and our balance sheet. Vukile retains its clear and simple vision, strategy, 

structure and business model, while management’s inward focus on 

operational excellence and building new competencies, capacity and cash 

reserves generated very pleasing results.

Laurence Rapp
Chief Executive Officer

FICER
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VUKILE WILL CONTINUE TO 
LOOK FOR, AND IS ACTIVELY 
EVALUATING, APPROPRIATELY 
PRICED AND STRATEGICALLY 
ALIGNED TRANSACTIONS TO 
GROW OUR PORTFOLIO IN 
SOUTH AFRICA.
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Vukile is well funded. All its balance sheet metrics are strong 

and were improved during the year. 

We enhanced resilience by using the COVID-19 opportunity 

to restructure our balance sheet. Our funding mix was revised 

to create a Rand hedge with negligible Euro debt on our local 

balance sheet. Vukile favourably issued R500 million of 

unsecured bonds, which were oversubscribed and priced 

better than guidance. 

Our balance sheet was bolstered by Castellana’s €185 million 

seven-year debt refinance agreement, reflecting the confidence 

that credit institutions have in the business. Castellana now has 

a five-year debt expiry profile that is fully hedged which is 

particularly pleasing given rising interest rates. Castellana’s 

balance sheet improvements added to Vukile’s strong financial 

position. 

We are immensely proud that Fitch Ratings has assigned 

Castellana a fist-time investment-grade rating. This rating 

indicates the quality of its management, portfolio, income 

generation and position as one of the best-performing 

companies in Spain’s real estate sector. Castellana’s new rating 

aligns with Vukile’s own investment-grade rating by GCR in 

South Africa and our high-quality liquid asset status, making 

us a favoured client for all local banks.

This demonstrates that Vukile enjoys strong support from its 

bankers internationally and locally and the debt capital markets. 

We are appropriately hedged to manage through the cycle 

in a rising interest rate environment.

Vukile is in a confident composite financial position. With our 

prudent financial management, we take a holistic approach 

when looking at our balance sheet. This approach considers 

our strong interest cover ratio of 3.4 times and group LTV ratio 

of 43% with significant headroom, taken with thoroughly 

stress-tested increasing valuations, a strong liquidity position, 

a well-managed debt expiry profile, and diversified sources of 

funding and hedging. Our balance sheet has never been 

stronger.

The three pillars of our business unite around capital allocation 

and opportunity. The discounts to NAV seen in the SA REIT 

sector in recent years are, in our opinion, more structural and 

driven by equity capital market factors as opposed to company-

specific fundamentals. The Vukile share price trebled in value 

from its low during the year but remains undervalued. Excellent 

investment opportunities abound for Vukile. With an improved 

capital environment, we would plausibly be able to double the 

size of our business. Moreover, we have the capacity to add 

volume without cost in our current structure.

Marking the resumption of our growth trajectory, in our most 

prominent transaction of the year, Castellana acquired a 21.7% 

shareholding in fellow Spanish REIT, Lar España Real Estate 

SOCIMI, for approximately €100 million. Although it is a minority 

stake, Castellana is now Lar España’s biggest shareholder.

Castellana’s strong cash flow position – a direct advantage 

of retaining capital in our businesses – and Vukile’s proven 

ability to recycle capital strategically enabled us to secure 

an exciting investment with more attractive yields than other 

Strong balance sheet metrics

Allocation and recycling of capital for growth 

FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER continued

Our properties’ operating strength, resilience and the quality 

of their cash flows came to the fore. The exceptional 

operational performances in South Africa and Spain were 

highlights of the year.

In South Africa, the reversionary rental cycle has turned. We are 

starting to see increased competition for space, which is driving 

rentals higher in both South Africa and Spain. Likewise, 

valuations returned to a positive trajectory. The value of our 

South African portfolio increased 4.6% and our Spanish portfolio 

4.5% on a like-for-like basis. This is possible because both 

portfolios are fully let with rental collection rates of c.100%, and 

retailer demand exceeds supply. 

The fundamentals of both businesses remain positive. They 

have the advantage of highly diversified income streams 

provided by some of the leading retail companies in Africa and 

Europe. We are seeing growth in turnovers and trading densities 

from our tenants, which confirms that our malls and their retailers 

are in a healthy position. 

Our South African portfolio trading metrics exceed pre-Covid 

levels. All categories started showing trading improvements 

during the year. Restaurants, coffee shops and liquor stores 

demonstrated tremendous turnover and trading density growth 

off a low base, rallying after being ravaged by harsh lockdown 

limits that applied to these categories specifically. Fashion retail 

also gained momentum over the year. 

The food, electronics and sports and outdoor categories 

achieved noteworthy trading performances, with groceries and 

supermarkets continuing to notch up buoyant trading. Even the 

furniture, art and décor category, which experienced a surge in 

the early months of the pandemic lockdown, was able to sustain 

consistent performance. You will find more detail on these 

trading figures in our South African portfolio review. It is fair to 

say, however, that the all-round positive trading performance is 

an excellent reflection of the strength of our shopping centre 

portfolio in South Africa.

The Vukile team went above and beyond to restore its six malls 

damaged in the July 2021 unrest in KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng 

for their tenants and customers. All six malls were fully 

operational within days of the looting, as were the anchor 

tenants at KwaMashu Shopping Centre, which sustained the 

most damage and was fully trading again by end-March 2022. 

Our shopping centres were able to recover rapidly in no small 

part due to the support of the communities they serve, the 

fortitude of our tenants, the efforts of their management teams 

and the responsiveness of SASRIA, which met its obligations 

fully and swiftly.

In Spain, portfolio trading metrics closed the year within easy 

reach of pre-Covid levels, thanks to the rapid retail recovery 

in the country and the dominance and relevance of the retail 

assets in the Castellana portfolio. The impact on trading became 

less with every new wave of the pandemic. 

Retail sales in the Spanish portfolio have improved significantly, 

but there is still much room for improvement in the leisure, food 

and beverage and fashion and accessories categories. That 

said, leasing activity shows that retailers are back in expansion 

mode, and new brands are entering the Spanish market, most 

of which are choosing our centres to debut. 

Operational excellence
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FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER continued

from individual asset acquisitions. We see excellent potential 

and strategic opportunities in the convenience and value retail 

segments. We are also interested in regionally dominant centres 

with growth opportunities and acquisitions where we can apply 

our asset management skills to unlock value from stable assets 

that are in need of updating.

We will continue underwriting our portfolio by winnowing out 

non-core assets and redeploying the proceeds into our core 

strategies to further improve the quality and longevity of the 

portfolio. This year, we completed the R90 million strategic 

upgrade and extension of Daveyton Mall in a project that 

proudly brings together a vibrant mix of shopping, leisure and 

community with a critical investment in the township economy.

The Vukile values play a big part in our business performance. 

Our well-defined, inclusive culture and flat management 

structure create a transparent environment that encourages 

much participation from our talented people in decision-making 

processes.

The business continues to participate in the Deloitte Best 

Company to Work For™ Survey and the Gibs Ethics Barometer. 

This year, Vukile performed strongly in the GIBS Ethics 

Barometer with high level of perceived adherence to BLSA 

Integrity Pledge.

At Vukile, we do business differently. We think about the future 

of our business. We upskill our people, drive creative ideas, and 

invest in both. This gives us a competitive edge.

Vukile embraces digital transformation and is employing greater 

use of technology. We have made excellent strides in our 

existing initiatives. 

Our in-mall Wi-Fi network, which is now available in 18 malls 

and has c. nine and half million registered users, represents a 

R26 million investment so far. Our Connect Waya-Waya app links 

registered users to free unlimited Wi-Fi in our malls and offers a 

range of value-added benefits from discounts to rewards and 

more. Vukile’s investment in geolocation data service company, 

Fetch, is starting to add a strategic advantage to our operational 

business in South Africa and the ability to evaluate transactions 

better, highlighting the value of this investment.

To nurture a culture of innovation, we invest in immersion labs 

that upskill our teams to encourage innovative thinking. Two 

projects arising from this initiative are being funded and piloted 

in Spain.

The Vukile Retail Academy in South Africa is another project that 

emerged from our innovation process. We are blown away by its 

potential to build small businesses, showcase talent, create jobs, 

launch new retail experiences, grow our shopping centres’ 

future tenant bases, and boost society and the economy. 

The groundwork for the new Vukile Retail Academy is well 

progressed. At year-end, we selected nine small retail 

businesses that we will incubate within our shopping centres. 

By de-risking their entry into formal retail spaces, Vukile helps 

small businesses formalise, diversify and thrive within a 

shopping centre ecosystem. We can’t wait to see them grow 

and prosper.

Driven by our people, values, culture and innovation

Committed to the environment, society, good 
governance and sustainability

opportunities in the direct property market. Castellana 

purchased the Lar España shares with a combination of 

€15 million of available cash and a shareholder loan from Vukile 

of €75 million converted to equity. 

The transaction highlighted our success in rotating capital out 

of non-strategic assets into our core strategies. To fund this 

investment, after promoting and supporting the Arrowhead and 

Fairvest merger, we exited part of our non-strategic stake in 

Fairvest. We also significantly exited our Namibian investments 

and concluded non-core asset sales of c.R1 billion. By 

redeploying these proceeds into the Lar España acquisition, we 

continued to simplify our corporate structure out of non-strategic 

holdings.

In and of itself, this is an accretive transaction and a desirable 

investment indeed. It had an immediate positive impact on 

Vukile’s FFO per share for its 2022 financial year. In fact, as a 

direct result of this transaction, we performed better than our 

original full-year guidance. Moreover, it has opened up new 

growth potential.

We are building Castellana to lead market share in Spain, 

Europe’s fifth-largest economy – five times the size of SA’s 

economy in GDP per capita. It is enjoying a robust operating 

environment. Castellana’s performance is underpinned by our 

proven strategy encompassed in its talented team, operations, 

relationships with retailers, ability to attract new tenants to its 

shopping centres and on a portfolio basis, and the sterling 

reputation it has established in the European retail market. 

There is a significant opportunity in undervalued listed retail 

property trading at large discounts to intrinsic value in the 

current market environment. We see exceptional prospects in 

Spain that we are not yet seeing in South Africa. Our Lar España 

deal was one such opportunity, which is an investment with 

outstanding synergistic potential. 

Both Castellana and Lar España are specialist retail property 

investors with high-quality, low-risk, geographically 

complementary portfolios of shopping centres and retail parks. 

Lar España, which has a portfolio of high-quality retail assets 

with a gross asset value of more than €90 million, has exhibited 

similar performance to that of Castellana, demonstrating a 

pleasing rebound in trading, high occupancy, an excellent tenant 

profile, strong earnings generation and a robust balance sheet 

with healthy cash flows. This investment means that Castellana 

now has exposure to the entire Spanish peninsula.

By exploring synergistic potential with Lar España, the 

transaction has created a new possible growth avenue for 

Castellana. We are excited about the potential to grow together. 

We also see opportunities to continue expanding and 

upgrading the existing Spanish portfolio as with the recent 

asset-strengthening El Corte Inglés projects, which are fully let 

and yielding returns of some 10%. These investments ensure 

that our assets become more dominant and represent ever-

increasing quality. 

The balance of our international investment increased this year. 

Nonetheless, Vukile remains committed to investing in South 

Africa. We are operating in the sweet spot of the market, and 

our strong relationships with retailers stand us in good stead.

Vukile will continue to look for, and is actively evaluating, 

appropriately priced and strategically aligned transactions to 

grow our portfolio in South Africa. This growth is likely to come 
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FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER continued

We finalised our first use-of-proceeds green loan with Nedbank 

CIB as we closed FY22. The green loan marks a significant 

milestone in our sustainability journey and is a testament to 

Vukile’s positive environmental action and impact. The funding 

will be dedicated to new on-site solar farms at our retail centres, 

supporting their energy-efficient and cost-efficient operations, 

and helping to meet the needs of our retailer tenants and their 

customers, while reducing climate impact.

I am pleased to report that, to date, solar PV power systems 

provide 9% of electricity consumed across Vukile’s portfolio. 

We plan to double our electricity consumption from sustainable 

energy projects over the next three years. Castellana is also 

preparing to add PV capacity across its portfolio, which 

comprises shopping centres all certified as outstanding or 

excellent by BREEAM.

Looking ahead, internationally, we see the green shoots of 

renewed investment interest in shopping centres. Retail 

property fell out of favour in recent years, but early signs show 

that the asset class is regaining its appeal. The uptick was first 

evident in the trading of supermarket portfolios, and we are now 

starting to see retail park portfolios being acquired. It follows 

that shopping centres will be next, as more investors recognise 

that the doomsday scenarios for retail haven’t, and won’t, 

materialise, and it remains an attractive asset class based on 

its viability and its pricing relative to logistics and residential 

property.

Of course, the long-term impacts of the tragedy unfolding in 

Ukraine remain to be seen on the global economy and on 

the macro environments in Spain and South Africa.

In conclusion, this has been a good year for Vukile. Our 

business is in excellent shape, we have a great team, and 

opportunities abound. All factors within our control have been 

positioned for stability, simplicity, sustainability, strategy delivery 

and growth. The extent and speed at which we can capture 

growth opportunities will depend on the availability of 

appropriately priced capital. 

I wish to extend my gratitude to the Vukile board of directors 

and our Chairman, Nigel Payne.

I am honoured to lead Vukile with extraordinary management 

teams here and in Spain, and I thank them for the value they 

add to our business and their deep commitment to achieving 

our strategies. Thank you to our exceptional team of people 

who have come through a challenging year with the utmost 

professionalism, perseverance, passion and compassion. We 

also extend our appreciation to all our stakeholders, suppliers 

and business partners, and everyone who contributes to 

Vukile’s immediate and extended teams.

Laurence Rapp 
Chief Executive Officer

Prospects

Appreciation

Vukile remains unwavering in its commitment to acting 

responsibly, which leads me to our enhanced environmental, 

social and governance (ESG) measures and considerations. 

Our actions in these areas are embedded in our thinking, 

business, and planning. This year, we set the framework for our 

ESG reporting. Critical ESG aspects have long been integrated 

into our business. Now, we are better aligning our reporting on 

these impacts with national, global and industry standards. You 

can learn more in our dedicated ESG review, which shows how 

we are furthering our new ESG strategy. 

Our contribution to society goes beyond a tick-box process 

of corporate social investment; we know our communities, 

understand their challenges, support their needs, showcase 

their strengths and celebrate their people and achievements, 

together. Our shopping centres’ communities are at the heart 

of what we do. We have spent much more investing in social 

upliftment programmes within these communities during the 

pandemic. It has been a good investment that benefits 

everyone. We intend to continue doing this in the future. 

We see the benefits of consumer analytics in our data-driven 

decision making, not only for actions that impact our assets, 

property management, leasing and marketing but also being 

better at genuinely serving our communities. We can have more 

relevant social impacts because customer centricity is part of 

the Vukile DNA. Vukile also applies its data insights to better 

understand the communities around its shopping centres. 

With established NGOs, we are initiating high-impact social 

investments that enhance affinity to our shopping centres. 

You need to know your customers if you hope to meet their 

commercial and social needs. Our progress in this area confirms 

Vukile’s all-in commitment to working closely with our retailers 

and customers for greater shared value. You will find examples 

of how we strive to be a good corporate citizen in our 

ESG report.

Vukile participates in our industry and the economy, with our 

leadership playing active roles in various associations, councils, 

groups and forums. We believe that strong, ethical leadership 

is imperative, both in our business and within the greater 

property sector and broader business environment. Besides 

keeping us ahead of collective challenges and abreast of best 

practices, this also means that we understand what needs to be 

done to ensure the sustainability of our sector and help it thrive 

with the best talent for the future. We take seriously our 

responsibility to continue to transform the South African 

economy. 

Our passion for retail and nurturing the skills, talent and 

knowledge our industry needs is shared through the Vukile 

Academy. Annually, it funds more than 50 students in property 

and related studies and includes a highly successful intern 

programme where, this year, 75% of the graduates were 

employed in the industry while 25% elected to further their 

studies. We proudly welcomed its fourth intake in January 2022. 
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I am pleased to report that Vukile has produced a noteworthy set of financial results. 

It is a testament to the strength of our business that notwithstanding the second year 

of the COVID-19 pandemic and the July 2021 civil unrest, we completed the year with 

a robust balance sheet, well-managed debt and treasury position and very positive 

credit metrics.

In March 2022, we increased our guidance that was provided at interim 

results to an FFO per share of between 130 and 135 cents, and a dividend 

per share of 100 to 105 cents. I am delighted to report actual results for 

FY22 where slightly ahead of guidance, with FFO per share of 136.3 cents 

and dividend per share of 105.8 cents. This equates to a dividend pay-out 

ratio of 77% of total FFO and cash retention of R308 million.

FROM THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
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Laurence Cohen 
Chief Financial Officer
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As the investment in Lar España 

does not qualify for equity 

accounting, we have accounted for 

it at fair value through other 

comprehensive income (OCI). Fair 

value is based on the Lar España share 

price (€4.95) at 31 March 2022. Taking 

fair value adjustments to OCI means that 

any fair value adjustments resulting from 

movements in the Lar España share price 

will have no impact on Castellana’s dividend 

calculation, which is based on Spanish GAAP 

retained earnings. 

We have also ensured that there is no forecast 

risk related to income from Lar España in 

Castellana’s FFO by recognising dividends only 

when they are declared. Lar España has a 

31 December year -end. It usually declares 

dividends once per year (in April) and pays them in 

May. Assuming this remains the case, Castellana will 

account for the dividends from Lar España in April 

each year. No dividend from Lar España has been 

included in Castellana’s FFO in this financial year 

because the first dividend of 36cps is a pre-acquisition 

dividend, which reduces the carrying amount of 

Castellana’s Lar España investment. 

For FY23, Castellana will accrue a non-IFRS adjustment of 

some 3.6cps/pm for 10 months, from 1 April 2022 to 

31 January 2023. This adjustment will reset from 1 February 

2023, based on the dividend declared for the year to 

31 December 2022. In this way, Castellana will include 

Lar España dividends in its FFO based on actual dividends 

declared and paid by Lar España.

In a substantial achievement that significantly de-risked the 

Castellana debt expiry profile, and hence the Vukile group 

balance sheet, Castellana refinanced its syndicated loan into 

a new seven-year €185 million facility with Aareal Bank AG. 

In doing so, it has meaningfully extended its average debt 

maturity profile, with Castellana’s first debt maturity in FY26. 

The new loan is fixed for five years, materially reducing interest 

rate risk.

Looking at South Africa, the financial cost of the civil unrest in 

July 2021 was fully covered by insurance, including physical 

damage to property and loss of income. 

Last year, we implemented changes in our balance sheet 

structure and treasury approach, including a reduction in the 

pay-out ratio. In doing so, we strengthened the balance sheet 

and facilitated the successful execution of the Lar España 

transaction in January 2022. This transaction demonstrates how 

Vukile’s financial and treasury functions significantly contribute 

to our core strategy, agile capital allocation and value creation 

in the immediate and long term.

The strategic benefits of this acquisition in Spain are well 

covered in other sections of this report. The funding of and 

accounting for the investment in Lar España and how we will 

treat the recognition of its dividends are addressed below.

In late January 2022, Castellana funded the c. €100 million 

purchase of 18 157 459 Lar España shares at a purchase price 

of €5.35 per share with a combination of €15 million of 

available cash and a shareholder loan from Vukile. The first loan 

of €75 million was converted to equity in March 2022. This 

increased Vukile’s shareholding in Castellana to 89.6%. The 

second loan of €10 million is repayable over 12 months. 

Vukile funded this €85 million through an existing revolving 

credit facility of €20 million, and a new loan equivalent to 

€65 million. By year-end, c. €75 million of the €85 million had 

been repaid through asset sales. 

Vukile therefore funded the Lar España transaction in part 

through the recycling of assets:

We disposed of c.58% of our Fairvest shares for R504 million. 

We closed the year with a reduced 7% shareholding in 

Fairvest. 

Approximately R700 million was realised from the part sale of 

our Namibian assets, where Vukile has significantly reduced 

its share from 100% to c.36% of the portfolio. 

During the year, we sold some R796 million of direct property 

assets in South Africa as well as€26.5 million in Castellana 

office assets. 

At year-end, a further R187 million of direct property asset sales 

from our South African portfolio became unconditional and were 

set to transfer in Q2 2022. This illustrates how Vukile’s non-core 

asset disposal initiatives are bearing fruit, and the proceeds are 

being redirected into investments aligned with our core strategy.

Staying in Spain, this year marked some noteworthy financial 

achievements for Castellana’s business. Castellana obtained an 

investment-grade Fitch BBB- credit rating, which may be viewed 

as the first step towards a future potential inaugural bond issue 

to diversify its debt funding mix. 

REVENUE (%)

Year ending 31 March 2022
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In the past year, we refinanced 66% or R2.3 billion of FY23 

expiring debt, with cash and undrawn committed facilities of 

R3.7 billion exceeding the R1.2 billion of debt expiring over the 

next 12 months by 3.1 times. The Group debt maturity profile 

has increased to 3.8 years (FY21: 2.9 years), as a result of the 

refinancing of the Castellana syndicate loan as well as Vukile 

ZAR facilities (which were refinanced during the COVID-19 

pandemic for two years and which have now been refinanced 

into four and five-year facilities).

We remain cognisant of the interest rate hiking cycle over the 

short to medium term, however, the current cost of hedging with 

interest rate swaps is at all-time highs in South Africa. Over-

hedging with interest rate swaps in the current market does not 

mitigate the risk of interest rate hikes, but rather locks in future 

potential higher rates. In the past year, we began utilising 

interest rate caps to hedge the interest rate on our South African 

debt. In this way, we are able to dynamically hedge the risk of 

interest rate hikes, while still benefitting from current base rates. 

76% of total group interest-bearing debt is hedged. 

Vukile has adopted a layered approach to hedging EUR 

dividend forecasts from Castellana with forward exchange 

contracts (FECs), targeting an average hedge ratio of 60% 

across a five-year period, with tiering (100% hedging in year 1, 

80% hedging in year 2, 60% hedging in year 3, etc). 64% of 

Castellana’s net forecast FY23 dividends are hedged, as the 

forecast income related to the acquisition from Lar España has 

not yet been hedged. The intention is to wait until the EUR/ZAR 

foreign exchange rate has stabilised before hedging this 

income. Since Castellana’s FFO is not hedged, this allows our 

earnings to be a “Rand hedge”, with Vukile’s FFO more 

positively exposed to a weaker Rand, while still providing 

predictable dividends over the short term to medium term.

Vukile EUR debt has reduced to €37 million, a 78% reduction 

from total Vukile EUR debt of €164 million at the close of FY21. 

Similarly, the remaining CCIRS nominal of €65.5 million has 

been hedged, eliminating foreign exchange risk at its maturity 

in June 2022. The reduction in EUR debt and CCIRS also makes 

Vukile’s NAV more positively exposed to a weaker ZAR going 

forward.

In response to market conditions during the pandemic last year, 

we indicated that we could potentially distribute 60% to 70% of 

total group FFO, allowing for greater cash retention in our 

business and still complying with the minimum JSE distribution 

requirements for SA REITs. This year, in our updated guidance 

at end-March, we indicated that the dividend pay-out ratio would 

approximate 75% to 80% of total group FFO for the year. The 

increase in pay-out ratio is tax efficient and appropriate, given 

the reduced impact from the COVID pandemic as well as our 

strong balance sheet and credit metrics. 

We also introduced our first green use-of-proceeds loan to our 

funding mix at the end of FY22. The green loan demonstrates 

our continued commitment to ESG principles. We concluded 

a five-year R200 million use-of-proceeds green loan with 

Nedbank CIB to fund 19 solar energy projects and energy-

efficiency initiatives across South Africa. 

Group debt reduced to R14.7 billion during the year, with a 

group loan-to-value ratio of 43%. Unencumbered assets at 

year-end were R10.3 billion. Vukile enjoys a well-diversified 

funding base and has very strong relationships with all of 

its funders.

We are comfortably within all our lending covenants, both 

in South Africa and Spain. Our interest cover ratio remains 

strong at 3.4 times. At this level, group EBITDA would need 

to reduce by a further 40% or R881 million before reaching the 

two times bank interest cover covenant level. 

I extend my gratitude to our finance and treasury teams. We 

thank our providers of capital, both equity and debt providers, 

for the faith that they continue to show in Vukile. Our financial 

practices are robust, and we remain dedicated to disclosure 

that is comprehensive, relevant and transparent. We remain 

committed to creating, protecting and adding value for all our 

stakeholders over the long term.

Laurence Cohen
Chief Financial Officer
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OUR TOP 15 PROPERTIES

Pine Crest Centre Dobsonville Mall Meadowdale Mall

East Rand Mall Gugulethu Square Thavhani Mall

Phoenix Plaza Nonesi Mall Moruleng Mall

Maluti Crescent Mdantsane City Atlantis City Shopping Centre

Kolonnade Retail Park Daveyton Shopping Centre Bloemfontein Plaza

PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa

The South African 

retail portfolio has held 

up remarkably well 

over an incredibly 

tough year. The foot 

count of our malls 

is trending towards 

pre-COVID-19 

levels, with the 

rural portfolio and 

township 

shopping centres 

leading the 

recovery.

OUR RETAIL FOOTPRINT – SOUTH AFRICA

R13.8 billion
Direct retail 

property portfolio 
value

R382 million
Average value per 

retail property

8.9%
Average exit 

capitalisation rate

13.5%
Average

discount rate

774 864m² 
Gross lettable 

area (GLA)

36
Retail 

properties 

71%
Top 15 assets, percentage 

of retail portfolio
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

The full-year results for the South African portfolio were 

delivered in a challenging environment that not only had 

COVID-19 induced headwinds, but also civil unrest, worsening 

basic service interruptions, deepening social polarisation and 

more recently the flooding in KwaZulu-Natal. These headwinds 

have been exacerbated by an environment of slow macro-

economic growth and continued public maladministration at 

municipal level, resulting in an environment of increased 

unemployment and voter disenchantment. Notwithstanding 

these significant and persistent macro and social challenges, the 

financial and diversification benefits of holding a well managed, 

nodally dominant, diversified portfolio of retail assets geared for 

mostly non-discretionary spend in the mass market are self-

evident through the continued improvement in our overall 

operating metrics. The rural, township, value and commuter 

mall environment is undoubtedly the sweet spot of SA retail real 

estate. In our journey to be even more entrenched in the 

communities we serve, we will continue putting our customers 

at the forefront of our asset management endeavours, which 

should augur well for the continued strong performance of the 

portfolio.

The South African total direct property portfolio on 

31 March 2022 consisted of 44 properties with a total value of 

R14.5 billion, and a gross lettable area (GLA) of 845 659m², with 

an average value of R329 million per property. 

The South African retail portfolio, which accounts for 95% of the 

value of the assets, was valued at R13.8 billion and consists of 

36 properties with an average value of R382 million per 

property. In total, 86% of retail space is let to national tenants. 

Vacancies have decreased from 3.2% to 2.6%.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
Portfolio overview
The South African retail portfolio has recovered significantly 

over a sustained difficult trading environment since the onset 

of the COVID-19 induced lockdowns 26 months ago. It has 

delivered a normalised, like-for-like NOI growth, excluding the 

impact of COVID-19 of 3.9%. Including the base effects of 

COVID-19 concessions, additional security and increased bad 

debts necessitated by last year’s strict COVID-19 trading 

environment, NOI growth was 18.5%. Compared to the FY21 

vacancy of 3.2%, the retail portfolio’s vacancy reduced to 2.6% 

partly due to the sale of the Namibian portfolio, but more 

importantly due to significant leasing activity in the rural and 

township portfolio. Vacancies are trending downwards and are 

the lowest they have been since listing in 2004. Tenant 

retention has improved from 90% (March 2021) to 93% 

(March 2022). 

There has been significant leasing activity over this period. 

In total, 30 260m² of vacant space (3.9% of total retail GLA) has 

been let, contrasted with 31 001m² of tenants who vacated. 

Out of the total number of tenants which have vacated over this 

period, c.56% of them have been small, medium, and micro-

enterprises (SMMEs). Over the period under review, 716 leases 

were concluded (536 renewals and 180 new leases) covering 

171 580m², with a total contract value of R1 336 million. This 

equates to 22% of the portfolio’s lettable area compared to 11% 

in FY21 and 14% in FY20. This is in line with what was achieved 

in pre-COVID-19 FY19, when the leasing activity was 23% of the 

lettable area. 83% of the leasing activity was concluded with 

national and second-tier retailers.

The portfolio rent-to-sales ratio decreased by 20bps to 6.1% 

and the annualised trading densities increased to 6.1% (1.7% 

FY21; 3.4% FY20) measured on a 24-month like-for-like basis. 

The township, commuter, rural and urban portfolios grew by 

10.2%, 7.9%, 6.9% and 4.5% respectively, while the value 

centres remained flat after showing significant growth of 16.4% 

in FY21. On average the turnover within the portfolio was 6.6% 

higher than in the preceding 12 months.13 of the 14 retail 

categories within the portfolio showing growth, in both 

annualised trading densities and overall turnover. 

The portfolio has operated over the second half of FY22 with 

no prohibition in trade due to COVID-19-related lockdowns. 

As a result, we have communicated to tenants that COVID-19 

concessions will no longer be entertained, unless there is a 

government-imposed prohibition on trade in future. Over the 

duration of this reporting period, limited COVID-19-related 

concessions to the value of R6.8 million were granted to 

tenants, assisting those primarily in the hospitality, gyms, bottle 

stores and restaurant categories. The concessions granted in 

FY22 were significantly lower than the R141 million granted in 

the previous reporting period. 

Footfall is now at 91% compared to pre-COVID-19 levels. 

Township (94%) and rural (107%) malls' footfall have exhibited a 

strong recovery towards pre-COVID-19 levels, while commuter 

(76%) and urban (84%) malls continue to lag with regard to a 

recovery in footfall. Although footfall was affected over the 

COVID-19 lockdown period, spend per head was sustained, 

indicating that shoppers spent more per visit than in the past. 

The COVID-19 environment has undoubtedly evolved the way 

shoppers interact with the mall, but not to an extent where the 

overall operating metrics are affected. We have launched a 

customer-centricity desk to ideate and solve for instances where 

there will most likely be changes, to ensure that our malls 

remain relevant, primary shopping and lifestyle destinations for 

our communities.

Pine Crest, Dobsonville Mall, Daveyton Mall, Hammarsdale 

Junction, The Workshop and KwaMashu were damaged to 

varying degrees in the July 2021 unrest. All of these malls have 

been fully reinstated and, in all instances, are ahead of the 

competition in their respective primary catchment areas and are 

trading well. The expected reinstatement claim for damages is 

R150 million, with 473 shops affected. Also quantified is the loss 

of rental as a result of the unrest which equates to R59 million. 

The full claim submitted has been approved by SASRIA. Vukile 

has received R160 million (77%) thus far, comprising 

R104 million (69%) for material damages and R56 million (95%) 

for loss of rental. The remainder of R49 million (23%) is expected 

to be received by end July 2022.

We are excited by the current robust leasing environment driven 

by both national and second-tier retailers. 

We are engaging with these stakeholders creatively and 

continuously to ensure that we are property partners of choice, 

who not only provide bricks and mortar suites, but other 

value-add services, such as customer and community insights 

in order for them to thrive.

Communities and shoppers will continue to be a strong focus 

area for the business. The success of our malls is strongly linked 

to community stability at a micro level, to this end we will 

continue to proactively engage all key community structures and 

work towards mutually symbiotic relationships.
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Although the operational results for the past 12 months are on 

most key metrics ahead of pre-COVID-19 levels, we remain 

cautious in our optimism, as there are still significant structural 

changes needed to ensure that our economy regains a 

sustainable growth trajectory. 

Our sustained operating metrics, focus on continuous 

operational improvements, symbiotic tenant relationships and 

forward-looking investment into sustainable energy and 

customer-centric technology will be the bedrock off which we 

will position the business for ongoing and sustainable growth.

Operational highlights
Footfall is trending towards pre-COVID-19 levels, with rural 

and township centres leading the recovery. Urban centres 

have recovered to pre-COVID-19 levels, and commuter 

centres are slower to recover at 94% of pre-COVID-19 levels.

Retail vacancies decreased from 3.2% to 2.6%.

– 10 malls fully let

– 19 malls with vacancies less than 1 000m²

– Rural vacancies decreased to 1.5%, the lowest in four 

years, and value centres at a record low of 0.8%.

Retail reversions of negative 2.4% are steadily improving 

relative to the prior period at negative 3.3%. Out of the 536 

leases renewed, 55% were positive, 13% flat, and only 32% 

were negative. An improved average lease term of 4.3 years 

has been attained on recent transactions.

Strong rebound in rental collections following the lockdown; 

now at 100% of billings.

In-contract escalations of 6.4%, still ahead of inflation.

An improvement in the retail retention ratio from 90% in the 

prior period to 93%.

WALE has increased from 3.3 years to 3.4 years. 

Operational efficiencies
Our inwardly focused operational strategy has yielded positive 

results. We have focused on low capital-intensive interventions 

that return sustainable savings into the future. 

Continuous investment in high-yielding PV projects
9.0% of the electricity is now generated through 17 PV 

projects.

Total installed PV plant capacity to date is 12.7MW (17 PV 

plants installed).

New PV projects were completed at Gugulethu Square 

(837kWp), Atlantis Phase 2 (500kWp), Ermelo Game (250kWp) 

and Bedworth Phase 2 (300kWp).

Continued energy management spend
Energy-efficient LED light fittings were installed at Atlantis 

and Mdantsane. Lighting levels were improved, and the two 

projects cumulatively produced estimated savings of 

335 000kWh per annum.

Additional borehole water of 6 100kℓ per annum at Giyani 

Plaza and Highland Mews, increasing the current 85 000kℓ 

of current borehole water within the portfolio.

Footfall and turnover
Compared to the corresponding period in the prior years, footfall is trending towards pre-COVID-19 levels, with consistent recovery in 

rural and township shopping centres. 

Footfall
March 2022 

versus 
March 2019

March 2022 
versus 

March 2020

March 2022 
versus 

March 2021
% % %

Rural 107 111 106
Township 94 104 104
Urban 84 100 101
Commuter 76 94 106

Total portfolio 91 103 104

Annual turnover increased by 6.6% when comparing the 12 months ended 31 March 2022 to 31 March 2021. 
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Movement in
annual turnover 

%

Portfolio
exposure based

on turnover 
 %

Total 6.6 100.0
Grocery and food 7.6 43.9
Fashion, department and home 3.6 34.7
Other categories 9.8 21.4
Grocery and food

Grocery/supermarket 7.5 34.2
Food 7.9 9.7

Fashion, department and home
Fashion 4.3 22.6
Department stores 5.4 6.3
Home furnishings/art/antiques/décor (0.8) 5.8

Other categories
Bottle stores 37.4 2.5
Restaurants and coffee shops 22.3 1.5
Accessories 8.8 0.8
Sports utilities/gyms/outdoor goods and wear 7.8 3.9
Pharmacies 6.8 5.8
Electronics 6.6 0.9
Health and beauty 3.9 0.3
Other 3.6 4.0
Cell phones 2.8 1.7

Annualised trading densities (annualised turnover per m² of occupied space) increased by 6.1%.

Township Urban Rural
Value 

Centre Commuter Total
% % % % % %

Total 10.2 4.5 6.9 (0.4) 7.9 6.1
Grocery and food 11.7 3.3 9.8 (0.3) 5.4 7.8
Fashion, department and home 4.3 3.2 2.3 (4.4) 9.2 2.8
Other 13.1 7.5 8.7 5.1 7.6 8.7
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Annualised
trading density

growth
%

Total 6.1
Bottle stores 32.1
Restaurants and coffee shops 22.0
Food 8.0
Grocery/supermarket 7.7
Sports utilities/gyms/outdoor goods and wear 6.6
Pharmacies 6.4
Electronics 5.2
Department stores 4.8
Fashion 4.3
Health and beauty 3.7
Cell phones 2.7
Other 1.3
Accessories 0.1
Home furnishings/art/antiques/décor (4.3)

Short-term focus areas
The key focus areas for the portfolio in the short term will be on 

strengthening tenant and community relationships, further 

understanding customer behaviour and continuing our pursuit 

of operational excellence.

Tenant relationships
Continue to be a partner of choice by providing a well 

managed and safe shopping environment for our retailers 

to thrive 

Be the home of innovation, allowing low barriers to entry for 

innovative game-changing retail offerings

Execute on renewal programme without changing the key 

tenets of current lease covenants and agreements

Continue to incubate new entrants and SMMEs into the 

portfolio via our retailer academy programme.

Customer insights
Utilise accumulated data on consumers to improve shopper 

journey in a tangible and meaningful way

Integration will include current portfolio metrics, 

psychographic information, nodal dynamics and 

individualised customer data from the Wi-Fi database

This will enable the business to respond in real time to 

consumer behaviour changes

It will open other avenues for alternative revenue sources.

Operational excellence
Continue exploring sustainable solutions to manage costs 

through integration, efficiency of operations, and cash flow 

management

This will be across soft services, hard services, marketing and 

promotions, property, utility and alternative income 

management.

People and communities
Empower community-based service providers to become 

partners in mall operations

Continue to invest in corporate social investment initiatives 

that make a difference in the communities in which we 

operate.

Key risks
Utility supply
Water scarcity remains a risk across the portfolio with 

interruptions in most cases linked to either local municipal 

capacity challenges or regional droughts. To protect our assets, 

fire and domestic water backup tanks have been constructed in 

high-risk areas. Boreholes have been drilled at shopping 

centres with constant water outages. This will ensure that the 

centres will be able to trade should there be water outages. We 

identified centres with high water consumption, with a focus on 

common areas and cooling systems and installed smart water 

meters, enabling us to detect abnormal consumption and take 

remedial action where necessary. 

Tenant arrears
Tenant arrears (net of provisions) amounted to R58.3 million on 

31 March 2022 compared to R75.8 million at 31 March 2021. 

Excluding provisions, the balance on 31 March 2022 amounted 

to R107.9 million compared to R118.1 million at 31 March 2021. 

Management remains critically focused on arrears, 

demonstrated further in the collection statistics provided.

The allowance for the impairment of tenant receivables on 

31 March 2022 increased to R49.5 million from R42.3 million 

at 31 March 2021. 

Bad debts written off for the year ended 31 March 2022 

amounted to R33.0 million (31 March 2021: R18 million).
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Acquisitions
We increased our stake in Springs Mall from 27% to 28% at an 

acquisition price of R11.6 million yielding 8.75%.

Sales
The sale of 64% of the shares in MICC Properties Namibia (Pty) 

Ltd was registered on 1 March 2022.

Seven properties were transferred during FY22:

Ulundi King Senzangakhona Shopping Centre R308.7 million

Letlhabile Mall R164.2 million

Soshanguve Batho Plaza R160.0 million

Makhado Nzhelele Valley Shopping Centre R70.0 million

Centurion Samrand N1 R46.2 million

Pretoria Rosslyn Warehouse R25.0 million

Kempton Park Spartan Warehouse R23.8 million

In aggregate, these sales represent a total value of R798 million 

(excluding the sale of the Namibian portfolio), at a combined 

aggregate yield of 9.8%.

Valuation of South African portfolio 
The South African portfolio consists of 44 properties with a total 

GLA of 845 659m².

The accounting policies of the group require that the directors 

value the entire portfolio every six months at fair value. Using a 

discounted cash flow (DCF) methodology, approximately half of 

the portfolio is valued every six months, on a rotational basis, by 

registered independent external valuers. The directors have 

valued the South African property portfolio at R14.5 billion(i) with 

a forward yield of 8.8% on 31 March 2022. The value of the 

stable portfolio (excluding sales and acquisitions) is 

R554.1 million or 4.0% higher than the March 2021 value. 

Reporting of the remaining 36% in MICC Properties Namibia (Pty) 

Ltd is included in investments, and portfolio performance is 

excluded from the direct property portfolio.

The external valuations by Quadrant Properties (Pty) Ltd and 

Knight Frank (Pty) Ltd are in line with the directors’ valuations.

(i) The South African property portfolio value takes into account Moruleng Mall 

at 80%, whereas in the summarised consolidated financial statements the 

group property value reflects 100% of Clidet No 1011 (Pty) Ltd, which owns 

Moruleng Mall.

Top 15 properties by value
Vukile’s top 15 properties are all retail assets. They are 86% exposed to national, listed and franchised tenants. These properties 

comprise 67.9% of the total portfolio value and 53.7% of the total portfolio GLA.

Property
Location

GLA
m²

Value
Rm

% of
total

portfolio
Valuation

 R/m²

Pinetown Pine Crest KwaZulu-Natal 43 338 1 111.6 7.7 25 650
Boksburg East Rand Mall(i) Gauteng 34 261 1 107.9 7.7 32 337
Durban Phoenix Plaza KwaZulu-Natal 24 072 851.7 5.9 35 381
Phuthaditjhaba Maluti Crescent Free State 35 741 839.1 5.8 23 477
Pretoria Kolonnade Retail Park Gauteng 39 665 685.8 4.7 17 290
Soweto Dobsonville Mall Gauteng 26 438 639.7 4.4 24 196
Gugulethu Square Western Cape 25 699 631.2 4.4 24 561
Queenstown Nonesi Mall Eastern Cape 27 971 562.0 3.9 20 092
Mdantsane City Shopping Centre Eastern Cape 36 604 542.7 3.8 14 826
Daveyton Shopping Centre Gauteng 19 815 533.3 3.7 26 914
Germiston Meadowdale Mall(ii) Gauteng 33 156 486.5 3.4 14 673
Thohoyandou Thavhani Mall(iii) Limpopo 17 779 472.7 3.3 26 588
Moruleng Mall(iv) North West 25 246 458.3 3.2 18 153
Atlantis City Shopping Centre Western Cape 21 984 455.7 3.1 20 729
Bloemfontein Plaza Free State 44 159 412.9 2.9 9 350
Total top 15 properties 455 928 9 791.1 67.9 21 475
% of total portfolio 53.7 67.9
% of retail portfolio 58.8 71.1
(i) 50% undivided share in this property.
(ii) 67% undivided share in this property.
(iii) 33.33% undivided share in this property.
(iv) 80% share in the company.
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Summary of portfolio changes

GLA reconciliation GLA m²

Balance on 31 March 2021 987 768

GLA adjustments 481

Disposals (145 230)

Acquisitions and extensions 2 640

Balance on 31 March 2022 845 659

Vacancy reconciliation GLA m² %

Balance on 31 March 2021 38 123 3.9

Less: Properties sold since 31 March 2021 (12 420) 8.6

Remaining portfolio balance on 31 March 2021 25 703 3.1

Leases expired 215 379

Tenants vacated or relocated 39 947

Renewal of expired leases (147 901)

Leases to be renewed (48 205)

New letting of vacant space (60 838)

Balance on 31 March 2022 24 085 2.9

Portfolio profiles
Geographic profile
Vukile’s portfolio is well represented in most South African provinces. At the same time, it is focused on high-growth nodes and some 

77% of the gross income comes from Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Free State and Limpopo.

% of gross
income

% of
GLA

Gauteng 39 44
KwaZulu-Natal 21 15
Free State 9 9
Limpopo 8 8
Western Cape 8 6
Eastern Cape 7 8
Mpumalanga 4 6
North West 4 4

Sectoral profile
Based on value, 95% of the South African portfolio is in the retail sector, followed by 2% in the office, 1% in the industrial, 1% in the 

motor-related sector and 0.4% in the residential sector.

Tenant profile
Large national and listed tenants and major franchises account for 83% of our tenants by rentable area. In the retail portfolio this is even 

higher, with 86% exposure to national, listed and franchised tenants.

% of rent % of GLA

Retail
Total 

portfolio Retail
Total

portfolio

A – Large national and listed tenants and major franchises 71 70 76 73
B – National and listed tenants, franchised and medium to large 

professional firms

11 11 10 10

C – Other (1 026 tenants) 18 19 14 17
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Lease expiry profile
Vukile’s South African lease expiry profile shows that 32% of the leases based on rentals are due for renewal in 2023. Some 27% of 

leases are due to expire in 2026 and beyond.

% of contractual rent
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Vacancy profile
The total portfolio’s vacancy (based on GLA) decreased from 3.9% in March 2021 to 2.9%. Compared to the FY21 vacancy of 3.2%, the 

retail portfolio’s vacancy reduced to 2.6% partly due to the sale of the Namibian portfolio but more importantly due to robust leasing 

activity. The focused in-house leasing drive to fill vacancies resulted in retaining retail vacancies at 2.6% amid turbulent times during the 

July 2021 unrest and the lagging impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Industrial, office and residential markets remain under pressure, 

but significant traction was made to reduce vacancies in these segments as well. 

Vacancies (% of GLA)
March 2022 March 2021

% %

Retail 2.6 3.2

Offices 4.2 7.5

Industrial 6.7 9.3

Motor related — —

Residential 12.5 30.9

Total 2.9 3.9

Including development vacancy, the 31 March 2022 vacant GLA is 3.0%.

Vacancies (% of gross rental)
March 2022 March 2021

% %

Retail 2.7 3.5

Offices 6.9 6.5

Industrial 6.1 12.2

Motor related — —

Residential 23.5 15.5

Total 3.0 3.8

Including development vacancy, the 31 March 2022 vacant rent is 3.3%.

Individual property vacancy profile
The properties with the highest vacancies as a percentage of GLA, where each had a vacancy higher than 1 000m² during the period 

(excluding development vacancy), are:

Vacancy
31 March 2022 31 March 2021  Movement

m² % m² % m²

Pinetown Pine Crest 1 560 4 285 1 1 275

Mdantsane City Shopping Centre 1 571 4 711 2 860

Durban Workshop 1 236 6 390 2 846

Queenstown Nonesi Mall 1 212 4 705 3 507

Randburg Square 2 855 7 2 476 6 379

Johannesburg Houghton 1 West Street 1 190 27 1 375 31 (185)

Mbombela Shoprite Centre 3 051 22 3 688 26 (637)

Boksburg East Rand Mall 517 2 1 194 3 (677)

Midrand Allandale Industrial Park 1 866 9 2 575 12 (709)

Randburg Square Apartments 941 13 2 318 31 (1 377)

Roodepoort Hillfox Power Centre 601 2 3 743 10 (3 142)
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Rental profile (R/m2)
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Leasing profile
Vukile concluded new leases and renewals in excess of 188 000m² with a contract value of R1 366.8 million. Tenant retention on the 

total portfolio was 91%, with retail retention at 93%.

Rental profile
There were negative reversions of 2.4% on the retail portfolio. Although transactions were limited in the industrial and office sectors, 

reversions were concluded at flat or marginally negative to retain tenants. Retail reversions were stronger in the value, rural and 

township segments, and are starting to show an improvement in the urban and commuter portfolios.

The weighted average base rental rates (excluding recoveries) increased by 5.4% from R141.26/m² to R148.91/m² during the year.

*  The higher average rental rate growth on industrial properties is due to the sale of Pretoria Rosslyn Warehouse, Kempton Park Spartan Warehouse and Centurion 

Samrand N1. Excluding the sold properties, average rental growth on the industrial portfolio is negative 2.5%.
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued
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KwaMashu Shopping Centre
Mdantsane City Shopping Centre

Moruleng Mall
Emalahleni Highland Mews

Pretoria Kolonnade Retail Park
Monsterlus Moratiwa Crossing

Mbombela Truworths Centre
Elim Hubyeni Shopping Centre

Randburg Square
Ermelo Game Centre

Mbombela Shoprite Centre
Bloemfontein Plaza

Germiston Meadowdale Mall
Roodepoort Hillfox Power Centre

Rustenburg Edgars Building
Vereeniging Bedworth Centre

Weighted average base rentals  (R/m2) retail portfolio (excluding recoveries)

Cape Town Bellville Barons
Johannesburg Houghton Estate Oxford Terrace

Randburg Square Apartments
Johannesburg Houghton 1 West Street

Sandton Bryanston Ascot Offices
Midrand Ulwazi Building

Midrand Sanitary City
Midrand Allandale Industrial Park

Weighted average R106.69/m2

Weighted average base rentals  (R/m2) other properties (excluding recoveries)
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Other tenants diversified
across 773 tenants 18

Tenant profile by contractual rent (%)

Nationals 82

Top 10
tenants
44 of

retail rent

Retail escalations of an average 6.4% are easing with national tenants demanding lower in-contract escalations. Escalations, however, 

remain ahead of inflation rates.

Retail tenant profile and exposure
Vukile’s tenant exposure is well diversified and low risk, with national tenants representing c.82% of retail rental income.

Our top 10 tenants account for 44% of total rent and 51% of GLA. Pepkor and Foschini are our two single largest tenants, respectively 

accounting for 7.3% of total rent. 

Our data-driven asset management enables us to identify risk early. It is our strategy to mitigate the risk of overexposure to a single 

retail group or brand, and we have strategies in place where there is a potential risk. In this way, we mitigate risk but can also respond 

quickly to opportunities to introduce new retail brands to our portfolio.

Contractual rental escalations (%)

OfficesRetail Industrial TotalMotor related
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Weighted average lease expiry (WALE)
Vukile has a retail tenant expiry profile based on rent of 2.8 years, with 26% of contractual rental expiring in 2026 and beyond. 

% of retail contractual rent

Mar/23 Mar/24 Mar/26 Beyond Mar/26

31
27

Mar/25

16
8

18

58

74
82

100

Percentage of contractual rent Cumulative

% of retail GLA

Mar/23Vacant Mar/24 Mar/26 Beyond Mar/26

2.6

25

Mar/25

25

14 11

22

28

53

67

78

100

Percentage of GLA Cumulative
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Retail contractual escalations  (%)
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Retail tenant affordability
Consistently strong metrics dominate our portfolio’s retail tenant affordability.

Retail vacancy profile by GLA  (%)
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Rent-to-sales ratio (%)
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Retail portfolio trading (R/m²)
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Rent-to-sales ratio
Vukile remains ahead of industry benchmarks and we continue to provide very profitable centres for our tenants.

Retail portfolio trading
Our retail portfolio trading statistics show high trading density with solid growth.

Note: Annualised trading density calculated using monthly trading density over 12 months. Trading density like-for-like growth calculated on stable tenants.
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

Costs (ratio)

All expenses All expenses excluding rates, taxes and electricity

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022
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Average 16.8
Average 16.4

Costs
The largest expense categories contribute 78% to the total expenses. These are government services (44%), rates and taxes (17%), 

cleaning and security (11%) and property management (6%).

We continuously evaluate methods of containing costs in the portfolio and urge our property managers to implement innovative 

solutions to achieve this. 

The cost-to-income ratio is now tracking closer to historical averages.

Like-for-like net operating income (NOI) growth
Although most of the COVID-19 impact was felt in FY21, delayed effect is still visible in FY22 due to deferred occupancy of new stores, 

lower turnover rental, increased bad debt and marginal rental concessions. The stable portfolio delivered 17.7% NOI growth versus the 

comparable period in FY21. Excluding the effect of COVID-19, growth of 3.5% was achieved.

Like-for-like growth (stable portfolio) – including COVID-19 impact 31 March 
2022

31 March 
2021

% 
change

Property revenue (Rm) 1 474.7 1 283.9 14.9

Net property expenses (Rm) 248.3 242.3 2.5

Net property income (Rm) 1 226.4 1 041.6 17.7

Net cost-to-income ratio (%) 16.8 18.9

Like-for-like growth (stable portfolio) – excluding COVID-19 impact 31 March 
2022

31 March 
2021

% 
change

Property revenue (Rm) 1 465.5 1 415.4 3.5

Net property expenses (Rm) 248.1 238.8 3.9

Net property income (Rm) 1 217.4 1 176.6 3.5

Net cost-to-income ratio (%) 16.9 16.9
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

TOP 15 RETAIL CENTRES – SOUTH AFRICA

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

43 338m²

Pine Crest Centre has served the community of Pinetown for more than 30 years. 

It is the town’s original shopping centre and remains its biggest retail centre. Its 

primary catchment area stretches from Kwadabeka in the north to Kwadengezi 

in the south, and from Cowies Hill in the east to Kloof in the west. The recently 

upgraded centre’s strong tenancy in financial services, homeware, furniture, food, 

health and beauty and fashion make it the most dominant centre in Pinetown. 

The food court offers a variety of well-known national brands, entertainment 

and a kiddies play area. Pine Crest is a highly visible, convenient one-stop retail 

destination with ample parking and a filling station on site. Voted most popular 

centre in the region, the Pine Crest Centre brand is well established and top of 

mind in the region.

Pine Crest 
Centre
KWAZULU-NATAL

* Average base rental excluding recoveries.

MAJOR TENANTS: 17 180m² (40%)
Game Stores 5 672m² (13%)

Pick n Pay 5 286m² (12%) 

Woolworths 2 499m² (6%)

Gym Company 2 269m² (5%)

Mr Price 1 454m² (3%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R1 112m
(7.7% of direct South African portfolio) 

3.6% R202.88/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

94.3% R31 339/m²

East Rand Mall, situated a mere 7 km from South Africa’s busiest airport OR Tambo 

International Airport is positioned just off the R21 on Bentel Avenue making the 

mall the gateway to the greater Boksburg area. Since opening its doors to the 

public in 1992, the mall has cemented its retail offering to not only Boksburg but 

likewise attracts shoppers from Benoni, Brakpan, Germiston and Kempton Park. 

The mall’s well-planned tenant mix includes all of South Africa’s major chain stores 

and smaller specialised stores, making the mall a fashion must stop to the greater 

East Rand. East Rand Mall offers a range of entertainment facilities which include 

a colourful movie experience for the little ones with a kids cinema section and a 

7 Cinema Centre, Galaxy Bingo, restaurants and coffee shops. The mall was fitted 

with backup generators in 2018 which allow the mall to be completely operational 

during power outages. There are more than 180 stores to choose from, with ample 

parking available. The mall introduced an electric car charging facility as part of its 

many services to the community. 

East Rand 
Mall
GAUTENG

# Vukile’s 50% of the property value.

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

68 522m²

MAJOR TENANTS: 23 268m² (34%)
Edgars 8 141m² (12%)

Woolworths 7 635m² (11%)

Truworths 3 031m² (4%)

Ster-Kinekor 2 326m² (3%)

Mr Price 2 135m² (3%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R1 108m
(7.7% of direct South African portfolio)#

1.5% R261.07/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

93% R28 053/m²

2211
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

24 072m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

35 741m² 

Phoenix Plaza offers a unique shopping experience with a wide variety of 

eastern, western and specialty stores, presenting itself as a one-stop shopping 

destination. The centre was recently upgraded with high-quality finishes and 

a fresh modern look. It offers a retail experience that is community centred, 

variety-filled and convenient, playing an active role within the community. 

Phoenix 
Plaza
KWAZULU-NATAL

Phuthaditjhaba (formerly QwaQwa or Witsieshoek) is located in the foothills 

of the Maluti Mountains of the Drakensberg range. It can be found right off the 

junction of the R57 and R712, which runs from Harrismith through Golden Gate 

Highlands National Park, and onto Clarens. It is a former homeland capital, 

making it a central gathering place and the headquarters of the region’s 

district and local municipality, as well as home to many community facilities. 

The recently redeveloped Maluti Crescent has a powerful retail mix and is 

dominant in its trade area, having been transformed from a strip centre into 

a partially enclosed mall. It has a strong grocery and convenience tenant mix, 

supported by a wide variety of retail options. Maluti Crescent offers shoppers 

excellent accessibility. 

Maluti 
Crescent
FREE STATE

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. * Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 8 814m² (37%)
Shoprite Checkers 3 830m² (16%) 

Boxer Superstores 1 541m² (6%)

Osmans Clocks and Watches 1 311m² (5%)

Mr Price 1 138m² (5%)

Jet Stores   994m² (4%)

MAJOR TENANTS: 13 381m² (37%)
Game Stores 3 933m² (11%) 

Spar 3 793m² (11%)

Pick n Pay 2 408m² (7%) 

Cashbuild 1 870m² (5%)

Woolworths 1 377m² (4%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R852m
(5.9% of direct South African portfolio) 

0.4% R287.82/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

78.4% R49 018/m²

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R839m
(5.8% of direct South African portfolio) 

 Fully let R167.62/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

94.9% R32 762/m²

33 44
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

TOP 15 RETAIL CENTRES – SOUTH AFRICA continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

39 665m²

Kolonnade Retail Park is a dominant retail park that hosts a variety of lifestyle 

tenants ranging from sport, health, homeware, furniture and décor as well as 

brand outlet stores. 

It is centrally located in a vibrant retail node anchored by a large Pick n Pay 

Hypermarket and West Pack Lifestyle. All this complemented by ample parking 

and a variety of food services.  

 * Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 24 914m² (63%)
Pick n Pay 12 261m² (31%)

Mr Price Home & Sport 4 590m² (12%) 

Virgin Active 3 593m² (9%)

West Pack 2 968m² (7%)

Sportsmans Warehouse 1 502m² (4%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R686m
(4.7% of direct South African portfolio)

 Fully let R131.20/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

96.1% R27 892/m²

The first shopping centre in Soweto in 1994, Dobsonville Mall has retained 

its significant association with the community. It offers shopping variety and 

convenience from 73 stores and has an integrated taxi rank for easy access. Apart 

from three food anchors and a variety of food services, it offers the convenience 

of health, fashion, furniture and financial services to shoppers in the north-west of 

Soweto. 

 * Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

26 438m²

MAJOR TENANTS: 9 799m² (37%)
Shoprite 3 493m² (13%)

Pick n Pay 2 466m² (9%) 

Jet Stores 1 453m² (5%)

Spar 1 438m² (5%)

BetSA 949m² (4%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R640m
(4.4% of direct South African portfolio)

 Fully let R173.92/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

93.1% R43 362/m²

66655
Kolonnade 
Retail Park
GAUTENG

Dobsonville 
Mall
GAUTENG
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

25 699m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

27 971m² 

Gugulethu Square Shopping Centre is a quality, modern centre made up of 

three separate buildings: the north mall with a SuperSpar anchor; the south 

mall anchored by Cashbuild and a newly built McDonald Drive thru and line 

shops; and the main mall, with a Shoprite anchor and a formal taxi rank. 

It benefits from a diverse and strong tenant mix. 

Nonesi Mall is a u-shaped, single-level centre with open parking and 

strong anchor tenants. As a premier one-stop shopping destination, 

the mall conveniently caters for daily shopping needs, which are 

complemented by a variety of fashion and restaurant options. 

 * Average base rental excluding recoveries.  * Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 9 248m² (36%)
Shoprite 3 607m² (14%)

Spar 2 819m² (11%) 

Cashbuild 1 315m² (5%)

OBC Chicken   800m² (3%)

Pep Stores   707m² (3%)

MAJOR TENANTS: 14 121m² (50%)
Game Stores 4 819m² (17%)

Checkers 3 175m² (11%)

Pick n Pay 3 033m² (11%)

Woolworths 1 908m² (7%)

Jet Stores 1 186m² (4%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R631m
(4.4% of direct South African portfolio)

 Fully let R186.18/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

91.8% R40 782/m²

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R562m
(3.9% of direct South African portfolio) 

4.3% R153.72/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

98.2% R34 407/m²

777 888
Gugulethu 
Square
WESTERN CAPE

Nonesi 
Mall
EASTERN CAPE
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

TOP 15 RETAIL CENTRES – SOUTH AFRICA continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

36 604m²

Mdantsane City Shopping Centre is the second largest shopping centre in the 

Eastern Cape and is classified as a regional shopping centre. Even so, its retail 

mix is strongly focused on the shopping needs and habits of its surrounding 

community, with a variety of nearly 100 retailers. 

Mdantsane 
City
EASTERN CAPE

 * Average base rental excluding recoveries.

MAJOR TENANTS: 9 881m² (27%)
Shoprite 3 088m² (8%)

Pick n Pay 2 936m² (8%) 

Cashbuild 1 933m² (5%)

Woolworths 1 114m² (3%)

Shoprite Liquor   810m² (2%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R543m
(3.8% of direct South African portfolio) 

4.3% R138.88/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

85.4% R29 601/m²

This well-located shopping centre enjoys an easily accessible and convenient 

location on a major road within the central business district opposite Daveyton’s 

busy main taxi rank. It plays a dual role as a convenience and community centre 

due to its size. The centre has undergone a small expansion, interior and exterior 

upgrades to bring it in line with modern shopping centres.  

Daveyton 
Shopping 
Centre
GAUTENG

 * Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

19 815m²

MAJOR TENANTS: 6 935m² (35%)
Pick n Pay 3 700m² (19%)

Pep Stores   909m² (5%) 

OBC Chicken   902m² (5%)

Jet Stores   774m² (4%)

Mr Price   650m² (3%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R533m
(3.7% of direct South African portfolio) 

1 660m² 
development 

vacancy

R209.69/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

87.5%% R43 867/m²

1009999
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

49 487m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

53 342m² 

Meadowdale Mall is conveniently located on the N12 highway with easy 

access from all major routes. The centre offers a one-stop variety of food, 

furniture, fashion, hardware, healthcare and homeware with ample free 

parking. Anchored by a large Checkers Hyperama, it provides a unique variety 

of convenience and value complemented by three drive-through outlets. 

Meadowdale 
Mall
GAUTENG

Thavhani Mall in Thohoyandou is the second biggest mall in the 

province. It is the heart of the Thavhani precinct, which is designed to 

be the new central business district which includes a growing number of 

mixed commercial and community uses. The centre has a vast catchment 

area, particularly in the Vhembe district and beyond. 

Thavhani 
Mall
LIMPOPO

# Vukile’s 67% of the property value. 

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

# Vukile’s 33.33% of the property value.

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 30 540m² (62%)
 Checkers Hyper 19 080m² (39%)

House and Home  5 810m² (12%) 

Just Gym  2 039m² (4%)

 Apple Tree  1 842m² (4%)

Cashbuild  1 769m² (4%)

MAJOR TENANTS: 17 436m² (33%)
Edgars 4 000m² (7%)

Spar 3 856m² (7%)

Woolworths 3 556m² (7%)

Sasol 3 040m² (6%)

Pick n Pay 2 984m² (6%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R487m
(3.4% of direct South African portfolio)#

 Fully let R96.99/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

88.1% R23 590.70/m²

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R473m
(3.3% of direct South African portfolio)#

0.5% R192.17/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

93.4% R37 048/m²

112112111
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TOP 15 RETAIL CENTRES – SOUTH AFRICA continued

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

31 558m²

As the first mall of its kind in the densely populated rural area of Moruleng, 

the mall provides a world-class shopping centre in the heart of a region 

with significant economic potential. Moruleng Mall offers choice, quality and 

convenience in a state-of-the-art shopping environment. 

Moruleng 
Mall
NORTH WEST

# Vukile’s 80% of the property value.

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 11 976m² (38%)
Shoprite 4 716m² (15%)

Pick n Pay 2 530m² (8%) 

The Magic Store 2 394m² (8%)

Truworths 1 400m² (4%)

Watloo Meat Chicken   936m² (3%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R458m
(3.2% of direct South African portfolio)#

 Fully let R136.51/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

80.6% R31 452/m²

Atlantis City Shopping Centre is a dominant mall in town located on the My City bus 

route within the Wesfleur circle in the heart of the CBD and public transport node. 

The mall has a strong tenant mix, is easily accessible, and has free public parking. 

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

21 984m²

MAJOR TENANTS: 8 276m² (38%)
Shoprite 3 639m² (17%)

Pick n Pay 2 930m² (13%) 

OK Furniture   594m² (3%)

Mr Price   581m² (3%)

Clicks   532m² (2%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R456m
(3.1% of direct South African portfolio) 

2.1% R176.19/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

78.8% R37 811/m²

133 144
Atlantis City 
Shopping
Centre
WESTERN CAPE
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GROSS LETTABLE AREA

44 159m²

Bloemfontein Plaza is in the central business district at a major public transport 

hub. The centre has been a landmark in its city and offers a variety of food 

and fashion retail to the users of surrounding offices as well as commuters. It is 

complemented by a Protea Hotel which is directly linked to the mall. 

Bloemfontein 
Plaza
FREE STATE

* Average base rental excluding recoveries. 

MAJOR TENANTS: 22 864m² (52%)
Bon Hotel Bloemfontein Central 9 311m² (21%)

Jet Stores 4 756m² (11%) 

DPW : Dept of Public Works 4 462m² (10%)

Ackermans 2 498m² (6%)

Fashion World 1 837m² (4%)

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental*

R413m
(2.9% of direct South African portfolio) 

1.9% R98.67/m²

National tenant 
exposure

Average annual
trading density

59.5% R20 330/m²

155
PORTFOLIO REVIEW – South Africa continued
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SPAIN

Castellana has 

continued to 

demonstrate the 

importance of 

having specialist 

retail management, 

with the portfolio 

continuing to show 

its strength and 

reliability despite 

the ongoing 

challenges posed 

by the pandemic.

OUR FOOTPRINT – SPAIN
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – Spain

(ii) Granaita is the integration of the former Kinepolis Retail Park, Kinepolis Leisure Centre and Alameda City Store into one 

account.
(ii) Parque Oeste comprises two adjacent properties acquired in two separate companies but is treated as a single 

combined property for reporting purposes.
(iii)La Serena comprises two adjacent properties acquired in two separate companies but is a single combined property for 

reporting purposes. 

Note: All data represents 100% of Castellana, of which Vukile’s shareholding is 89.54% at 31 March 2022.
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The Spanish portfolio demonstrated its high quality and resilience. With over 94% of its GLA let to 

international and national tenants, the business continues to show its strength, nodal dominance and 

long-term sustainability. 

Tenant arrears
Tenant arrears amounted to €1.02 million (R17 million) at 

31 March 2022, and were reduced significantly from the prior 

year when arrears stood at €3.3 million. Castellana’s in-house 

property administration team collected 98.7% of monthly rental 

invoices.

The allowance for the impairment of tenant receivables 

at 31 March 2022 decreased to €1.2 million (R20.5 million) 

(31 March 2021: €1.5 million).

Projects
Castellana secured 95.2% of the leases on its value-adding 

redevelopment projects in Los Arcos, Bahía Sur and El Faro. 

The projects aim to strengthen the existing offerings and 

dominance of the centres by adding new and exciting retailers, 

creating pedestrianised open spaces, and introducing attractive 

fashion, food and beverage, and leisure operators in the 

centres. These projects have already demonstrated their 

ability to enhance the customer experience and improve the 

number and quality of retailers in the centres, with most stores 

already open.

In Los Arcos, 91.3% of the project GLA is signed and committed, 

and there have been 20 new store openings. During the year, 

new tenants such as Juguettos, Mary Paz, Miniso, Jolfer and 

Game have opened, with Pepco and RKS due to open soon. 

The centre has reinforced its position as the best, and most 

convenient shopping centre in its area, with the most extensive 

tenant offering. 

Some 97.1% of the El Faro project GLA is secured with signed 

leases. This project was essentially complete at year-end. The 

shopping centre reinforced its tenant mix with Max Colchón, 

Ginos, Taco Bell, Loco Arroz, Don G and Cantina Mariachi.

Bahía Sur has 95.2% of project tenants signed and committed. 

New brand, Inside, opened in September 2021, and Primark 

opened in January 2022. 

Konecta disposal 
With a selling price above the current valuation and at a 

significant premium of 18% to the original purchase price, 

the sale of the Konecta office portfolio increased available cash 

on Castellana’s balance sheet, providing flexibility for balance 

sheet management and the pursuit of new opportunities.

At 31 March 2022 the Spanish portfolio consisted of 

16 properties externally valued at €1 001 million, with 

a GLA of 350 271m2, and an average value of €63 million 

per property. Total property-related assets are valued at 

€1 091 million, including the 21.7% stake in Lar España 

acquired during the period. 

Operating environment
Operational highlights
Asset management in action
Castellana again demonstrated the importance of having 

specialist retail management, with the portfolio continuing to 

show its strength and reliability despite the ongoing challenges 

posed by the pandemic. Castellana strengthened its 

relationships with key tenants, leading to new store openings, 

growing rents and low vacancies across the portfolio.

Highlights for the period include the following:

Castellana became a 100% retail-focused SOCIMI by 

disposing of the Konecta office portfolio for an 18% premium 

on the original purchase price and at 101% of book value.

Acquiring a 21.7% stake in Spanish-listed retail-focused 

SOCIMI Lar España at €5.35 per share, representing 

a discount to NAV of approximately 50%.

A 98.4% portfolio occupancy, with negligible vacancies 

of 1.6%. The market considers a portfolio with an occupancy 

rate above 97% as fully let.

A long and stable portfolio WALE of 13.2 years, and WALE 

to break at 2.6 years.

Positive rental reversions of 3.12% at an average of €21.7/m2

for renewals, relocations and replacements.

Increasing average base rentals to €15.17/m2.

Growing footfall and growth trends over the entire year 

that outperformed national benchmarks. Footfall increased 

to 94.4% of pre-COVID-19 levels. Sales grew by 2.21%.

More leasing activity with 170 leases covering 36 366m² 

of GLA signed, representing an incremental annualised NOI 

of €3.2 million.

Successful completion of redevelopment projects with rental 

projections already exceeding budgets and with 95.2% of 

related GLA already occupied.

New anchor tenants opened stores across the portfolio, such 

as Primark in Bahía Sur (4 100m2), Lefties (2 700m2) in 

Los Arcos, Aldi (1 352m2) in Parque Oeste, Massimo Dutti 

(718m2) in El Faro, and Muebles Boom (1 687m2) and 

Homelandia (4 158m2) in Granaita. Furthermore, Pepco 

signed leases for Granaita (795m2), Parque Oeste (609m2) 

and Los Arcos (100m2). Notably Pull&Bear relocated within 

Los Arcos, while increasing its GLA (887m2).
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Investment in Lar España
In January 2022 Castellana acquired approximately 21.7% 

of the shares in Lar España for €97 million at €5.35 per share. 

The investment was acquired at a 48% discount to net 

tangible asset value with a forward FFO yield in the range of 9% 

to 11%. 

Lar España is a Spanish retail-focused REIT externally managed 

by Grupo Lar. The company has a gross asset value of 

€1.4 billion across a GLA of 550 000m2. Lar España has a net 

LTV of 41% with about €200 million of cash on its balance 

sheet. 

With this acquisition, Castellana is now the largest shareholder 

in Lar España. Castellana has increased its exposure to the retail 

property market by investing in the largest listed retail-focused 

REIT in Spain, which owns a portfolio of high-quality shopping 

centres and retail parks. The acquisition price takes advantage 

of the current dislocation between the listed real estate and 

direct property markets, enabling Castellana to acquire a stake 

in a portfolio of high-quality retail properties at a significant 

discount to NAV. The investment offers a high dividend yield 

with powerful capital appreciation potential over the medium 

to long term. 

COVID-19 in Spain
Spain has successfully vaccinated 93% of the population above 

12 years of age against COVID-19, equating to 40 million 

people. This has resulted in very low hospitalisation rates and 

deaths. Spain removed all restrictions on indoor masking on 

19 May 2022, with masks only required on public transport 

and in healthcare centres, senior living homes and pharmacies. 

Activity levels have returned to normal across the country. 

Economic overview
The outlook for the Eurozone has become more uncertain and 

dependent on events in Ukraine. Soaring energy prices and 

low-consumer confidence linked to the conflict in Ukraine imply 

short-term headwinds to domestic demand. However, the 

consensus view is that these effects will be temporary. Over the 

medium term, the market is expecting supply bottlenecks from 

the pandemic to fade and growth to converge towards historical 

average rates, despite a less supportive fiscal stance and an 

increase in interest rates by the European Central Bank to 

contain inflation. Overall, real gross domestic product (GDP) 

growth is projected to average 2.8% in 2022 and 2.3% in 2023 

in the Eurozone. 

Consumption is projected to remain stable in 2022, despite the 

increased uncertainty posed by the conflict in Ukraine and is 

expected to continue to drive economic growth. The pent-up 

demand accumulated during the pandemic, is expected to 

partially offset the impact of inflation on household consumption. 

Together with a rebound in tourism adding to domestic demand. 

Despite higher inflation rates and the withdrawal of fiscal 

transfers, the labour market recovered in 2021 to pre-pandemic 

levels with record employment figures not seen since the 

beginning of the global financial crisis of 2008. Last year, Spain 

created jobs at the highest rate since 2005. Unemployment fell 

to a rate of around 13%. 

Business investment is expected to increase over the medium 

term and account for an increasing share of real GDP, 

notwithstanding the conflict in Ukraine, as supply bottlenecks 

ease and funds from NextGenerationEU, the EU’s recovery plan 

for Europe, are disbursed.

Castellana growth plan
Castellana’s portfolio has been fully open and traded well during 

FY22. Sales and footfall have experienced a very positive trend 

during the past 12 months, even surpassing pre-pandemic 

levels in the final months of the financial year. This clearly 

conveys that Castellana’s portfolio has recovered significantly 

versus 2019, beating the benchmark. This performance 

reinforces the dominance and resilience of the portfolio.

Business review
Castellana remains well capitalised and continues to operate 

from a position of strength due to the quality of its retail portfolio. 

Constant engagement with tenants, banks and other 

stakeholders allowed us to take forward-looking strategic 

decisions. The results of these decisions are reflected in the 

improvement of several metrics such as vacancy, arrears, debt 

restructuring, and footfall and sales. The business has 

demonstrated its robustness during the most challenging period 

in recent memory.
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Tenant and industry engagement
After overcoming the sixth wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, 

dominated by the Omicron variant, during the final part of 2021 

and early 2022, footfall and sales have continued to recover 

very positively in both our shopping centres and retail parks. 

These metrics closed the fiscal year at almost 2019 levels and, 

in some cases, surpassed them. The impact was significantly 

lower than in previous waves. Despite a large number of 

diagnosed cases, life was mostly back to normal.

In addition, the strength of our portfolio has been reinforced 

by the recently completed value-added projects. We already 

see improvements in most of the metrics and expect further 

improvements in the coming year. In terms of footfall, El Faro 

(11.7% FY22 versus FY20) and Bahía Sur (6.9% FY22 versus 

FY20) are already performing better than FY20 and Los Arcos 

(93% of FY20) is recovering back to previous levels month 

by month. In terms of sales El Faro (99.9% of FY20), Bahía Sur 

(100.9% of FY20) and Los Arcos (90.5% of FY20) are all showing 

significant improvement and a return to normality. 

Regarding rental discounts, the first and the last months of FY22 

were affected by the fifth and sixth waves of the pandemic 

respectively, impacting mainly the leisure and food and 

beverage sectors. Trying to assist these tenants, we agreed 

to occasional temporary rental discounts. In aggregate, the 

rental discounts were around €3 million. This initiative has 

allowed us to maintain full occupancy in the portfolio and has 

improved the collection rate each month. We closed the year 

with an occupancy of 98.4% and a collection rate of 98.7%. 

Looking to the future, we expect a recovery in the categories 

of retail most affected by the pandemic. Players in the food and 

beverage category have restarted their expansion plans. In the 

leisure category, cinemas are already opening at full capacity 

and improving their metrics monthly. The entry of new 

international operators into the Spanish market is well 

documented. They have ambitious expansion plans and, given 

our scale and quality of assets, are choosing our portfolio to 

achieve their goals. All this signals a confident and promising 

growth path ahead.

Debt provider engagement
Castellana continues to engage with its debt providers who fully 

support the business and are satisfied with Castellana’s balance 

sheet strength and cash position. We are confident of 

Castellana’s ability to remain comfortably within its LTV and net 

yield on debt covenant levels. In February 2022 Castellana 

completed the syndicated loan refinancing of our retail park 

portfolio including Habaneras Shopping Centre in Alicante. 

By concluding a €185 million, fixed-rate, seven-year agreement 

with Aareal Bank AG and Banco Santander This agreement is 

a clear sign of the confidence that credit institutions have in 

Castellana. It places the company’s average debt maturity at 

five years.

Castellana Properties obtained a BBB- Investment Grade 

long-term rating with a stable outlook. Fitch, a premier 

international rating agency, positively assessed our stability, 

active management, quality of our portfolio, increased rents, 

and improved cash flow.

This rating confirms the quality of the management team and 

our position as one of the leading retail real estate SOCIMIs 

in the Spanish market. 
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Footfall, sales and collections performance (April 2021 to March 2022) 
Footfall and sales

2021 2022
Oct 

2021
%

Nov
2021

%

Dec
2021

%

Jan
2022

%

Feb 
2022

%

Mar
2022

%

Change in footfall October 2021 to March 2022 

(versus the corresponding month of 2019) (1.0) (2.0) (7.4) (8.5) 0.2 (5.1)

Castellana has seen a continuous improvement in footfall and sales during the year. A new wave of the pandemic caused by 

the Omicron variant impacted the portfolio during December 2021 and January 2022, but the recovery was rapid after restrictions

were lifted.

2021 2022
Oct 

2021
%

Nov
2021

%

Dec
2021

%

Jan
2022

%

Feb 
2022

%

Mar
2022

%

Change in sales October 2021 to March 2022 

(versus the corresponding month of 2019) 7.2 5.8 (2.6) (3.6) 12.3 6.9

Retail parks and shopping centres are currently performing above pre-COVID-19 levels. The leisure, food and beverage and fashion 

and accessories categories continue recovering each month. The pets, DIY and sports categories achieved the strongest growth 

compared to FY20. The portfolio sales closed FY22 at 102.21% of FY20.

A high 94% of Castellana's rentable area is let to tenants that are national and international brands.

Collections
During the year, discount agreements and payment plans were agreed upon with Inditex, Yelmo and other tenants. As a result, many 

outstanding amounts have subsequently been received and normalised, increasing the collection rate for the year to 98.7%.

Collections April 2021 to March 2022 Apr 
2021

May 
2021

Jun
2021

Jul
2021

Aug
2021

Sep
2021

Oct 
2021

Nov
2021

Dec
2021

Jan
2022

Feb 
2022

Mar 
2022

Total net invoiced amount (€m)* 5.1 5.7 5.0 5.8 5.4 5.5 5.8 5.9 5.9 6.3 6.3 5.9
Total collected (%) 99.1 99.1 98.7 98.9 98.8 99.0 99.0 99.4 98.8 98.8 97.2 95.2
Total outstanding (%) 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.2 1.2 2.8 4.8
* Not considering net turnover rent, €943 000 invoiced in FY22 and accounting date for invoicing. 

Recent months are always higher as there has not been sufficient arrears management. The more time the collection team spends 
on recovering the amounts the lower the arrears rate. 

Valuation of Spanish portfolio 
The Spanish portfolio was independently valued by Colliers at €1 001.0 million (R17.1 billion) at 31 March 2022 (31 March 2021: 

€987.2 million or R17.1 billion), representing a 4.5% like-for-like increase in value over the last financial year, (excluding the sale 

of the Konecta offices in June 2021 for €26.5 million).

During the COVID-19 pandemic, the portfolio declined in value by (2.6)% however the current valuation as at 31 March 2022 

demonstrates the strength of the portfolio with a like-for-like increase of 0.2% versus the pre-COVID portfolio value as at 

30 September 2019.

The fair value of the portfolio is estimated using a DCF approach, which capitalises the estimated rental income stream, net of projected 

operating costs, using a discount rate derived from market yields. The estimated rental stream considers current occupancy levels, 

estimates of future vacancy levels, the terms of contractual leases and expectations of rentals from future leases over the remaining 

economic life of the buildings.
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Real estate market in Spain
In 2021, retail property investors continued to focus their capital on food retail, with record trading volumes triple those of 2019. 

Four large supermarket portfolio sales took place, the biggest being a portfolio of 27 Mercadona supermarkets purchased for more 

than €100 million.

We saw two major new openings in 2021: Open Sky, a 90 600m2 GLA shopping centre in Madrid, and Vialia de Vigo, an asset that will 

house an intermodal train and bus station with a leisure area, a public square of more than 30 000m2 and a 43 000m2 GLA shopping 

centre with more than 120 stores.

There were no significant shopping centre transactions in 2021. However, the market was positively surprised by two large transactions 

in early 2022. Torrecardenas, a dominant 60 000m2 GLA shopping centre and retail park in Almeria, was sold for €172 million, and 

Ribera del Xúquer, a 40 000m2 GLA shopping centre in Valencia, sold for €42 million.

The arrival of 2022 also brought a strong appetite for supermarket portfolios and supermarket-anchored retail parks. Some of the 

reasons this asset class is gaining more attention from investors include its resilience to adverse economic cycles and pandemics, 

good locations with the possibility of functioning as last-mile distribution warehouses, lower rents, lower competition, longer lease 

terms, and it is a lower-cost alternative for tenants. 

Portfolio overview
Top 10 properties by value
Castellana is now 100% retail focused. Cumulatively, 97% of tenants are international and national tenants. These properties comprise 

92% of the total portfolio value, 91.5% of the total portfolio rent and 84% of the total portfolio GLA.

Property
Location

GLA
m²

Value
€m

% of
total

portfolio
Valuation

€/m²

El Faro* Extremadura 40 318 168.5 16.8 4 179
Bahía Sur Andalucia 35 333 147.2 14.7 4 166
Los Arcos* Andalucia 26 680 134.3 13.4 5 034
Granaita Retail Park Andalucia 54 807 107.2 10.7 1 956
Vallsur Castilla Leon 35 212 83.0 8.3 2 357
Habaneras Com. Valenciana 25 021 86.5 8.6 3 457
Puerta Europa Andalucia 29 783 71.7 7.2 2 407
Parque Oeste Madrid 13 604 52.0 5.2 3 822
Parque Principado Asturias 16 090 37.2 3.7 2 312
Marismas del Polvorín Andalucia 18 220 28.1 2.8 1 542
Total top 10 properties 295 068 915.7 91.4 3 103
% of total portfolio 84 92

* Excluding development properties valuation

Summary of portfolio changes

GLA reconciliation GLA m²

Balance as at 31 March 2021 367 015

GLA adjustments (Konecta disposal) (16 744)

Balance as at 31 March 2022 350 271
Areas under development —

Non-lettable area —

GLA excluding areas under development 350 271

Vacancy reconciliation GLA m² %

Balance as at 31 March 2021 6 186 1.7

Vacancy movement (544)

Balance as at 31 March 2022 5 642 1.6
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Portfolio profiles
Geographic profile
The geographic distribution of the Spanish portfolio is indicated in the table below. Some 90.4% of the gross income comes from 

Andalucia, Extremadura, Com. Valenciana and Castilla Leon.

Geographic portfolio % of rental
 income

% of
GLA

Andalucia 51 49
Extremadura 20 21
Com. Valenciana 10 8
Castilla Leon 10 10
Madrid 4 4
Asturias 3 4
Murcia 2 4

Sectoral profile
Based on value, 100% of the Spanish portfolio is in the retail sector.

Tenant profile
Large national and international tenants account for 94% of tenants by rent and GLA. 

% of rental
income

% of
GLA

Large national and international tenants 94 94
Local tenants (108 tenants) 6 6

Expiry profile
Castellana has a 13.2 years tenant expiry profile and 2.6 years to break with 58% of contractual rental expiring in 2031 and beyond.

The expiry profile as a percentage of contractual rent is shown below:

Expiry profile (% of rent)

Mar/22 Mar/24Mar/23 Mar/26 Beyond
Mar/31

1

Mar/25

100

4

54

355

29
34

39 42 46

25

5 4

20

7
5
138

7

Percentage of contractual rent Cumulative

Mar/27 Mar/28 Mar/29 Mar/30 Mar/31
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Expiry profile (% of GLA)

Vacant Mar/22 Mar/24Mar/23 Mar/26 Beyond
Mar/31

1.6

Mar/25

100

3

66

344

20 24
28 31 34

186

22

16
10

4
7

33
1

Percentage of GLA Cumulative

Mar/27 Mar/28 Mar/29 Mar/30 Mar/31

Break profile (% of rent)

Mar/22 Mar/24Mar/23 Mar/26 Beyond
Mar/31

1

Mar/25

100

2 1126

88
94 96 97 99

82

15
6

67

16
20

51

31
30

Percentage of contractual rent Cumulative

Mar/27 Mar/28 Mar/29 Mar/30 Mar/31

Break profile

The break profile (the date upon which the tenant has an option to terminate the lease prior to the expiry date) as a percentage 

of contractual rent is shown below. 
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Weighted average rental (€/m2)

RetailShopping centres Offices Portfolio weighted
average base rentals

March 2021 March 2022

19
.4

18
.6

10
.1

9
.6 9
.9

14
.215

.2

Vacancy profile
The portfolio’s vacancy rate at 31 March 2022 was 1.6%.

Vacancies (% of GLA)
March
2022

%

March
2021

%

Shopping centres 2.3 2.2

Retail parks 0.8 1.3

Offices — —

Total 1.6 1.7

Rental profile
The Castellana portfolio’s weighted average rental has increased up to €15.17/m2.

31 March 
2022
€/m2

31 March 
2021
€/m2

Escalation
(%)

Shopping centres 19.43 18.58 4.6

Retail parks 10.07 9.56 5.3

Offices — 9.89 (100.0)

Portfolio weighted average base rentals 15.17 14.22 6.7
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Weighted average
18.98/m2

Weighted average
9.99/m2

Weighted average rentals (€/m2)

€0/m2 €5/m2 €10/m2 €15/m2 €20/m2 €25/m2 €30/m2

Shopping centres

Retail parks Parque Oeste
Ciudad del Transporte

Granaita
Parque Principado

Motril Retail Park
La Heredad

Marismas del Polvorín
La Serena
Mejostilla

Pinatar Park

Bahía Sur
Los Arcos

El Faro
Hebaneras

Puerta Europa
Vallsur

Retail tenant profile and exposure
Castellana’s tenant exposure is low risk, with national and international tenants representing 94% of retail rental income 

at 31 March 2022.

Local tenants
6

Tenant profile by contractual rent (%)

Large national and
international tenants
94

Top 10
group

tenants
48 of

retail rent

11.3

4.2

3.6

3.6

3.4

2.7

2.6

2.4

2.3

2.2

Top 10 tenants by rent  (%)

Inditex

Media market

Adeo

Mercadona
Iberian Sports
Retail Group

Carrefour

Espaço Casa

Primark

Cortefiel/Tendam

Kiwoko
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Category profile by GLA (%)

28

Fashion and accessories

Food and beverage

Supermarkets

Sports

Household goods

Services

Culture and gifts

Beauty and health

Electronics

DIY

Pets

Leisure

Storage and other

8

139
10

2
3
2
7

7
4 5 2

28

139
10

7

Category profile by rent (%)

33

Fashion and accessories

Food and beverage

Supermarkets

Sports

Household goods

Services

Culture and gifts

Beauty and health

Electronics

DIY

Pets

Leisure

Storage and other

10
98

8

5

5

6
5
4 3 3 1

3

10
8

8

5

Costs
Service charges are the most significant expense and represent 76.32% of total property expenses. Service charges mainly include 

utilities, cleaning, marketing, security and management. Property tax is another significant expense representing 13.10% of the total 

property expenses.

Like-for-like net operating income growth (with rent concessions)

Like-for-like growth (stable portfolio) 31 March 
2022

31 March 
2021

% 
change

Property revenue (€m)* 55.53 40.48 37.18

Net property expenses (€m)* (4.86) (3.66) 32.79

Net property income (€m) 50.67 36.82 37.62

Net cost-to-income ratio (%) 8.75 9.04 (3.20)

* Calculated according to EPRA Cost Ratio excluding corporate expenses
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TOP 10 RETAIL CENTRES – SPAIN

El Faro is the largest shopping and leisure centre of the region of Extremadura. 

Situated in Badajoz, the nearest city to the Portuguese border, the shopping 

centre is the commercial reference in the Extremadura region, with a catchment 

area of c.520 000 inhabitants.

El Faro
BADAJOZ

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€171.8m 1.1% €20/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

10 years 95%

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€147.2m 0.8% €23/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

11.3 years 96%

Bahía Sur is very well connected to the city centre of Cádiz located next to the 

train station and the main sports resort of the county. It offers a modern concept 

of retail in which shopping, leisure and natural spaces merge to create a unique 

place and experience.

Bahía Sur
CÁDIZ

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

35 333m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

40 318m²

222211
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TOP 10 RETAIL CENTRES – SPAIN continued

Los Arcos is one of the largest shopping centres in the city, located in one of the 

most important areas of Seville. The shopping centre is committed to sustainable 

initiatives like supporting the local economy and promoting clean energy sources, 

like the solar panels installed for self-supply electricity, among others.

Los Arcos
SEVILLE

The retail park is located in Pulianas, a suburban town that surrounds the northern 

part of the city of Granada. This location is considered strategic because it has 

easy access from the highways A44 y A92 that connects Madrid and Seville, 

respectively, as well as the N432 road connecting with Cordoba and Badajoz.

Granaita
GRANADA

4443333
Value Vacancy Monthly 

rental

€137.1m 6.5% €24/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

13.7 years 98%

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€107.2m 2.2% €11/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

13.1 years 86%

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

54 807m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

26 680m²
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PORTFOLIO REVIEW – Spain continued

TOP 10 RETAIL CENTRES – SPAIN continued

The shopping centre is located in the city of Torrevieja. Habaneras is a centre 

of open-air Mediterranean architecture, where people can stroll peacefully and 

enjoy the pleasant temperatures of south-eastern Spain.

Habaneras
ALICANTE

Vallsur Shopping Centre was opened in 1998 and is situated in a residential area 

that has been continuously developed since then. In 2014 Vallsur received the best 

Shopping Centre Renovation Award given by the Spanish Association of Shopping 

Centres.

Vallsur
VALLADOLID

66555
Value Vacancy Monthly 

rental

€86.5m 1.7% €19/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

7.0 years 97%

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€83m 3.9% €15/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

15.2 years 97%

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

35 212m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

25 021m²
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TOP 10 RETAIL CENTRES – SPAIN continued

Puerta Europa is the most important shopping centre of Gibraltar. It is located next 

to the A7 highway with easy access at only 15 minutes distance by car from the 

city’s harbour. The fashion brands cover approximately 55% of the GLA.

Puerta 
Europa
CÁDIZ

The retail park is one of the main commercial areas in Madrid. The retail hub is one 

of the biggest in the country and is distributed along two main streets.

Parque Oeste
MADRID

8887777
Value Vacancy Monthly 

rental

€71.7m 0.6% €16/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

10.1 years 94%

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€52m Fully let €17/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

20.9 years 100%

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

13 604m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

29 783m²

PORTFOLIO REVIEW – Spain continued
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TOP 10 RETAIL CENTRES – SPAIN continued

The retail park is located in the town of Sieros in Asturias next to the Intu Asturias 

shopping centre, the largest shopping centre of the region, with a large influence 

area due to its location. It constitutes a perfectly complementary offer to the large 

shopping centre.

Parque 
Principado
OVIEDO

The park is located in Huelva and has an influence area of more than 318 000 

citizens. 

Marismas Del 
Polvorín
HUELVA

00999
Value Vacancy Monthly 

rental

€37.2m Fully let €10/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

10.5 years 100%

Value Vacancy Monthly 
rental

€28.1m Fully let €8/m²

WALE National and 
international tenant 

exposure

19.7 years 100%

GROSS LETTABLE AREA

18 220m²
GROSS LETTABLE AREA

16 090m²

PORTFOLIO REVIEW – Spain continued
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COMBINED PROPERTY PORTFOLIO DATA

The table below provides information in respect of the total direct portfolio of the Vukile group at 31 March 2022:

South
Africa Spain

Total
directly

held
properties

Number of properties 44 16 60

Sectoral spread (GLA) % % %

Retail 91.6 100 94.1

Offices 3.3 — 2.4

Industrial 3.3 — 2.3

Motor related 0.9 — 0.6

Residential 0.9 — 0.6

Sectoral spread (rent) % % %

Retail 94.1 100 96.5

Offices 2.6 — 1.5

Industrial 1.5 — 0.9

Motor related 1.1 — 0.7

Residential 0.7 — 0.4

Sectoral spread (value) % % %

Retail 95.1 100 97.7

Offices 2.3 — 1.1

Industrial 1.0 — 0.4

Motor related 1.1 — 0.5

Residential 0.4 — 0.2

Vacant land 0.1 — 0.1

Vacancy profile (% of GLA) 2.9 1.6 2.5

Retail 2.6 1.6 2.3

Offices 4.2 — 4.2

Industrial 6.7 — 6.7

Motor related — — —

Residential 12.5 — 12.5

Weighted average rental per m² R148.91/m² €15.17/m² R177.83/m²

Retail R152.69/m² €15.17/m² R182.18/m²

Offices R113.72/m² — R113.72/m²

Industrial R69.48/m² — R69.48/m²

Motor related R196.78/m² — R196.78/m²

Residential R130.63/m² — R130.63/m²

Weighted average rental escalation percentage 6.5 Inflation-based

Retail 6.4

Offices 7.5

Industrial 7.5

Motor related 7.0

Residential
 Short-term 

leases 

Tenant profile (Rent) % % %

A – Large national, international and listed tenants and major franchises 70 } 94 } 86 
B – National and listed tenants, franchised and medium to large professional firms 11

C – Other (1 134 tenants) 19 6 14

Average annualised property yield % 8.8 5.8 7.2
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COMBINED PROPERTY PORTFOLIO DATA continued

South
Africa Spain

Total
directly

held
properties

Lease expiry profile – Total portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy 2.9 1.6 2.5

2023 26 32 28

2024 24 19 23

2025 13 14 13

2026 10 12 10

2027 and beyond 24 21 24

Lease expiry profile – Retail portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy 2.6 1.6 2.3

2023 25 32 27

2024 25 19 23

2025 14 14 14

2026 11 12 11

2027 and beyond 22 21 23

Lease expiry profile – Office portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy 4.2 — 4.2

2023 28 — 28

2024 11 — 11

2025 — — —

2026 1 — 1

2027 and beyond 56 — 56

Lease expiry profile – Industrial portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy 6.7 — 6.7

2023 56 — 56

2024 19 — 19

2025 17 — 17

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond 1 — 1

Lease expiry profile – Motor related portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy — — —

2023 — — —

2024 42 — 42

2025 — — —

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond 58 — 58

Lease expiry profile – Residential portfolio (GLA) % % %
Current vacancy 12.5 — 12.5

2023 88 — 88

2024 — — —

2025 — — —

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond — — —
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South
Africa Spain

Total
directly

held
properties

Lease expiry profile – Total portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 32 31 31

2024 26 20 24

2025 15 16 16

2026 7 15 10

2027 and beyond 20 18 19

Lease expiry profile – Retail portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 31 31 31

2024 27 20 24

2025 16 16 16

2026 8 15 11

2027 and beyond 18 18 18

Lease expiry profile – Office portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 32 — 32

2024 12 — 12

2025 — — —

2026 1 — 1

2027 and beyond 55 — 55

Lease expiry profile – Industrial portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 65 — 65

2024 19 — 19

2025 15 — 15

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond 1 — 1

Lease expiry profile – Motor related portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 — — —

2024 55 — 55

2025 — — —

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond 45 — 45

Lease expiry profile – Residential portfolio (rent) % % %
2023 100 — 100

2024 — — —

2025 — — —

2026 — — —

2027 and beyond — — —

COMBINED PROPERTY PORTFOLIO DATA continued
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COMBINED PROPERTY PORTFOLIO DATA continued

South
Africa Spain

Total
directly

held
properties

Geographical spread (GLA) % % %
South Africa
Gauteng 44 31

KwaZulu-Natal 15 11

Free State 9 7

Limpopo 8 6

Western Cape 6 5

Eastern Cape 8 5

Mpumalanga 6 4

North West 4 3

Spain
Andalucia 49 14

Extremadura 21 6

Castilla Leon 10 3

Com. Valenciana 8 2

Madrid 4 1

Asturias 4 1

Murcia 4 1

Geographical spread (rent) % % %
South Africa
Gauteng 39 23

KwaZulu-Natal 21 12

Free State 9 5

Limpopo 8 5

Western Cape 8 5

Eastern Cape 7 4

Mpumalanga 4 3

North West 4 2

Spain
Andalucia 51 21

Extremadura 20 8

Castilla Leon 10 4

Com. Valenciana 10 4

Madrid 4 2

Asturias 3 1

Murcia 2 1
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Executive summary
As the world economy emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, Vukile is well positioned for recovery and continued growth, following 

a strong operational performance in South Africa and Spain. Our retail property asset management expertise and conservatively 

managed balance sheet continue to be amongst our key strengths. 

Vukile continues to simplify its business, with non-core asset disposals, reduction of South African Euro debt and termination of 

cross-currency interest rate swaps (CCIRS). Our capital allocation and risk management strategies are guided by robust balance sheet 

management, while we pursue growth opportunities that are aligned with our core strategy.

The following significant events and transactions took place during the year ended 31 March 2022
 In line with Vukile's strategy of disposing of non-core assets: 

 – A c.64% shareholding in the Namibian portfolio was sold during March 2022 for c.R700 million. Vukile has retained a c.36% 

interest in the portfolio, which is equity accounted

 – c.R798 million of direct SA property assets were sold during FY22 at or above book value

 – c.€26.5 million Castellana non-core office assets were sold during FY22 at above book value

 – Further, c.R187 million of direct property sales in SA are unconditional and expected to transfer in Q2 2022

 In December 2021, Vukile purchased 3.5 million Castellana shares from MEREV

 In January 2022, Castellana acquired a 21.7% shareholding in Lar España for a total investment of c.€100 million (including costs). 

The transaction was partly funded with a €75 million shareholder loan from Vukile, which has subsequently been converted to 

equity. The acquisition of additional shares in Castellana, together with the conversion of the Vukile shareholder loan to equity, has 

resulted in Vukile’s shareholding in Castellana increasing to 89.6%

 In February 2022, R300 million of new equity was issued (24 million Vukile shares)

 Following the merger of Fairvest and Arrowhead, Vukile disposed of c.58% of its holding in the enlarged Fairvest for c.R504 million, 

reducing Vukile’s shareholding to 7.0% of Fairvest (c.108.7 million Fairvest B shares) 

 All remaining CCIRS nominal exposure has been hedged (no foreign exchange rate risk in respect of CCIRS) with c.R119 million to 

be net settled at maturity in June 2022.

Dividend
The board approved a final dividend of 65.28653 cents per share for the year ended 31 March 2022. This equates to a final dividend 

of R640 million. A dividend declaration announcement in respect of the dividend, containing information relating to the salient dates 

and tax treatment of the dividend will be released separately on SENS.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Calculation of funds from operations (FFO)

31 March
2022

Rm

31 March
2021 

Rm
Variance

%

Property revenue 2 607 2 242 16.3

Property expenses (net of recoveries) (384) (379) (1.3)

Net income from property operations 2 223 1 863 19.3

Corporate administration expenses (296) (286) (3.5)

Investment and other income 393 318 23.6

Loss on realisation of derivative (59) — (100.0)

Operating income before finance costs 2 261 1 895 19.3

Finance costs (809) (707) (14.4)

Income before equity-accounted income 1 452 1 188 22.2

Share of income from associate and joint venture 23 17 35.3

Income before taxation 1 475 1 205 22.4

Taxation (21) (40) 47.5

Income for the year 1 454 1 165 24.8

Net income attributable to non-controlling interests (NCI) (47) (49) 4.1

Attributable to Vukile group 1 407 1 116 26.1

Non-IFRS* adjustments (71) 104

Early termination of derivative (58) —

Accrued dividends 15 98

Equity-accounted profit from associate (33) —

Non-cash impact of IFRS 16 – Leases 5 6

FFO 1 336 1 220 9.5%

Number of shares in issue at year-end 980 226 628 956 226 628

* International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

Revenue and net income from direct property portfolio 

Geographical segment
Revenue(i)

31 March
2022

Rm

Revenue(i)

31 March
2021

Rm
% 

change

Net property
income 

31 March
2022

Rm

Net property
income 

31 March
2021

Rm
%

change

South Africa 1 624 1 501 8.2 1 335 1 228 8.7

Spain 983 741 32.7 888 635 39.8

Total 2 607 2 242 16.3 2 223 1 863 19.3

Split percentage
South Africa 62.3 66.9 60.1 65.9

Spain 37.7 33.1 39.9 34.1

(i) Excludes straight-lining and recoveries.

The majority of the impact of COVID-19 on operations and rental income (both in South Africa and Spain) was felt in the year ended 

31 March 2021. As a result, net property income increased by 19.3% from R1.9 billion to R2.2 billion in the current year. Portfolio-

specific measures, operational results and trading are discussed more fully in the relevant South African and Spanish portfolio 

reviews hereafter. 
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Group investment and other income 

31 March
2022

Rm

31 March
2021

Rm

Movement

Rm Variance %

Income from listed investments 129.6 94.6 35.0 37.0

Early termination of forward exchange contract (FEC) 101.4 — 101.4 100.0

FEC realised 26.4 (12.0) 38.4 100.0

Other income — 2.9 (2.9) (100.0)

Interest income 27.8 36.6 (8.8) (24.0)

Net interest received on cross-currency interest rate swaps (CCIRS) 

(after deducting finance costs) 107.7 195.6 (87.9) (44.9)

Total 392.9 317.7 75.2 23.7

Income from listed investments includes income from Fairvest and Arrowhead only (no income from Lar España has been accrued in 

FY22). See further detail in respect of income from listed investments below. 

In terms of SA REIT best practice, only R43.8 million of the R101.4 million gain from early termination of FECs has been included in FFO 

for the current year.

Net interest received from CCIRS was reduced by 44.9%, due to the settlement of a nominal €117 million in CCIRS in June 2021.

The remaining nominal €65.5 million in CCIRS will be settled on maturity in June 2022. See further detail in this regard under CCIRS in 

the Treasury Management section of this commentary.

Listed investments 

Entity

31 March 2022 31 March 2021

Carrying
value

Rm

Number
of shares

held
%

held

Carrying

value

Rm

%

held

Fairvest (B shares) 359.8 108 688 143 7.0 538.1 26.6

Arrowhead — — — 309.0 11.0

Lar España Real Estate SOCIMI 1 452.4 18 157 459 21.7 — —

Total 1 812.2 847.1

Fairvest – 7.0% shareholding
During the year, Fairvest and Arrowhead merged by way of a share swap on a basis of 0.54054 Arrowhead B shares per Fairvest 

share. The listing of Fairvest shares on the Main Board of the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) was terminated, effective from 

26 January 2022. Arrowhead remained listed on the JSE and changed its name to Fairvest. The effective date of the transaction was 

1 October 2021.

The share price of Fairvest B shares at 31 March 2022 was R3.31, resulting in a carrying value and Vukile interest in the merged entity 

at 31 March 2022 of R359.8 million.

Total dividends received for the year from Fairvest and Arrowhead amounted to R129.6 million (R75.0 million from Fairvest and 

R54.6 million from Arrowhead) (31 March 2021: R57 million from Fairvest and R38 million from Arrowhead)). Dividends from Fairvest 

and Arrowhead included in FFO for the year ended 31 March 2022 amounts to R102.2 million (R71.7 million from Fairvest and 

R30.5 million from Arrowhead), (31 March 2021: R56 million from Fairvest and R34 million from Arrowhead).

Lar España Real Estate SOCIMI (Lar España) – 21.7% shareholding
On 26 January 2022, Castellana acquired 18 157 459 shares in Lar España at a price of €5.35 per share. Lar España is a leading, 

Madrid-stock exchange-listed, 100% retail-focused Spanish SOCIMI comprising a high-quality, low-risk retail real estate portfolio offering 

predictable cash flows. The share price of Lar España at year-end was €4.95 per share, resulting in a ZAR equivalent carrying value of 

the investment of R1.45 billion at 31 March 2022.

Further narrative in respect of Castellana’s investment in Lar España is provided in the portfolio review (Spain), further in this commentary.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Group corporate expenditure 

31 March
2022

Rm

31 March
2021

Rm
Variance

Rm
Variance

%

Total corporate expenditure (South Africa) 157.0 153.5 3.5 2.3

South Africa (excluding environmental, social and governance 

(ESG) costs) 152.4 150.6 1.8 1.2

South Africa – ESG costs 4.6 2.9 1.7 58.6

Total corporate expenditure (Spain) 138.9 132.3 6.6 5.0

Spain (excluding ESG and innovation costs) 122.6 126.2 (3.6) (2.9)

Spain – Innovation costs 7.6 3.9 3.7 94.9

Spain – ESG costs 8.7 2.2 6.5 100.0

Group total 295.9 285.8 10.1 3.5

Corporate expenditure equates to 0.85% of total assets (31 March 2021: 0.79%), being 0.96% attributable to South Africa 

(31 March 2021: 0.84%) and 0.76% attributable to Spain (31 March 2021: 0.75%). Admin and other overhead costs in South Africa 

include head office costs that benefit both the Vukile and Castellana portfolios.

Group cash flow
The major items reflected in the composition of cash generated and utilised during the year under review are set out below:

31 March
2022

Rm

31 March

2021

Rm

Cash from operating activities 2 054 1 178

Dividends paid (1 376) (556)

Net finance costs paid (338) (359)

Increase in borrowings 8 974 2 647

Borrowings repaid (9 169) (4 173)

Equity issuance 300 —

Disposal of investment property (net of additions) 1 188 (454)

Net acquisition of listed investments (1 099) 1 103

Cash from the settlement of derivatives (269) (21)

Purchase of additional shares in Castellana (545) —

Other cash movements (158) 4

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents(1) (438) (631)

(1) Excluding foreign currency movements of R25 million loss (2021: R75 million profit).
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Net asset value (per share) 
The net asset value (NAV) of the group decreased by 1.3% from R18.16 per share to R17.92 per share at 31 March 2022, as set out in 

the table below.

Rand
per share

NAV 1 April 2021 18.16
Net property income 2.31
Investment property disposals (1.29)
Decrease in borrowings 0.19
Equity issuance (0.45)
Change in fair value of listed equity investments 1.02
Change in fair value of investment property 0.72
Dividends paid (1.42)
Foreign currency and other movements (1.32)

NAV 31 March 2022 17.92

The primary reason for the marginal reduction in NAV per share was due to a strengthening of the Rand to the Euro, from R17.32 at 

31 March 2021 to R16.16 at 31 March 2022. Following the reduction in SA Euro debt and CCIRS (refer to the Treasury Management 

section of the commentary), Vukile’s NAV has become more positively exposed to a weaker Rand going forward, hence becoming 

more of a Rand hedge.

Vukile’s share price of R14.06 per share at 31 March 2022 represents a 21.5% discount to the NAV per share of R17.92. 

Share trading and liquidity 
During the year, 535.7 million Vukile shares were traded, equating to approximately 44.6 million shares per month. The shares traded 

represent 54.7% of shares in issue. 

Treasury management 
Balance sheet and treasury risk management remain one of Vukile’s key focus areas. 

At 31 March 2022, consolidated group LTV net of cash was 43.0% (31 March 2021: 42.8%), which should be viewed in the context of a 

very healthy group ICR of 3.4 times (31 March 2021: 3.3 times). Vukile’s debt metrics are comfortably within covenant levels at a group 

(consolidated) and subsidiary level. 

Payment of the FY21 and HY22 dividend (R1.35 billion), settlement of CCIRS (R0.3 billion), purchase of Castellana shares (€31.6 million) 

and the Lar España acquisition (€98.9 million) were largely offset by the sale of non-core properties (in SA, Namibia and Spain, 

R1.5 billion and €26 million, respectively), the sale of Fairvest B shares (R0.5 billion), equity issuance (R0.3 billion) and increase in 

property valuations (in SA and Spain), in aggregate resulted in a negligible increase in the consolidated group LTV.

Stress testing of 12-month historical earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortisation (EBITDA) (which is impacted by 

once-off COVID-19 relief) indicates that the portfolio would need to undergo a further 40% reduction in group EBITDA before reaching 

the two times bank group interest cover covenant level. Vukile and Castellana continue to benefit from very strong relationships with 

their diversified funding providers and have made significant progress in extending expiring debt with the debt maturity profile 

increasing to 3.8 years (31 March 2021: 2.9 years). During the year, Castellana refinanced the syndicate loan into a new seven-year 

€185 million facility. During the COVID-19 pandemic, debt was strategically refinanced with shorter terms (two years) as margins had 

increased significantly. As this debt has matured, it has been refinanced into new three to five years facilities, increasing the debt 

maturity profile.

Stress testing of LTV indicates that group assets would need to undergo a further 13% reduction in asset value to reach a 50% group 

LTV ratio and Castellana’s assets would need to undergo a further 34% reduction in asset value to reach a 65% Castellana LTV ratio.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Credit rating 
Global Credit Ratings Co. (GCR) reviewed Vukile’s credit rating in July 2021 as part of their annual review, and all of Vukile’s ratings 

remained unchanged at investment grade. GCR affirmed the national scale issuer rating of AA
-(ZA)

 and A1
+(ZA)

, for the long and short term 

respectively, with a stable outlook. Concurrently, the ratings assigned to outstanding Senior Secured Group 1 Notes issued by Vukile 

have remained unchanged and affirmed at AAA
(ZA)(EL)

.

In March 2022, Fitch Ratings Inc. (Fitch) assigned Castellana a first-time Long-Term Issuer Default Rating (IDR) of BBB-, with a stable 

outlook. The rating reflects an international investment-grade rating for Castellana.

Group borrowings summary 
The group’s funding strategy is to optimise funding costs while minimising refinance risk. Total debt at 31 March 2022 amounted to 

R14.7 billion (31 March 2021: R15.4 billion). A summary of funding by currency is provided below:

Funding breakdown Number of 
funders Rm

Foreign Spanish funders (EUR) 3 8 049
Secured against Castellana’s balance sheet with no recourse 

to Vukile

South African bank funders (EUR) 3 590
Secured against Vukile’s South African balance sheetSouth African bank funders (ZAR) 4 4 271

Domestic medium-term note 

(DMTN) programme (ZAR) 1 744
Total(1) 14 654

(1) Excludes amortised cost.

Sources of funding 
Vukile’s debt funding is well diversified across several funders, in line with the group’s strategy to manage concentration and refinance risk. 

Group debt and hedging exposure per bank (ZAR) Debt(1)

Rm

Debt
exposure
per bank

%

Hedging and
fixed debt(2)

Rm

Aareal(3) 7 683 52.4 7 123
Absa 2 200 15.0 1 864
DMTN – corporate bonds 1 744 11.9 —
RMB 1 051 7.2 —
Nedbank 873 6.0 603
Standard Bank 737 5.0 751
Liberbank(3) 239 1.6 —
Pichincha(3) 127 0.9 —
Investec — — 294
Goldman Sachs — — 300
Grand total 14 654 100 10 935
(1) Foreign currency-denominated debt is converted at a EUR/ZAR spot rate of R16.16 at 31 March 2022. All amounts are nominal debt exposure and exclude 

amortised transaction costs and accrued interest.
(2) Hedging exposure is represented by exposure per banking relationship.
(3) Group exposure includes Castellana debt of €489 million (R8.049 billion equivalent). 
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Vukile Group loan and swap expiry profile at 31 March 2022 
As part of the group’s funding strategy, Vukile proactively manages its debt expiry. Two-thirds (66%) (R2.3 billion) of debt due to mature 

in FY23 has been repaid, refinanced or extended. FY23 debt that remains to be refinanced amounts to R1.2 billion, compared to cash 

and undrawn committed facilities of R3.7 billion (3.1 times covered). Vukile continues to maintain material undrawn committed facilities, 

to reduce refinance risk while providing an ability to quickly deploy capital for strategic opportunities

FY23 FY24 FY25 FY26 FY27

FY28
and

 beyond Total

Loan expiry profile including access 

facilities (%) 7.9 11.4 14.2 37.3 8.3 20.9 100.0
Term loan expiry profile (Rm) 1 001 1 675 2 085 5 469 1 221 3 041 14 492
Access facility expiry profile (Rm) 162 — — — — — 162
Hedging (swap and fixed debt) profile (Rm) 992 4 616 1 338 622 603 2 764 10 935

A summary of group debt ratios at 31 March 2022 is provided below:

31 March 2022 31 March 2021
Group South Africa Spain Group South Africa Spain

Total debt (excluding access 

facilities) (Rm) 14 492 6 443 8 049 15 226 6 521 8 705

Hedged portion (interest rate 

swaps, caps and fixed debt) (Rm) 10 935 3 812 7 123 11 882 4 187 7 695

Interest-bearing debt fixed/

hedged (%) 75.5 59.2 88.5 78.0 64.2 88.4

Hedged (swaps and fixed debt) 

maturity profile (years) 2.7 2.4 2.9 2.6 3.3 2.2

LTV ratio (net of cash)(1) (%) 43.0 42.9 43.0 42.8 37.9 47.6

LTV covenant level (%) 50 N/A 65 50 N/A 65

LTV stress level margin (% asset 

value reduction to respective 

covenant levels) 13.0 — 33.8 14.1 — 26.7

ICR(2) 3.4 times 4.0 times 2.6 times 3.3 times 4.7 times 2.1 times

ICR covenant level 2.0 times N/A 1.2 times 2.0 times N/A 1.2 times

ICR stress level margin 

(% EBITDA reduction to 

respective covenant levels) 40.3 — 55.6 39.8 — 43.9

(1) LTV ratio (net of cash) is calculated as a ratio of nominal interest-bearing debt less cash and cash equivalents (excluding restricted cash) divided by the sum of 

(i) the amount of the most recent directors' valuation (external valuation in the case of the Spanish portfolio) of all the direct property portfolio on a consolidated 

basis; (ii) the market value of listed investments and (iii) investments in associates (Namibian portfolio) and joint ventures (Dream).
(2) ICR is based on operating profit excluding straight-line lease income plus earnings from investments less corporate costs (EBITDA) divided by finance costs, after 

deducting all finance income (net interest cost) over the respective period.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Group finance costs
The group’s average cost of finance (including amortisation of capitalised raising fees) for the period ended 31 March 2022 increased 

to 4.9% (31 March 2021: 3.9%), mainly as a result of Vukile EUR debt (€128 million) being converted to ZAR debt as well as an increase 

in ZAR base rates. Interest costs are expected to increase by c.R40 million for FY23 as a result of interest rate hikes (assumed 100bps) 

and further hedging costs.

Interest-bearing debt (excluding access facilities) is 75.5% hedged with a 2.7-year hedged maturity profile (31 March 2021: 78.0% 

with a 2.6-year hedge maturity profile). While cognisant of an interest rate hiking cycle over the next few years, the current cost of 

hedging with interest rate swaps is at all-time highs in South Africa. Hedging with interest rate swaps in the current market does not 

mitigate the risk of interest rate hikes, but will rather lock in future potential higher rates. Vukile will continue to dynamically hedge 

interest rate risk utilising interest rate CAPS, to ensure interest rate risk is mitigated, while still benefitting from lower interest rates 

in the short to medium term.

Vukile has repaid/converted €127.6 million (R2.3 billion equivalent) of Vukile EUR debt into ZAR facilities, such that the total Vukile 

EUR debt has been reduced to €36.5 million, a 78% reduction from the total Vukile EUR debt of €164 million at 31 March 2021. 

The reduction in EUR debt makes Vukile’s NAV more positively exposed to a weaker ZAR going forward, hence becoming more 

of a “Rand hedge”.

Finance costs by currency, using the historical weighted average cost of debt, are indicated below:

FY22
 historical

cost
 of debt

%

Debt at
31 March

2022 
Rm

FY21
 historical

cost
 of debt

%

Debt at
31 March

 2021 
Rm

ZAR 7.2 6 015 8.1 3 856

EUR 3.1 8 639 2.6 11 548

Total 4.9 14 654 3.9 15 404

Undrawn facilities 
Undrawn facilities at 31 March 2022 amount to R3.1 billion (31 March 2021: R1.9 billion). The ratio of cash and undrawn committed 

facilities to debt expiring over the next 12 months, is 3.1x, which demonstrates Vukile’s strong liquidity position, with more than 

sufficient capacity to repay debt expiring over the next 12 months, if required. 

Unsecured debt and unencumbered assets 

Unencumbered assets
31 March

2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Property assets (external valuation) 1 168 3 795

Listed shares 9 113 2 811

Unencumbered assets 10 281 6 606

Unsecured debt 1 550 1 735

Covenant exclusive facilities(1) 428 459

Unsecured + covenant exclusive 1 978 2 194

Unsecured debt to unencumbered assets (%) 15.1 26.3

(1) Covenant exclusive facilities form part of the bank’s secured debt, with rights to its secured pool, however, they do not form part of transactional financial 

covenants.

The increase in unencumbered assets is primarily due to the inclusion of unpledged Lar España shares held by Castellana and the 

release of Castellana shares that were previously pledged.
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE continued

Movement in group debt 
During the year, total group debt decreased by R750 million. The most significant movements in debt were as follows:

Nominal
debt drawn/

(repaid)
Rm

Foreign
exchange

movements
Rm

Net
Rm

Vukile ZAR DMTN debt (185) — (185)
Vukile ZAR bank debt 2 344 — 2 344
Vukile EUR debt (2 062) (190) (2 252)
Castellana EUR debt (74) (582) (656)
Total 23 (772) (749)

During the year ended 31 March 2022, Vukile repaid R685 million of unsecured corporate notes, comprising VKE12 (R150 million) and 

VKE13 (R535 million), in May and August 2021, respectively. An auction for R500 million of unsecured corporate bonds was held in 

August 2021. The auction was 4.4x oversubscribed (R2.2 billion of bids). Vukile issued a R158 million unsecured one-year note at a 

margin of 135bps (mid of guidance) and a R342 million unsecured three-year note was issued below guidance at 185bps. 

Vukile rebalanced R515 million of ZAR interest rate swaps at no cost and executed R900 million interest rate caps at a once-off cost of 

R2.6 million. Vukile terminated €71.8 million of EUR interest rate swaps and €15.0 million of EUR interest rate floors at a once-off cost 

of R4.0 million. Castellana terminated €102.2 million interest rate swaps at a once-off cost of €0.6 million.

Vukile is committed to ESG principles and has entered into a new five-year R200 million use-of-proceeds green loan with Nedbank to 

fund 19 solar energy projects.

The group has comfortably complied with all bank and DMTN covenants

Group foreign exchange currency hedges 
Vukile has adopted a layered approach to hedging its EUR dividend exposure (in aggregate) with FECs, targeting an average hedge 

ratio of c.60% across a five-year period (tiered 100% hedging in year one, 80% hedging in year two, etc.), in line with Spanish Generally 

Accepted Accounting Practice income and anticipated dates of dividend receipts, to minimise adverse foreign exchange fluctuations 

and to provide stable, predictable income streams for investors. Castellana FFO is not hedged, thus ensuring Vukile’s FFO is more 

positively exposed to a weaker Rand, allowing Vukile to be a "Rand hedge", while still providing predictable dividends over the short 

term to medium term.

64% of Castellana’s net forecast FY23 dividends are hedged. Given the recent ZAR strength against the EUR, forecast income related 

to the acquisition from Lar España has not yet been hedged. The intention is to hedge this income when the EUR/ZAR foreign 

exchange rate has stabilised. 

Cross-currency interest rate swaps (CCIRS)
At 31 March 2022, the following CCIRS were in place:

EUR
nominal

€m

ZAR
nominal

Rm
EUR/ZAR

initial rate

EUR fixed
rate over

term
%

ZAR
average

rate over
term

% Maturity

Market to
Market

(MtM)
Rm

Absa CCIRS July 2018 40.0 630 15.7465 3.70 11.88 13 June 2022 1
Investec CCIRS July 2018 25.5 401 15.7400 3.72 11.88 13 June 2022 (2)
Total 65.5 1 031 (1)

The board limits CCIRS to 45% of the total value of offshore investments. At 31 March 2022, CCIRS were 11% of total offshore 

investments on a consolidated basis (31 March 2021: 38%). The CCIRS ratio was reduced due to the settlement of the Nedbank CCIRS 

in June 2021. No new CCIRS were entered into during the year. The balance of MtM of CCIRS at 31 March 2022 amounted to a 

R1 million net liability. The remaining CCIRS nominal of €65.5 million has been hedged, eliminating foreign exchange risk at maturity 

in June 2022 (with the amount to be net settled amounting to R119 million). Following the maturity of the last remaining CCIRS in 

June 2022, Vukile will have no further CCIRS exposure on its balance sheet.
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FIVE-YEAR REVIEW

Summarised income statements

Group 2022
Rm

2021
Rm

2020
Rm

2019
Rm

2018
Rm

Property revenue 3 485 3 117 3 446 2 806 2 015

Straight-line rental income accrual (10) (67) 55 29 5

Property expenses (1 262) (1 254) (1 129) (932) (706)

Net profit from property operations 2 213 1 796 2 372 1 903 1 314

Corporate administrative expenses (296) (286) (279) (199) (127)

Investment and other income 393 318 422 345 323

Income from associate 27 18 127 54 95

Income from joint venture (4) (1) — — —

Operating profit before finance costs 2 333 1 845 2 642 2 102 1 606

Finance costs (809) (707) (615) (510) (368)

Operating profit after finance costs 1 524 1 138 2 027 1 592 1 238

Funds from operations 1 336 1 220 1 791 1 690 1 307

Group 2022
Rm

2021
Rm

2020
Rm

2019
Rm

2018
Rm

ASSETS
Investment property 30 861 32 414 35 735 29 681 19 157

Straight-line rental income adjustment (326) (341) (419) (347) (335)

Other non-current assets 3 062 1 916 2 866 3 344 3 207

Current assets 941 1 441 1 874 1 431 1 288

Investment property held for sale 187 562 — 1 016 11

Total assets 34 725 35 992 40 056 35 126 23 327

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity attributable to owners of the parent 17 568 17 361 17 542 18 656 15 770

Non-controlling interest 1 082 1 559 1 957 2 300 81

Non-current liabilities 14 197 13 356 17 324 12 035 5 485

Interest-bearing borrowings 13 333 12 622 15 958 11 548 5 346

Lease liability 272 201 196 — —

Share scheme liability 1 — — — —

Derivative financial instruments 373 279 1 159 480 131

Deferred taxation liabilities 33 23 11 7 7

Other non-current liabilities 185 231 — — —

Current liabilities 1 878 3 716 3 233 2 135 1 991

Total equity and liabilities 34 725 35 992 40 056 35 126 23 327
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Environmental, 
social and 
governance 
review

The key to our strategy is to remain 
authentic when determining our ESG 

focus areas and ensure alignment with 
the true objectives of ESG rather than 

succumbing to tick-box exercises.

“

”
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2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW

ESG
SOCIALENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE

An additional 

2.9MW of PV 

was installed in 

SA, increasing our 

renewable capacity 

by 26% year-on-year.

Vukile Academy 

funded 66 bursary 

students in property-

related disciplines and 

placed all job-seeking 

interns in formal 

employment.

Our board 

succession plan was 

successfully 

implemented, resulting 

in 30% female 

representation and 60% 

black representation. 

Castellana 

contracted 

100% renewable 

energy (GdO) in 

83% of the 

shopping centres 

in Spain.
m

Vukile Retail Academy 

launched with nine 

emerging retailers 

incubated in free retail 

space totalling 1 035m2.

Vukile achieved 

leading performance 

in the GIBS Ethics 

Barometer survey with 

a high level of perceived 

adherence to the BLSA1

Integrity Pledge.

All Spanish 

buildings are 

BREEAM certified, 

with Castellana 

nominated for three 

BREEAM Awards 

in 2022.

We completed 

our inaugural 

carbon footprint 

calculation.

Castellana received 

the Chupete Award 

2021 for its 

cyberbullying 

awareness campaign.

E P R A

G O L D
B P R

E P R A

G O LLLLL DDDDDD
B P RRRRRRRRRR

D

Castellana was 

granted the EPRA 

Gold Award for 

Financial Reporting. 

1 BLSA: Business Leadership South Africa.
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2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW continued

INTRODUCTION
About this report
This ESG report, the second report by Vukile, covers 

our environmental, social and governance activities 

and accomplishments for the financial year ended 

31 March 2022. While the report incorporates the 

property operations and assets of the Vukile group, 

our 89.6% owned subsidiary, Castellana Properties 

SOCIMI, has published its standalone ESG report 

given its unique European focus, independent 

governance structure and listing on the BME 

Growth (the junior board of the Bolsa de Madrid). 

Castellana’s ESG report is available at 

www.castellanaproperties.es/en/esg/strategy.

This report has been prepared, where appropriate, using the 

following ESG and sustainability reporting frameworks and/or 

recommendations: 

World Economic Forum Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics 

(WEF-SCM) aligned with United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals

JSE Sustainability Disclosure Guidance – Leading the way for 

a better Tomorrow published in June 2022

King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 

2016 (King IV)

Scope and materiality 
This report aims to be a multistakeholder document. Our various 

ways of engaging with stakeholders and identifying key 

stakeholder issues are more fully described on page 112 of this 

report. In line with the WEF-SCM definition, we consider 

information to be material if it is “important, relevant and/or 

critical to long-term value creation”. We are confident that all 

material information has been disclosed or identified as 

disclosure work-in-progress for future reporting periods. 

ESG STRATEGY 
Vukile’s ESG strategy is a culmination of three critical success 

factors:

ESG awareness, alignment and focus areas
We ensure that we remain aware of critical internal and 

external ESG issues that will affect the long-term sustainability 

of the business. ESG issues are dynamic and change with the 

economic, environmental and social landscape, which, in turn, 

necessitates continuous stakeholder engagement. The key to 

our strategy is to remain authentic when determining our ESG 

focus areas and ensure alignment with the true objectives of 

ESG rather than succumbing to tick-box exercises.

In addition to continuous awareness, part of our strategy 

requires alignment with recognised practices and reporting 

frameworks. This alignment ensures that Vukile can 

communicate with stakeholders using a commonly 

understood language while also addressing ESG issues that 

are topical and relevant in the broader business landscape. 

Our alignment with the recognised practices and reporting 

frameworks is listed on page 81 of this report.

The net result of Vukile’s ESG awareness and alignment 

processes are ESG focus areas. These are the issues that 

require action and implementation, which will typically evolve 

over time.

ESG implementation and risk management 
ESG implementation entails setting policy and standards as 

well as project roll-out. Implementation is the practical way 

ESG focus areas come to life through various mechanisms. 

It is how we ensure better impacts. ESG risk management 

entails the continuous monitoring and mitigating of ESG-

related risks. 

ESG measurement and improvement 
Following the implementation of the ESG focus area action 

plan, it is important to measure progress and improve ESG 

performance. Measurement is done through two specific 

tools: an internal board-approved ESG scorecard (approved 

annually) for a three-year period and an external globally 

recognised benchmark.

In line with global best practice, the internal ESG scorecard, 

and our performance against it, have been integrated with 

our remuneration performance targets to ensure executive 

alignment on ESG matters.
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2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW continued

ESG FRAMEWORKS AND CERTIFICATIONS  
This report is presented in line with WEF-SCM framework using the following four pillars:

Stakeholder capitalism metrics

Governing purpose, 

quality of governing 

body, stakeholder 

engagement, ethical 

behaviour, risk and 

opportunity oversight.

Principles of governance

Data as at 24 September 2020.

Source: World Economic Forum

Planet
Climate change, nature 

loss, fresh water 

availability, air 

pollution, water 

pollution, solid waste, 

resource availability.

People
Dignity and equality, 

health and wellbeing, 

skills for the future.

Prosperity
Employment and 

wealth generation, 

innovation of better 

products and services, 

community and social 

vitality.

Areas in which Vukile can make an indirect impact:

During the alignment process, Vukile identified the following relevant 

UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

Areas in which Vukile can make a direct impact:

SDGs
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Based on the maturity of our ESG processes, Vukile has identified the following certifications for the group.

Key certifications in South Africa

Carbon footprint calculation – measurement of the total amount (scope 1 and 2) of carbon 

dioxide (CO
2
) and methane (CH

4
) emissions for the South African portfolio.

Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB) – participation in the global benchmark 

for real estate companies on wide-ranging ESG metrics.

CDP – participation in both the CDP climate change and water disclosure projects.

Key certifications in Spain

Carbon footprint calculation – measurement of the total amount (scope 1 and 2) of CO
2
 and CH

4

emissions for the Spanish portfolio.

GRESB – participation in the global benchmark for real estate companies on wide-ranging 

ESG metrics.

European Public Real Estate Association (EPRA) Sustainability Reporting Best Practice 
Recommendations (sBPR) – participation in a guidance framework for reporting environmental 

and social performance aimed at bringing greater consistency and clarity to companies’ 

disclosures.

BREEAM certification – the World’s leading science-based suite of validation and certification 

systems for sustainable built environment.

2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW continued
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ESG THEMES   
In the previous year, the Vukile group utilised the services of EY in both South Africa and Spain to conduct a gap analysis and assist 

with ESG roadmap formation.  Following the output from this process, management in both South Africa and Spain identified key ESG 

themes that will remain on the ESG agenda into the future. Some of these issues are in a mature state, while others require 

development work over the next number of years.

2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW continued

ESG

ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

Climate change mitigation
Carbon footprint measurement 

and reduction in both South 

Africa and Spain

Employees wellness and retention
Maintaining our employer of 

choice certifications in both 

South Africa (Deloitte Best 

Company) and Spain (Great 

Place to Work™)

Governance structure
Maintaining strong independent 

boards

Prevention of corruption
Ethics and compliance training

Cybersecurity
Cyber security awareness and 

training

Supply chain
Driving ESG adoption within our 

broader supply chain in both 

South Africa and Spain

ESG certification
ESG certifications in South Africa 

(CDP, CFC, GRESB) and Spain 

(BREEAM, CFC, GRESB, EPRA)

ESG and green funding
Consideration and utilisation of 

green funding mechanisms and 

inclusion in appropriate 

sustainability-focused stock 

market indices

Health and safety
Promote safe and hazard-free 

workplaces and shopping 

centres through safety, health 

and wellness programmes and 

certifications

Workforce diversity and inclusion
Building a workforce diverse in 

race and gender where people 

of all backgrounds and 

orientations are welcomed

Tenant and customer satisfaction
Remain tenant and customer 

focused through to utilisation of 

our various technology platforms

Community impact
Impacting our communities by 

championing various causes 

such as education, job creation, 

poverty alleviation and emotional 

wellness in South Africa and 

Spain

Energy efficiency
Energy efficiency projects 

resulting from energy audits 

(South Africa and Spain)

Water
Water saving and efficiency 

projects resulting from water 

assessments (South Africa and 

Spain

Waste and pollution
Waste and pollution reduction 

projects (South Africa and Spain)

Renewable energies
Further roll-out on our renewable 

energy programme through 

PV plants in South Africa

Implementation of renewable 

energy facilities for self-

consumption in Spain

Increased procurement of 

renewable energy (GdO) in Spain
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ESG SCORECARD 
Strategic action plan 2022 –2025*

Environmental Goal Measurement/action
GHG emissions reduction Reduction of scope 1 and 2 CO

2
e emissions per square metre (tonnes of CO

2
e) 

on a stable portfolio basis

Target: 10% reduction per annum over the measurement period FY22 – FY25

Energy mix – increase 
utilisation from renewable 
energy sources

Increase installed renewable energy sources (photovoltaic plants) across the 

portfolio

Target: >50% capacity increase by FY25 compared to capacity in FY22

Water usage reduction Implementation of water reduction initiatives across the portfolio

Target: Successful installation of water preservation systems in 25% of the 
portfolio by FY25

Social Goal Measurement/action

 

Impacting the social 
landscape in South Africa 
through education and job 
creation

Provision of mentorship and tertiary education funding to previously 

disadvantaged South African students in property-related disciplines

Target: Funding and mentorship of at least 50 previously disadvantaged 
students per annum through the Vukile Academy for the period FY2022 – 
FY2025
Overcoming the job market entry barrier for previously disadvantaged 

individuals but creating jobs for new graduates through a mentorship and intern 

programme

Target: Creation of “first jobs” via an internship for a number of previously 
disadvantaged individuals equal to 10% of the Vukile workforce per annum

Fostering a leading edge 
approach to employee 
wellbeing

Ensuring that Vukile remains an employer of choice through strong leadership, 

culture, human experience and talent management

Target: Securing a Deloitte Best Company certification of at least Gold with 
an engagement score above 65%

Impacting the retail 
landscape by empowering 
emerging retailers

Provide favourable leasing terms, a growth plan within the portfolio, mentorship 

by a team of pre-eminent retailers and access to Vukile’s development and 

project team

Target: Five new emerging retailers to be placed annually

Governance Goal Measurement/action
Building an ethical 
organisation

Ensuring that Vukile displays high levels of ethical behaviour when dealing with 

stakeholders

Target: Achieving an overall ethical fitness score equal to or better than the 
Corporate SA benchmark as defined within the GIBS Ethics Barometer

Safeguarding the organisation 
against the threat of cyber 
security and data loss

Total percentage of employees who have received training on the quarterly 

cyber security training programme

Target: 75% of employees

Facilitation and 
implementation of 
adherence to ESG priorities 
throughout our supply chain

Ensuring that suppliers adhere to ESG criteria throughout our supply chain

Target: 75% of suppliers (based on Rand value) must comply with Vukile’s 
ESG criteria

Maintaining a high-quality 
independent board with 
appropriate diversity of skills, 
race and gender

Total percentage of board members who meet the independence, race and 

gender requirements

Target:
 Independent ≥75% of NEDs
 African ≥50%
 Female  ≥30%

* The ESG scorecard is used for performance measurement in respect of ESG targets for the vesting of CSP allocations made under the Conditional Share Plan 

2022. Due to the performance measurement nature, these ESG targets relate to the South African business, portfolio and employees only. Board composition is 

excluded from the CSP performance requirements given that board composition is a board matter and not solely within management’s control. Castellana 

Properties has its own specific ESG targets for performance measurement purposes which is relevant to the Spanish context of the Castellana team’s 

remuneration structure.

2022 ESG YEAR IN REVIEW continued
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ENVIRONMENTAL

The primary SDGs that Vukile has identified in respect of the Planet Pillar of the WEF-SCM are as follows: 

 

Vukile’s business operations impact, and are impacted by, the environment. Our environmental focus areas, therefore, take both 

perspectives into account. We recognise that human activities and releasing greenhouse gases into the atmosphere harm the 

environment. As such, we take responsibility for limiting our contribution to the environmental impact by investing in and providing our 

tenants, where possible, with renewable energy sources and environmentally efficient air-conditioning services. 

Located in the water-stressed region of South Africa, we are acutely aware of the importance of having sufficient quantities of high-

quality potable water on which our tenants and their customers depend. Water security is non-negotiable, and, where necessary, we 

augment municipal water with alternative supplies such as rainwater harvesting and borehole water extraction.

Managing our environmental impact is multifaceted, as detailed in the explanation of our key environmental metrics below. 

CLIMATE CHANGE 
GHG emissions
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions cause climate change, which has significant environmental, social and economic impacts globally. 

An essential part of managing the environmental and regulatory changes resulting from climate change comes down to measuring 

emissions. As a result, Vukile successfully completed our inaugural carbon footprint calculation (CFC) for our South African portfolio 

during the year under review, based on FY2021 data. Our inaugural calculation was unverified, but verification is planned for 

future CFCs.

A summary of our inaugural CFC is presented below:

Criteria/measurement metric Application/result
Methodology GHG Protocol – Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard

CFC conducted on Head office and Southern African portfolio of 47 properties

GHG consolidation approach Operational control approach

Full-time employees covered (FTE) 47

Total GLA per operational centre (m2) 1 123 369

Total scope 1 emissions (tCO
2
e) 316.91

Total scope 2 emissions (tCO
2
e) 28 747.60

Total scope 1 and 2 emissions (tCO
2
e) 29 064.51

Total scope 3 emissions (tCO
2
e) 192 358.20

Intensity metrics
Scope 1 and 2 emissions per full-time employee (tCO

2
e/FTE) 618

Scope 1 and 2 emissions per GLA (tCO
2
e/m2) 0.03

Scope 3 emissions per GLA (tCO
2
e/m2) 0.17

Castellana has also completed its inaugural carbon footprint calculation and will now seek to report it to Spain’s Ministry for the Ecological 

Transition (MITECO) in FY23. 

SDGs
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ENVIRONMENTAL continued

Energy mix
One of the most effective methods to reduce GHG emissions and our impact on the environment is to secure an environmentally 

friendly energy mix. The energy mix is the composition of energy resources used to power our business operations. An energy mix 

that uses a higher percentage of energy from renewable non-fossil fuel sources is one of Vukile’s two primary emission reduction 

objectives. The other objective is enhanced efficiency projects such as retrofitting and to introduce lower energy lighting.

Vukile has very successfully enhanced our energy mix since launching our renewable energy strategy in 2017. Our results to date 

(including properties sold) are set out below:

Successful renewable PV projects implemented 21 projects

Total renewable generation capacity created 14.2MWp

Renewable sources as % of total energy usage – FY2022 8.0%

Renewable generation capacity – March 2022 12.7MWp

Science-based targets
We are aware of the goals of the Paris Agreement and Glasgow Climate Pact, which include reducing global carbon emissions by 45% 

by 2030 (relative to the 2010 level) and to net-zero by around 2050, based on the best available scientific knowledge and in support 

of equity in the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty. We continuously monitor the international 

developments in implementing science-based carbon reduction targets. In line with our broader responsible environmental response, 

we will set carbon reduction targets (refer to page 85) by taking these international developments into account, where appropriate and 

applicable to our business.

Just transition 
Just transition is a framework, through various social interventions, to ensure that workers’ rights and livelihoods are secured as 

economies shift to greater sustainability, primarily combating climate change and protecting the wider environment. The move from 

fossil fuel energy resources to renewable energy resources is a typical example of such a shift. In Vukile’s case, our move towards 

renewable energy use has a limited direct negative impact on workers – our own employees or any working within our value chain. 

As such, just transition is not a primary consideration. On the contrary, the roll-out of our renewable energy strategy has led to net job 

creation, with the estimated number of jobs created being c.75 since 2017.
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ENVIRONMENTAL continued

WATER SECURITY
Water usage 
Like many other developing countries, South Africa is especially vulnerable to the impacts of climate change, as seen during the 

droughts experienced in the country since 2015. South Africa is water-scarce and faces issues of water security resulting from 

infrastructural challenges leading to disruptions in water supply in some municipal areas.

Below is a summary of the water consumption and stress profile of our South African portfolio:

Province Portfolio exposure
% Water consumption (ML) Water stress rating

Gauteng 46 366 Low-medium
KwaZulu-Natal 20 162 Extremely high
Western Cape 8 65 High
Eastern Cape 11 88 Medium-high
Limpopo 3 26 Extremely high
Free State 5 38 Low-medium
North West 4 30 Extremely high
Mpumalanga 3 26 Low-medium
Total 100 801

We have identified key water conservation and management actions, including: 

 Rainwater harvesting;

 Smart metering of common areas and cooling systems for rapid leak detection; and

 Installation of boreholes and water backup systems.

Water achievements 2022 
In our efforts to conserve water, we achieved the following during the year:

Additional water security projects Secured an extra 6.1ML per annum of water 
from non-municipal resources

Information management and resource planning Conducted a full water usage audit across 
our entire portfolio

BIODIVERSITY AND LAND USE
Land use and ecological sensitivity 
Vukile is primarily an investor and owner of real estate assets, not a developer. Since the company’s formation, we have never 

undertaken greenfields projects, so we have a very small biodiversity footprint. None of our assets are located in or adjacent to any 

Key Biodiversity Areas. Where appropriate, we advance ecological sustainability by using indigenous landscaping and supporting the 

local ecology. 

POLLUTION AND WASTE
Vukile is a retail-focused property owner. Waste generated by our operations is limited to these properties’ common areas and 

landscaping. The impact of both these components is minimal, considering the size of our portfolio. Most of the waste generated within 

the boundaries of our shopping centres originates from our tenants. We are, however, responsible for undertaking the removal of waste 

from our properties on behalf of our tenants, and we continue to work with accredited waste management firms to ensure optimal and 

cost-efficient waste disposal practices in line with legislation, and actively seek to divert waste from landfills.
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The primary SDGs that Vukile has identified in respect of the People and Prosperity pillars of the WEF-SCM 

are as follows: 

 

SOCIAL

As a good corporate citizen, Vukile strives to make a positive contribution to society in general and the communities in which we 

operate specifically. The social nature of retail is a significant driving force in our business, and people are our raison d'être – when they 

prosper, we prosper. As long-term investors, the sustainability of our assets and business depends on a stable and well-functioning 

society and economy.

PEOPLE AND EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES 
People are our most valuable assets and we strive to attract, develop and retain the best and brightest talent 

for Vukile.

Diversity and inclusion 
Vukile has a diverse and inclusive workforce, and we value the unique perspectives brought by employees from different genders, races 

and age groups and cultural backgrounds. Our workforce has transformed significantly over the past number of years and continues to 

do so. The results are evident in the new hires section of the table below. The current demographics and diversity indicators of the 

Vukile group are as follows:

Employee metric# South Africa Spain

Total number of employees 45 32

Age distribution
% of employees <30 years 11% 3%

% of employees 30 – 50 years 56% 88%

% of employees >50 years 33% 9%

Gender distribution
% Female employees 47% 58%

% Male employees 53% 42%

Gender distribution
% Black employees 33% –

% Coloured employees 7% –

% Indian employees 7% 3%

% White employees 53% 97%

New hires during FY22 9 4

% Female employees 55% 50%

% AIC* employees 67% 0%

% of employees 30 – 50 years 89% 100%

* African, Indian and Coloured employees.
# Metric excludes our Vukile Academy interns.

During FY22, the group had only one resignation within the South African workforce.

We actively promote equal opportunities and a culture of respect for all. We uphold all human rights and do not tolerate discrimination 

or bias. No allegations and/or confirmed incidents of discrimination or human rights abuses were reported during FY22. 

SDGs
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Pay equality and wage levels
The disclosure of pay equality ratios are not meaningful due to our small workforce and resulting small statistical population. To ensure 

pay equity from both a gender and race consideration, our social, ethics and human resources committee reviews the remuneration of 

all individual employees every year to ensure that no gender or race pay gap exists, which was confirmed post-year-end. 

All employees within the group are salaried, and all salaries are externally benchmarked annually. 

Freedom of association and collective bargaining 
No trade unions or collective bargaining mechanisms exist, because Vukile has a small workforce. However, all employees have the 

right to freedom of association. An approachable open-door approach is embedded in the company culture for employees to raise 

concerns. We also have a formal grievance procedure in place.

Risk of incidents of child, forced or compulsory labour 
Vukile’s workforce is primarily comprised of skilled and professional labour with no risk of child, forced or compulsory labour. All our 

employees are aged 18 and older. 

Health and wellbeing
During the year under review, we continued our focus on employee health and wellness amid the third and fourth waves of the 

COVID-19 pandemic. We maintained our vision to be among the best workplaces in South Africa and Spain by providing employees 

with tools and tips to remain safe during the pandemic. These measures included free PPE kits made available at the office and regular 

feedback sessions from our resident virologist, Prof. Barry Schoub. 

Some staff members contracted COVID-19, but no serious illness or deaths were experienced. Flexible work arrangements and a 

common-sense approach to symptom management ensured no major office outbreaks were recorded.

The company launched a one-year hybrid work pilot project in January 2022 to further enhance employee wellness. Although the 

office remains permanently open, under the hybrid work arrangement, employees can work in the office for three days a week 

(Monday to Wednesday), with remote working for two days (Thursday and Friday). However, one Friday each month is dedicated 

to team- and culture-building activities in the office.

Employee training and development
Vukile continues to invest in the training and development of our people. Training and development take on many forms, including:

Formal tertiary education 16% of employees are currently funded for tertiary studies. Qualifications 

include various degrees and professional designations.

Continuing professional development (CPD) 
training

29% of employees hold memberships of professional bodies for which the 

company sponsors CPD training and membership dues.

Ad hoc and specific training Several employees are engaged in technical and management development 

courses aligned with their agreed development needs.
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VUKILE INTERNSHIP AND MENTORSHIP 

PROGRAMME

This is a partnership with South African Property 
Owners Association (SAPOA), Women’s 

Property Network (WPN), South African Institute 
of Black Property Practitioners (SAIBPP), and 
University of Pretoria (UP), which contributes 

towards tertiary education tuitions for students 
through bursaries for studies in property/real 

estate related fields. 

Our internship programme welcomes 
passionate and driven candidates each year. 
Vukile undertakes a rigorous and transparent 

selection process to identify and award 
deserving candidates a position in the 

programme. The programme is designed as an 
integration platform into the real professional 

world for graduates who, in the main, are 
selected from our bursary recipients. The 

industry-leading programme is designed by 
curriculum experts and professionals from the 
industry and tertiary institutions such as the 

Gordon Institute of Business.

VUKILE BURSARY 

FUND

TRANSFORMATION AND B-BBEE
Transformation remains a key focus area, and we continue to create enduring partnerships that help build a better South Africa for all. 

Vukile’s transformation plan goes well beyond what is needed for certification. It focuses on sustainability and long-term output as the 

foundation of its impact on creating a more inclusive economy in line with South Africa’s National Development Plan (NDP). 

We deliberately migrated beyond essential compliance to a more sustainable, value-driven approach. Our two-flagship transformation 

and B-BBEE programmes are the Vukile Academy formed in 2019 and the newly launched Vukile Retail Academy. 

The Vukile Academy 
The Vukile Academy is the hub and driver of our skills development, mentorship and transformation platform. The academy focuses on 

adding highly-skilled, motivated and passionate young black professionals into the property sector each year. It is a platform that 

improves access to quality education, creates job opportunities for youth, enables decent work and economic growth, and reduces

inequality. The academy has two focus areas.

The Vukile Academy and its young graduates continue to flourish. This 

initiative is about tangible transformation in the sector and is designed to 

make a real difference. We are delighted that we have placed all the 

job-seeking interns from the previous cohort in formal property sector 

employment. 

We are particularly proud that a graduate of our Class of 2020/21 has joined 

the Vukile team. This is a true testament to Vukile’s commitment to 

developing young property professionals from previously disadvantaged 

communities.

Nolungelo Makhushe completed her BSc Honours in Property Development 

(Quantity Surveying) at UKZN in 2019 and joined the Vukile Academy’s class 

of 2020. After navigating the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

resulting lockdowns in 2020, she successfully completed her internship in 

mid-2021. She joined us as a full-time employee in the role of Leasing and 

Tenant Liaison Assistant on 1 September 2021.
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Property sector scorecard and verification 
Vukile is currently in the final stages of completing our B-BBEE 

certification and the certificate is expected to be issued by no 

later than 31 August 2022.

Tenant and customers
Tenant relationships
Our tenants are integral to our business and our success. 

Strong relationships with our tenants and prospective tenants 

are the foundation of a retail real estate company’s business. 

All our internal teams and property management partners place 

a premium on understanding our tenants’ needs to support the 

achievement of their own business goals. We layer this 

understanding with the data and information we have about our 

communities, as well as sector and societal trends. With this 

insight, we evolve and create properties and attract tenants best 

suited to ensure success. 

Tenant engagement across our business reflects Vukile’s 

customer-centric approach and demonstrates that sustainability 

is integrated into our tenant relationships. In FY22, our tenant 

engagement expanded beyond the basics of operations and 

lease negotiations. The frequency and robustness of the 

conversations that Vukile has had with retailers during the third 

and fourth waves of the pandemic and then during the civil 

unrest in July 2021 have generated a better understanding of 

each other, and more innovative and shared solutions. 

Vukile Retail Academy

INNOVATIVE AND UNIQUELY SOUTH AFRICAN RETAIL INCUBATION PROGRAMME

/ The objective is to create greater diversity in tenant and category mix within our malls
/ An incubation programme to help the next wave of second-tier retailers
/ Provide favourable leasing terms, a growth plan within the portfolio, mentorship by a team of pre-eminent retailers and access to Vukile’s

development and project team
/ Aim to find a unique offering that is scaleable

/ Nine candidates selected for the programme

/  Fakizinto Concepts, Malea Garments, Delisabhem 
Restaurant, The Scrummy Ice Cream, Tso’s Café, 
Zonwabo Cakes, Lielo Beauty, Ikhaya Homeware 
and Décor and Mbewu Fruit and Veg 

/  Categories covered include fashion, shoes, food 
services, confectionery, restaurant, health and 
beauty, homeware and décor and fruit and veg

/  Total GLA of 1 035m² has been allocated to 
the project

/  Malls dedicated to the project: Daveyton, 
Dobsonville, Hammanskraal, Hillfox and 
Randburg Square 
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PEOPLE VISITING OUR 
CENTRES
Customer centricity and 
insights
As a specialist retail property 

investor and manager in South 

Africa and Spain, Vukile continues to grow its 

capability in data-driven customer centricity. Shopper 

habits are shifting, so retailer needs are evolving. 

Our proactive focus on sustainability positions us 

advantageously for the structural shifts in retail that 

have accelerated over the past year, amid the 

pandemic. As a next-generation real estate 

company, Vukile is growing its internal retail, 

marketing, technology, analytics and innovation 

capacity to better reach out and connect with 

customers.

Our investment in the geolocation data service, 

Fetch Analytics, allows our internal team to analyse 

data and devise new strategies that add value to our 

tenant partners, shoppers and community, both 

within and around our shopping centres. 

Connection to our shoppers (free Wi-Fi)
Embracing digital transformation and employing 

greater use of technology to connect with our 

shoppers and communities, to date we have 

invested R26 million in our in-mall Wi-Fi network in 

South Africa. It is now available in 18 shopping 

centres and has c.9.5 million registered users. 

Our Wi-Fi project does so much more than connect 

us to the people whom our shopping centres impact. 

It also creates access to endless and invaluable 

resources and opportunities for each shopping 

centre’s surrounding community. Since the launch 

of the project in April 2020, we have provided over 

1 573 terabytes equating to R138 million 

(commercial value) in free data to our communities, 

many from disadvantaged backgrounds.
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Customer loyalty 
Vukile has rolled out our multi-mall Connect 

Waya-Waya app at 18 of our shopping centre 

assets across South Africa. The app is an 

engagement portal that adds value to our 

shoppers’ lives and our tenants’ businesses 

through connection, by sharing special offers 

and information about events. Most importantly, it provides 

personalised rewards to give back to customers in a way that 

celebrates each one’s individuality and, in turn, nurtures 

shopper loyalty. 

Using this platform to engage and receive bottom-up customer-

led data about how to position our shopping centres, we enable 

our communities to have a voice and influence the future of their 

frequented built environment and economic marketplaces. We 

see this initiative as a Vukile-managed interface between our 

tenants’ business and their customers, creating value for both.

Customer value creation – a symbiotic relationship
The interrelatedness of customers, retailers and shopping 

centres underscores our approach to social impact. We strive 

to create and participate in thriving ecosystems where we can 

all prosper.

Strong, healthy communities offer fertile ground to grow bright 

futures and cultivate economically active individuals who need 

easily accessible retail goods and services in their communities 

as part of their daily lives. Customers create the demand for 

shopping centres and attract retailers to them. In turn, shopping 

centre retail hubs become places of employment and positive 

economic and social impact, which foster robust communities. 

So, everything we do starts with community and creating value 

for our customers. 

Vukile has geared up to understand our customers better, and 

become a bridge between our customers and retailers. We 

create more value for our tenants by using all the tools at our 

disposal, and creating new tools where needed, to consistently 

provide great experiences for customers – both inside our 

shopping centres and within their communities.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND 
ENGAGEMENT 
Community impact 
The nature of Vukile’s shopping centres places them at the 

heart of their South African communities. Equally in Spain, 

Castellana’s proven strategy of owning dominant shopping 

centres in secondary cities makes them key community 

resources. With this in mind, Vukile’s decentralised corporate 

social investment strategy adds value to its communities and 

customers through its centres, which are best positioned for 

positive impacts because each community is unique.

Vukile and Castellana facilitated various community support and 

charitable activities within South Africa and Spain during FY22.

Our values

We are responsible 
corporate citizens

We treasure
our partnerships

Make a
difference as 

a team

We are proactive

We deliver results 
to stakeholders              

We are passionate
about success

We act
with integrity

We are client
focused
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TOGETHER WE RISE CAMPAIGN – CIVIL UNREST JULY 2021 
The civil unrest in July 2021 had a devastating impact on South Africa. Lives were lost, property, including several of our shopping 

centres, severely damaged, and South Africa’s reputation was dealt a severe blow in the eyes of the international community. Some of 

the most vulnerable people within our communities were hit hardest. 

With shopping centres closed due to the damage, people could not secure necessities. Our support was provided by way of a two-fold 

approach: 

Supporting local NPOs that already have a relationship with the centre can responsibly aid the community

An on-site campaign at various centres where individuals could obtain one of four specific parcels: a personal hygiene pack, a baby 

parcel, dignity pack (female products) or a basic meal pack with Power Foods products.

National overview
Six participating centres

In-centre campaigns 90 000 meals in total

In-centre campaigns 2 400 gift packs in total

In-centre campaigns Total value R950 000
Nine NPOs/Organisations R450 000 in donations

Nine NPOs/Organisations 1 865 individuals

Centres involved
Hammarsdale Junction

Kwamashu Shopping Centre

The Workshop

Pinecrest Shopping Centre

Daveyton Mall

Soweto Dobsonville Mall

Pine Crest Shopping Centre 
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Stakeholder wealth creation
The Vukile group has generated the following direct economic value for its stakeholders during the year under review: 

Value creation metric Rand value

Gross property income 3 485

Operating cost 1 101

Employee cost and benefits 196

Payments to providers of debt capital 782

Payment to government (all taxes and levies) 768

Community investments 24

Financial assistance received from the government –

Total capital expenditure – renewal energy 40

Total capital expenditure – other 504

Community human rights
To the best of our knowledge, none of Vukile’s management, employees or major suppliers has been involved in any human rights 

abuses or accused of such violations.

The following main CSI activities were implemented in Spain during the year.

Assets Partnerships Main activities

Cruz Roja Española, Bahía de Cádiz Natural Park, Ayuntamiento, 

AEPAE, Fundación Josep Carreras, Oxfam Intermón, Dog Point, Agdem, 

Aldeas Infantiles, Médicos del mundo, Agamama, AECC and Fundación 

Mi Princesa Rett

Donation of fundraising space.

Development of environmental activities.

Spreading of social causes on social media.

Aspaym, Imaginarte School, PREDIF, AECC, Fundaicyl, Cruz Roja, 

Fundacíon Josep Carreras, Fundacíon Española del Corazón, ONG 

Animal Defense, Multiple Sclerosis, Linfedema, Down Valladolid and 

Heart Foundation

Donation of space and development of activities to give visibility 

to various social and environmental causes.

Implement an initiative to offer personalised service experience 

to people with limited mobility.

Habaneras Fundacíon Josep Carreras, WWF, Oxfam Intermón, 

Asosiación Donantes de Sangre Alicante, Equipo Jennifer Colino, 

ACNUR, Cruz Roja, AFA, Fundacíon Cris Contra El Cáncer, Fundacíon 

World Vision and Asosiación de Ucranianos de Torrevieja

Give exposure through advertising and donation of space to different 

initiatives focused on fundraising, as well as on the sale of products 

with social cause.

Oxfam Intermón, Amama, Asosiación Sevillana de lctus, Médicos del 

Munda, Cruz Roja, Centro de Transfusión, Tejidos y Célulus de Sevilla, 

Aldeas Infanties, SOS Ayuda sin fronteras and AEEC

Donation of fundraising space, blood donation campaigns, senior 

activities food collection points and more.

Crus Roja, Médocos Mundi, Asosiación JER, Caritas
Donation of fundraising space as well as donation of clothing to 

vulnerable groups.

ADANA, Cruz Roja, ANCAT, Ayuntamiento, Oxfam Intermón, Médicos sin 

Fronteras, AECC, Hospital Perpetuo Socorro Badajoz, Altafit, ASPACE, 

ACNUR, Corazones Solidarios and Plan Internacional España

Donation of space for various initiatives, including raising awareness 

and selling products and carrying out activities with social cause.

Bandera Rose, Green Peace, Amigos por una sonrisa, Acnur and 

Fundacíon Márgenes y Vinculos
Donation of space for various initiatives focused on fundraising.

SOCIAL continued
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Driving sound governance aligned with best practice governance principles
The board considers corporate governance a priority, and the implementation of sound corporate governance structures, policies 

and practices as paramount to the success of a sustainable business. The board takes collective responsibility for corporate 

governance and has aligned our governance framework with the best practices as detailed in the King IV Report on Corporate 

Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV) in a manner that reflects the stature, market position and size of the group.

The extent of our application of the King IV principles are referenced throughout the report by referencing the following legend:

Applied

Partially applied

Not yet applied ≠

Leadership, ethics and corporate citizenship
LEADERSHIP
Principle 1: The board leads the company ethically and effectively 
The board leads the company with integrity and competence. As the primary custodian of good governance, the board guides the 

company in a responsible, accountable, fair and transparent manner and understands that ethical and effective leadership is the 

cornerstone of an ethical organisation. The board’s ethical leadership is underpinned by the Vukile core values.

The primary SDGs that Vukile has identified in respect of the 

Principles of Governance pillar of the WEF-SCM are as follows: 

    

The competent leadership of the board is a product of the high-calibre individuals who serve on the board. The board has adopted 

various ethical leadership practices to assist it in discharging its functions.

Induction, training and development
Board members are properly inducted upon joining the board. In addition, various training and development materials are distributed to 

board members for their education and development on an ongoing basis. Presentations by management and our JSE sponsor are 

conducted periodically in order to embed the board’s knowledge regarding more complex areas of the business. 

Declarations and conflicts of interest and related-party transactions
The board has adopted a formal conflict of interest policy to deal with potential conflicts of interest and to ensure that conflicts are 

managed in a proactive manner. A formal register of director declarations and conflicts are maintained by the Company Secretary. This 

register is tabled at all scheduled board meetings and the Chairman invites board members to make any additional verbal declarations 

at the start of each meeting. All related-party transactions are disclosed in the annual financial statements as required under IAS 24. 

GOVERNANCE

We are responsible 
corporate citizens

We treasure
our partnerships

Make a
difference as a 

team

We are proactive

We deliver results 
to stakeholders              

We are passionate
about success

We act
with integrity

We are client
focused

SDGs
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Insider trading and dealing in company securities
The board has adopted a formal policy on dealing in company securities. The policy prohibits directors and employees from dealing in 

company securities during closed periods or using confidential and price-sensitive information to achieve a benefit for themselves or 

any other related parties. The policy also applies to any of Vukile’s listed subsidiaries and/or portfolio investment companies. In line with 

JSE Listings Requirements, all securities dealings by directors and/or the Company Secretary are published on SENS. 

Company communication
The board has adopted a formal policy to formalise the safeguarding and appropriate disclosure of price-sensitive information by 

establishing guidelines for interactions with outside parties, including, inter alia, investors, market professionals and the media.

ORGANISATIONAL ETHICS
Principle 2: The board governs the ethics of the company in a way that supports the establishment of an ethical 
culture 
The social, ethics and human resources committee (SEHRC) exercises oversight of Vukile’s ethical culture, as formally mandated by the 

board. The SEHRC has implement various practical drivers of an ethical culture.

Code of ethics 
Under the SEHRC’s guidance a new code of ethics was developed and implemented in 2019. The code of ethics applies to all 

employees, fixed contract workers, independent contractors, suppliers, service providers, outsourced property management and their 

staff, and non-executive directors of Vukile.

The code of ethics aims to enable all relevant parties to make ethical decisions in carrying out their duties. To assist with this, the 

well-known PLUS filter has been incorporated into the code of ethics as a practical guide to ethical design-making.

POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES

Question 1
Do the conduct provisions 

in the code of ethics and 

other Vukile policies or 

procedures applicable to 

the situation permit the 

behaviour that I am 

considering?

LAWS AND 
REGULATIONS

Question 2
Do national laws and 

regulations permit the 

behaviour that I am 

considering?

UNIVERSAL 
VUKILE VALUES

Question 3
Are the proposed actions/

decisions consistent with 

the Vukile values and 

principles? 

SELF

Question 4
Do my personal values,  my 

own sense of ethics, permit 

me to do it? 
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Definition
Gifts include goods, services, experiences or favours received in the line of work. These could include, but are not limited to stationery, 

marketing material/branded goods, alcohol, third-party donations, meals, vouchers, indulgences, hunting trips, weekend breaks, 

holidays, tickets for sporting and/or other events or productions, overseas trips and airline tickets.

Acceptance considerations
Before deciding to accept or reject a gift, the relevant individual must decide if it will be in the interest of Vukile to accept the gift and if 

there is any risk that acceptance may influence his or her actions and future decision making. The following issues should be 

considered before accepting the gift:

Intentions of the person providing the gift (appreciation, relationship building, etc)

Timing of the gift (tender award period, etc)

Value of the gift.

Gift policy 
In order to draw clear ethical lines and in order to avoid potentially 

compromising positions, the board has adopted a gift policy to 

guide directors and employees in the acceptance of gifts.   

Gifts in cash or EFT transfer Strictly prohibited

Gifts with a value of less than R250
May be accepted without prior approval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Gifts with a value of less than R2 000 

which are considered marketing 

material (calendars, diaries, etc)

May be accepted without prior approval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Gifts in cash or EFT transfer Strictly prohibited

Gifts with a value of less than R2 000 

which are not considered marketing 

material (calendars, diaries, etc)

Requires line manager or any executive director’s preapproval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Gifts with a value of less than R2 000
Requires line manager or any executive director’s preapproval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Gifts with a value of more than R2 000

Requires CEO or Chairman’s (in case of CEO) preapproval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Must be reported to the social, ethics and human 

resources committee

Gifts with a value of more than R2 000

Requires CEO or Chairman’s (in case of CEO) preapproval

Must be reported in the Vukile Gifts Register

Must be reported to the social, ethics and human resources 

committee

Nature of gift Action required
Rules for acceptance of gifts

Nature of gift Action required
Rules for giving of gifts

R250

R2000

R2000

R2000

R2000

R2000
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Ethics hotline and whistleblower procedures
Ensuring ethical conduct is a priority for the board and as such the board has overseen the implementation of an independently 

managed ethics hotline. The ethics hotline provides a potential whistleblower the option to report ethical violations directly or 

anonymously. The ethics hotline facility is hosted by an independent party, Whistle Blowers (Pty) Ltd. Whistleblower procedures have 

been designed to ensure that whistleblowers choosing not to report anonymously will be protected by the provisions of the Protected 

Disclosures Act, 26 of 2000 without fear of victimisation.

Independent assessment of our ethics culture 
In order to obtain an independent assessment of our ethical culture, Vukile participates in the GIBS Ethics Barometer biannually. 

The Ethics Barometer, compiled by the GIBS Ethics and Governance Think Tank in partnership with Business Leadership South Africa 

(BLSA), draws on a Harvard Business School tool, adapted to South Africa’s issues and challenges. The key takeaways from our recent 

assessment in 2022 are highlighted below. 

Excellent results overall

Overall Ethical Fitness, well above both the benchmark and the Target Range

Scores for all categories are well within the Target Range, and above the Benchmark

Significant improvement in all scores compared to previous survey (2020), expect one

High level of perceived adherence to the BLSA Integrity Pledge.

RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
Principle 3: The board ensures that the company is and is seen to be a responsible corporate citizen 
The importance of Vukile’s status as a responsible corporate citizenship has been embedded as one of Vukile’s core values. Being a 

responsible corporate citizen sits at the heart of our ESG objectives (refer to pages 80 to 113 for more on ESG).

Strategy, performance and reporting
STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE
Principle 4: The board appreciates that the company’s core purpose, its risks and opportunities, strategy, business 
model, performance and sustainable development are all inseparable elements of the value creation process 
The board, in determining our critical success factors, takes cognisance that the company’s core purpose, its risks and opportunities, 

strategy, business model, performance and sustainable development are all inseparable elements of the value creation process. 

Our value creation process is set-out below.

STRATEGIC FOCUS AREAS

OUR PEOPLE OUR CUSTOMERS BALANCE SHEET 
STRENGTH

OPERATIONAL 
EXCELLENCE

ESG GROWTHOUR TENANTS
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REPORTING
Principle 5: The board ensures that reports issued by the company enable stakeholders to make informed 
assessments of the company’s performance, and its short-, medium- and long-term prospects 
The board has mandated the audit and risk committee (ARC) to oversee the reporting of the company. The ARC ensures that the 

necessary controls are in place to verify and safeguard the integrity of the company’s integrated annual report and all annual and 

interim results disclosures.

The FY2022 reporting has been in accordance with the following: 

SA REIT Best Practice Guidelines

World Economic Forum Stakeholder Capitalism Metrics

The International Integrated Reporting <IR> Framework

The Companies Act, 71 of 2008, as amended (Companies Act)

JSE Limited (JSE) Listings Requirements and specific proactive monitoring guidance

King IV Report 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS).

Governing structures and delegation
PRIMARY ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD
Principle 6: The board serves as the focal point and custodian of corporate governance in the company 
The board is the primary custodian of corporate governance and governs through a well-established framework of committee 

functioning, a system of internal controls and a delegation of authority through a formalised approval framework.

Board charter
The board has adopted a formal board charter which details the collective roles and responsibilities of the board and that of individual 

directors. The charter is aligned with the provisions of relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and determined the parameters 

within which the board ensured that good governance is achieved. The board charter is reviewed periodically.

Information and professional advice
Board members are entitled to seek independent professional advice at the company’s expense concerning group affairs and have 

access to any information they may require in discharging their duties as directors. They also have unrestricted access to the services 

of the Company Secretary.

Meeting attendance
The board normally meets quarterly, yet during FY2022 six board meetings were held. Board meeting attendance is summarised 

below. Executive directors attended every meeting that required their attendance during FY2022. 

Director Scheduled 
meetings

Special 
meetings

B Ngonyama 4/4 2/2

PS Moyanga* 1/1 –

HM Serebro* 1/1 –

SF Booysen 4/4 2/2

NG Payne 4/4 2/2

H Ntene 4/4 2/2

RD Mokate 4/4 2/2

GS Moseneke 4/4 2/2

AMSS Mokgabudi# 3/3 2/2

* Retired at the AGM held on 31 August 2021.
# Appointed on 6 August 2021.
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COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD
Principle 7: The board comprises the appropriate balance of knowledge, skills, 
experience, diversity and independence for it to discharge its governance role and 
responsibilities objectively and effectively 

LAURENCE RAPP 51

Chief Executive Officer

Property experience:

10 years

Skills and expertise:

General management, corporate finance, capital markets 

and real estate

Previous positions held:

Head: insurance and asset management – Standard Bank, 

head: strategic investments – Standard Bank, Chairman of 

Synergy Income Fund Limited

Current directorships:

Castellana Properties SOCIMI SA (Chairman) and other 

Vukile group entities

Appointment date:

1 August 2011

LAURENCE COHEN 49

Chief Financial Officer

Property experience:

17 years

Skills and expertise:

General management, corporate finance, capital markets, 

accounting, taxation and real estate

Previous positions held:

CFO of Hyprop Investments Limited, corporate finance 

manager at Grant Thornton

Current directorships:

Castellana Properties SOCIMI SA and other Vukile group 

entities

Appointment date:

1 July 2019

ITUMELENG MOTHIBELI 38

Managing director: South Africa

Property experience:

14 years

Skills and expertise:

General management and real estate

Previous positions held:

Executive: asset management – Vukile, asset manager: 

SA Corporate Real Estate

Current directorships:

SAPOA

Appointment date:

1 July 2019

EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

NIGEL GEORGE PAYNE 62

Independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management, accounting, audit and retail

Previous positions held:

Partner at a big four accounting firm

Current directorships:

Bidcorp Limited, Alexander Forbes Holdings Limited, 

Mr Price Group Limited (Chairman), Castellana Properties 

SOCIMI SA and various private companies

Appointment date:

20 March 2012

RENOSI DENISE MOKATE 64

Lead independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management, development economics and 

banking

Previous positions held:

Executive director: World Bank, Deputy Governor of the 

South African Reserve Bank

Current directorships:

Bidvest Bank, Government Employees Pension Fund 

(Chairman) and various private companies

Appointment date:

11 December 2013

STEVE BOOYSEN 60

Independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management, investment banking, capital markets

Previous positions held:

CEO of Absa Bank

Current directorships:

Senwes Limited and various private companies

Appointment date:

20 March 2012
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BABALWA NGONYAMA 47

Independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management, accounting, audit 

and financial services

Previous positions held:

CFO of Safika Holdings, partner at Deloitte

Current directorships:

Aspen Limited, Hollard and various private 

companies

Appointment date:

12 February 2018

HATLA NTENE 68

Independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management, quantity surveying, 

project management and real estate

Previous positions held:

Managing partner of AECOM South Africa

Current directorships:

Calgro M3 Holdings Limited, WBHO, AECOM South 

Africa and various private companies

Appointment date:

25 October 2013

NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS continued

TSHIDI MOKGABUDI 67

Independent non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

Accounting, audit and financial services

Previous positions held:

Executive director and Head of Infrastructure, 

Governance and Health at KPMG, managing 

partner and founder of KMMT

Current directorships:

Truworths International Limited, Adcorp Limited and 

various private companies

Appointment date:

6 August 2021

GABAIPHIWE SEDISE MOSENEKE 46

Non-executive director

Skills and expertise:

General management and real estate

Previous positions held:

CEO of Synergy Income Fund Limited

Current directorships:

CEO of Encha Group

Appointment date:

1 August 2013

BOARD OF DIRECTORS continued
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The board is constituted in line with the company’s memorandum of incorporation (MOI) and King IV to ensure an optimal mix of 

knowledge, skills, experience, diversity and independence. 

Leadership and independence
The roles of the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer are separate. Mr Nigel Payne, an independent non-executive director occupies 

the office of Chairman. Almost 90% of non-executive directors are independent which leads to a strong independent-minded board. 

There is a clear division of responsibilities to ensure that no one director has unfettered powers in decision making.

Lead independent director
Dr Renosi Mokate has been appointed as the Lead independent director. She maintains the effectiveness of the board by providing 

leadership and advice when the Chairman has a conflict of interest, and she plays a key role in supporting him. 

Chief Executive Officer
Mr Laurence Rapp is the CEO and has held that office since 1 August 2011. He is responsible for the effective management and the 

day-to-day running of the business in terms of the strategies and objectives approved by the board. He is the Chairman of the internal 

investment committee and the executive committee. 

Board diversity 
The board has adopted a formal board diversity policy. The current composition compared to our voluntary targets are presented below:

Diversity indicator Voluntary target Current composition
Race 50% black representation 71% black NED representation

Gender 30% female representation 43% female NED representation

Skills, experience and industry Skills targeted as per the current skills needs’ assessment Refer to current skills matrix below

Age Appropriate and diverse age distribution with a solid balance 

between new blood and institutional memory

Average NED age is 59 and 

average tenure is c.6.5 years

Board skills matrix
The current skills matrix of the board is set out below:

Director Accounting Finance
Capital 

markets
Business 

leadership
Property 

operations Retail ESG

B Ngonyama

AMSS Mokgabudi

SF Booysen

NG Payne

H Ntene

RD Mokate

GS Moseneke

LG Rapp

LR Cohen

IU Mothibeli

Board refresh and succession planning
The board implemented its board succession plan over the past year, with the two longest serving board members Messrs Moyanga 

and Serebro retiring from the board. Dr Booysen stepped down from the audit and risk committee (ARC) and took up the chairmanship 

of the property and investment committee and he was replaced on the ARC by Ms Mokgabudi.

Appointment, rotation and re-election of directors
In line with the provisions of the company’s MOI, one-third of both non-executive and executive directors are required to retire annually 

at the company’s annual general meeting (AGM). In addition to this, all directors appointed by the board during the year are required to 

retire at the AGM. In both of the cases above, directors, being eligible, offer themselves for re-election.

The following directors will be retiring by rotation at the upcoming AGM, namely Messrs Cohen and Ntene and Mses Mokate, 

Mokgabudi and Ngonyama. 
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Principle 8: The board ensures that its arrangements 
for delegation within its own structures promote 
independent judgement, and assist with balance of 
power and the effective discharge of duties 
The Vukile governance structure and delegation of authority is 

designed to achieve independent judgement and the sound 

execution of strategy, and the utilisation of individual directors’ 

unique skill sets. The board delegates authority to established 

board committees as well as to the CEO, with clearly defined 

mandates.

The board has established four board committees in order to 

effectively discharge its duties. The committees are 

appropriately constituted, and members are appointed by the 

board, with the exception of the audit committee whose 

members are nominated by the board and elected by 

shareholders. External advisors, executive directors and 

members of management attend committee meetings either by 

standing invitation or on an ad hoc basis to provide pertinent 

information and insights in their areas of responsibility. The 

responsibilities delegated to these committees are formally 

documented in the committee’s terms of reference, which are 

approved by the board and reviewed periodically.

Each committee Chairman reports back to the board after 

every committee meeting in order to ensure transparent 

communication to the board regarding committee activities. 

The board is satisfied that the respective board committees are 

competent and that they effectively discharged their duties.

Audit and risk committee
The committee comprises three independent non-executive 

directors, all of whom satisfied the requirements of section 94(4) 

of the Companies Act and King IV. As a collective, and having 

regard to the size and circumstances of the group, the 

committee was adequately skilled, and all members possessed 

the appropriate financial and related qualifications, skills, 

financial expertise and experience required to discharge their 

responsibilities.

Members and meeting attendance 

Member Scheduled 
meetings

Special 
meetings

B Ngonyama (Chairman) 4/4 1/1

SF Booysen 1/1 1/1

RD Mokate 4/4 1/1

AMSS Mokgabudi 3/3 –

A detailed report of the ARC’s activities in FY2022 are set out in the 

ARC report on pages 12 to 15 of the annual financial statements.

Social, ethics and human resources committee
The committee comprises three independent non-executive 

directors. As a collective, and having regard to the size and 

circumstances of the company, the committee is adequately 

skilled and resourced. During the year, the terms of a reference 

of the committee were significantly expanded to incorporate 

oversight of the company’s ESG strategy and execution thereof. 

Members and meeting attendance 

Member Scheduled 
meetings

SF Booysen (Chairman) 3/3

RD Mokate 3/3

NG Payne 3/3

A detailed account of the SEHRC’s activities for FY2022 are set out in 

the SEHRC Chairman’s letter on page 113 of the IAR.

Property and investment committee
The committee comprises four independent non-executive 

directors and two executive directors. As a collective, and 

having regard to the size and circumstances of the company, 

the committee is adequately skilled and resourced. 

Members and meeting attendance 

Member Scheduled 
meetings

SF Booysen (Chairman) 2/2

HM Serebro (former Chairman) 2/2

GS Moseneke 4/4

IU Mothibeli 4/4

PS Moyanga 2/2

H Ntene 4/4

LG Rapp 4/4

Key activities for FY2022
Oversight of property valuation process and recommendation 

of interim and final property values for approval by the board

Oversight of the annual individual property underwriting 

process to determine key strategic actions per property

Evaluation and oversight of the property portfolio 

performance during the year

Approval and oversight of key property disposals during 

the year

Oversight of key capital projects during the year

Nominations committee
The committee comprises three independent non-executive 

directors and is chaired by the Chairman of the board. As a 

collective, and having regard to the size and circumstances of 

the company, the committee is adequately skilled and 

resourced. 

Members and meeting attendance 

Member Scheduled 
meetings

NG Payne (Chairman) 3/3

RD Mokate 3/3

SF Booysen 3/3

The committee’s primary activity for FY2022 was the board 

refresh process and the sourcing of potential new additions to 

the board. 
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The board’s delegation to the relevant board and management committees are as follows:

Transaction authority matrix
The delegated authority thresholds in respect of acquisitions, disposals, redevelopments/refurbishments are as follows:

Transaction type Board Property and investment 
committee

Internal investment  
committee*

Acquisitions ≥R300 million per transaction R150 – R300 million 

per transaction

≤R150 million per transaction

Disposal ≥R300 million per transaction R150 – R300 million 

per transaction

≤R150 million per transaction

Redevelopments/
refurbishment

≥R300 million per transaction R150 – R300 million 

per transaction

≤R150 million per transaction

* Management committee comprising three executive directors.

EVALUATION OF THE PERFORMANCE 
OF THE BOARD
Principle 9: The board ensures that the evaluation 
of its own performance and that of its committees, 
its chair and its individual members supports 
continued improvement in its performance and 
effectiveness 
Board evaluation
The board assesses its performance and that of its individual 

directors, as well as their independence, on an ongoing basis. 

The Company Secretary facilitates a comprehensive board and 

committee evaluation biennially. Matters considered in the 

evaluation focused on the effectiveness of the board and its 

committees, including:

 Composition;

 Performance;

 Role of the Chairman;

 Appropriateness of the board charter and its committees’ 

terms of reference;

 Communication and interpersonal relationships;

 Board dynamics and leadership; and

 Independence considerations for all directors and specific 

consideration of directors with terms of service of more than 

nine years.

The most recent board and committee evaluations were 

conducted in May 2021.

APPOINTMENT AND DELEGATION TO 
MANAGEMENT
Principle 10: The board ensures that the appointment 
of, and delegation to, management contribute to role 
clarity and the effective exercise of authority and 
responsibilities 
CEO appointment and role
The CEO is responsible for leading the implementation and 

execution of Vukile’s approved strategy and operational 

management. He serves as the main link between management 

and the board. The board formally evaluates his performance 

against previously agreed critical performances areas (CPAs) on 

an annual basis in May. The CEO does not currently sit on the 

boards of any other listed companies, other than Castellana 

Properties SOCIMI S.A, which is a Vukile subsidiary listed on the 

BME Growth of the Madrid Stock Exchange. 

Delegation to management
The board has delegated authority to executive management, 

through the CEO, to manage day-to-day business activities and 

affairs, subject to statutory limits and other limitations set out in 

our formal approval framework. The delegation is reviewed 

periodically to take account of changes to the business. 

The effective implementation and compliance with the approval 

framework are monitored by the Company Secretary. The board 

considers the key talent pool within senior management as an 

important continuity of leadership, and younger talent are 

therefore regularly exposed to board practices and activities. 

Succession plans are reviewed periodically by the SEHRC and 

the formal emergency succession plan was reviewed and 

updated in 2019. 

Professional corporate governance services to the board
Company Secretary
The Company Secretary is responsible for the duties set out in 

section 88 of the Companies Act and for ensuring compliance 

with the JSE Listings Requirements. Director induction and 

training are part of the Company Secretary’s responsibilities. 

He is responsible to the board for ensuring the proper 

administration of board proceedings, including the preparation 

and circulation of board papers, drafting annual work plans, 

ensuring that feedback is provided to the board and board 

committees, and preparing and circulating minutes of board and 

board committee meetings. He provides practical support and 

guidance to the board and directors on governance and 

regulatory compliance matters.

The JSE Listings Requirements and King IV require that 

company boards must consider and satisfy themselves annually 

regarding the competence, qualifications and experience of the 

Company Secretary, and also whether he maintains an arm’s 

length relationship with the board.

The board has evaluated the Company Secretary and it is 

satisfied that he is suitably qualified for the role and that he 

maintains an arm’s length relationship with the board.
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Governance functional areas
RISK GOVERNANCE
Principle 11: The board governs risk in a way that supports the company in setting and achieving its strategic 
objectives 
The board governs risk through its formal risk management framework. The strategic intent of the risk framework is to create an

environment in which risk management is applied at a consistently high level across the group, enabling management to take informed 

decisions, to achieve business objectives and maximise returns. The principles of the framework are based on COSO Enterprise Risk 

Management Framework. The risk framework forms part of the broader governance, risk management and compliance infrastructure of 

Vukile and is utilised in conjunction with the Combined Assurance Framework.

Risk responsibility
The risk framework details responsibility for risk within the various governance levels:

Board ARC
PIC & 

SEHRC
Executive 

management

Director: 
Corporate 

Services

Members of 
functional 

departments
Internal 

audit

Risk governance

Risk culture

Risk assessment

Risk monitoring and reporting

Risk quantification

Risk assurance

Risk orientation and awareness

Risk response

REIT risk management policy
The company has adopted a REIT risk management policy in line with section 13.46(h) of the JSE Listings Requirements. The policy is in 

accordance with industry practice and specifically prohibits Vukile from entering into any derivative transactions that are not in the 

normal course of Vukile’s business.

The ARC confirms that it monitored compliance with the policy during FY22 and also that the company has, in all material respects, 

complied with the policy.

The Company Secretary’s qualifications and competencies are:

JOHANN NEETHLING
Group Secretary

Date appointed:

June 2010

Qualifications:

FCIS, MCom, JSE Sponsor Development Programme

Experience and expertise

Johann is an experienced corporate services executive with over 

24 years of experience in the areas of assurance, corporate finance, 

corporate services, governance and group secretariat. He has significant 

experience in the execution and implementation of corporate actions 

(including mergers, acquisitions and stock exchange listings) within the 

listed REIT sector in South Africa and Spain. Johann is the past president 

of the Chartered Governance Institute of Southern Africa.
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Key risks
The key risks currently facing the business are set-out below.

Risk description
Potential business 
impact Risk ownership

Key risk indicators 
(KRIs)

Risk actions/ 
treatment

1 Strategic risk

Risk of our inability to 

incorporate and embrace 

technology adequately into 

the real estate portfolio in 

order ensure a competitive 

advantage into the future

The business needs to embrace 

technology in order to 

differentiate itself as a holistic 

real estate business as 

opposed to a property fund

Executive Fibre roll-out rate 

Real Estate tech trends

a) Development of a tech 

strategy through AIM business 

segment  

b) Actively working on the 

future of retail real estate as 

a concept  

c) Investment in a geolocation 

business, Fetch Analytics

2 Market risk

Impact of the Russian-

Ukrainian war specifically in 

respect of supply chains and 

increasing global inflation

Length and escalation of the 

war to other parts of Europe 

and the resulting impact on 

energy and food prices (which 

in return will impact consumer 

spend in the retail environment)

Executive Length of the war 

Escalation of war into other 

countries in Eastern Europe

a)  Diversification in respect of 

economies and tenants 

b)  Tight management of 

expenses including 

longer-term contracting of 

various services

Risk of continued real estate 

equity market weakness and 

flight of capital from the REIT 

sector

The business requires new 

equity to fund growth

Executive Share price 

Forward yield 

Market conditions

Acceptance of risk while 

executing asset rotation 

strategy

3 Balance sheet risk

Risk of rising interest rates 

resulting in increased interest 

costs and potential lower 

valuations (due to increased 

discount rates) impacting both 

FFO and LTV

Higher interest rates will 

negatively impact FFO growth 

due to unhedged positions 

while lower valuations will put 

pressure on the LTV

Treasury LTV % 

% growth in property valuations 

Value of potential contingent 

liabilities 

Bond yields 

Stress testing of key measures

Prudent interest rate hedging 

strategy

Risk associated with currency 

(Rand/Euro) volatility and 

movement and its impact 

on FFO

With the business positioned 

as Rand hedge, significant 

currency volatility can 

impact FFO

Treasury Hedging % 

ZAR FX rates

Hedging of foreign cash 

dividends (using FECs and 

other derivative instruments)
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Risk description
Potential business 
impact Risk ownership

Key risk indicators 
(KRIs)

Risk actions/
treatment

4 Operational risk

Risk of political and social 

disturbances and labour 

unrest in areas where Vukile 

has properties

The business will be negatively 

impacted by increased political 

and social disturbances due to 

the location of many of our 

properties in social-sensitive 

areas

Asset management Strike action 

Negative community incidents

a) SASRIA insurance cover of 

R0.5 billion  

b) Fostering good relationships 

with the communities through 

the implementation of our 

community liaison policy 

c) Incorporation of informal 

traders within our shopping 

malls  

d) CSI programme

Inability to secure sufficient 

insurance cover for civil 

unrest and riot risks

SASRIA has been unable to 

renew its international 

reinsurance agreements and 

will limit its cover to 

R500 million from 1 April 2022

Corporate services SASRIA correspondence 

Riot wrap quotes

Management of high-risk 

exposures by implementing 

operational risk management 

plans

Inconsistent supply of critical 

services (electricity, water, 

municipal services – refuse, 

property transfer, legal 

services)

The business is negatively 

impacted due to our inability to 

provide a quality service 

offering to our tenants and their 

customers due to load 

shedding and water 

interruptions

Asset management GRID status report 

Regional drought reports 

Number of municipalities under 

administration

a) Diversification across nodes 

b) Installing generators for 

emergency power  

c) Installing water tanks and 

sinking of boreholes  

d) Internal operational 

measures such as own 

metering of utilities

5 Human capital risk

Risk of the loss of key 

personnel specifically the 

CEO and other senior 

executives

The business is highly sensitive 

to losing its key executives

Board Executive turnover 

Number of sick days

Emergency succession plan has 

been updated and approved 

by SEHRC

6 Legal, regulatory and tax risk

Risk related to new/revised 

tax regulations

The business will be negatively 

impacted due to the South 

African fiscus being under 

pressure

Finance/Corporate Services Number of new tax laws and 

regulations issued

Constant monitoring of tax 

changes and using appropriate 

advice to arrange our affairs 

optimally while always within 

the law
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TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION 
GOVERNANCE 
Principle 12: The board governs technology and 
information in a way that supports the company 
setting and achieving its strategic objectives 
The board acknowledges the strategic role of IT in conducting 

business in a highly competitive environment and further 

acknowledges that IT should be managed as a strategic asset in 

order to meet business objectives. For Vukile to manage IT as a 

strategic asset in order to achieve its business objectives and to 

act in the best interests of the company, the board has adopted 

an Information Technology (IT) Governance Charter.

The IT Governance Charter, together with the Vukile IT strategy 

of having a secure, stable IT environment combined with a 

moderate spending model, establishes an internal control 

framework to manage IT risks, service delivery and IT resources. 

In addition, management has established various IT policies in 

line with this IT Governance Charter which together form the 

cornerstone of our IT governance.

The board has mandated the audit and risk committee to 

provide oversight over IT governance.

COMPLIANCE GOVERNANCE 
Principle 13: The board governs compliance with 
applicable laws and adopted non-binding rules, codes 
and standards in a way that supports the company 
being ethical and a good corporate citizen 
The board ensures compliance with applicable laws, regulations, 

codes, standards and MOI through the assistance of the various 

board committees. Compliance processes and practices are in 

place to mitigate the risk of non-compliance with laws and  

ensure appropriate responses to changes and developments 

in the regulatory environment. The ARC receives regular reports 

on compliance matters and oversees legal and compliance 

matters. Various company-wide policies have been adopted to 

deal with compliance requirements.

Compliance with corporate laws
Vukile has complied with the Companies Act, particularly with 

reference to the incorporation provisions as set out in the 

Companies Act and has operated in conformity with Vukile’s 

Memorandum of Incorporation during the year under review.

REMUNERATION GOVERNANCE
Principle 14: The board ensures that the company 
remunerates fairly, responsibly and transparently so 
as to promote the achievement of strategic objectives 
and positive outcomes in the short, medium and 
long term 
The board has mandated the social, ethics and human 

resources committee to oversee remuneration governance and 

to ensure that remuneration is appropriately designed, fair and 

promotes Vukile’s short, medium- and long-term strategic 

objectives.

The detailed remuneration policy is available on pages 115 to 121.

ASSURANCE
Principle 15: The board ensures that assurance 
services and functions enable an effective control 
environment, and that these support the integrity of 
information for internal decision-making and of the 
company’s external reports 
Combined assurance
We use the three lines-of-assurance approach to drive our risk 

assurance. Assurance includes:

Management monitoring and oversight;

Internal audit; and 

External assurance providers.

Internal control
The board, via the ARC, has taken responsibility to oversee the 

group’s system of internal controls and to keep its effectiveness 

under review. The system is designed to provide reasonable 

assurance against material misstatement and loss. The system 

of internal financial control is designed to provide assurance on 

the maintenance of proper accounting records and the reliability 

of financial information used within the business and for 

publication. The internal control system includes a reasonable 

division of responsibility and the implementation of policies and 

procedures which are communicated throughout the group.

Internal audit
The group operates on an outsourced internal audit model, 

currently outsourced to EY. Internal audit is responsible for 

assisting the board and management in maintaining an effective 

internal control environment by evaluating those controls 

continuously to determine whether they are adequately 

designed and operating efficiently and to recommend 

improvements. Post year-end the ARC considered the 

effectiveness of the internal audit function and concluded that 

it was effective. 

External audit
PwC Inc is the external auditor of Vukile and its subsidiaries, 

including the Spanish subsidiaries. The independence of the 

external auditors is recognised and annually reviewed by the 

ARC. The external auditors attend all ARC meetings and have 

unrestricted access to the Chairman of the ARC.

Other external assurance providers 
In addition to external audit, Vukile utilises the services of 

various other external assurance providers, including external 

property valuers, occupational health and safety assessment 

firms, and our JSE sponsor in respect of the JSE equity and debt 

listings requirements. 
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Stakeholder relationships
STAKEHOLDERS
Principle 16: In the execution of its governance role and responsibilities, the board adopts a stakeholder-inclusive 
approach that balances the needs, interests and expectations of material stakeholders in the best interests of the 
company over time 
As evidenced in our core values, we differentiate ourselves by treasuring our partnerships across all our stakeholder groups. The board 

appreciates that understanding the views and needs of our stakeholders are non-negotiable for the sustainable success of our 

business. 

We engage with our identified stakeholders across multiple communication platforms.

Investors Tenants Community Employees

Partners 
and service 

providers

Annual general meeting

Pre-close conference calls

Pre-close lunch meetings

Annual and interim reports

Results presentations

Media releases

SENS announcements

One-on-one meetings

Website

Training and education

Social events

Social media groups

Quarterly newsletter

Community liaison meetings

Promotions events/competitions

Community giving

Vukile Retail Academy

Employee surveys
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Report of the social, ethics and human resources committee
LETTER FROM CHAIRMAN
Dear stakeholders
I am pleased to present the report of Vukile’s social, ethics and human resources committee (the committee) for the year ended 

31 March 2022. In line with its dual mandate, the committee reports on both remuneration and certain ESG matters, a detailed ESG 

report is contained on pages 80 to 113 of the integrated annual report. The remuneration report is presented in three parts, namely the 

background statement, the remuneration philosophy and policy and the implementation report. The monitoring of the remuneration 

policy and the remuneration implementation report is the responsibility of the committee.

During FY22, the annual work plan of the committee comprised, inter alia, the following:

May 2021
Reviewed and approved salary increases for employees with effect from 1 July 2021.

Reviewed and approved the short-term incentive bonuses for the year ended March 2021.

Reviewed and approved annual allocations in terms of the Conditional Share Plan (CSP) for 2022.

Reviewed and approved the vesting of shares under the Conditional Share Plan (CSP) in May 2021 in respect of the performance 

period.

Reviewed and recommended to the board for approval the performance measures – 2022 for executive directors.

Reviewed and recommended to the shareholders for approval the non-executive directors’ fees for 2022.

Reviewed the annual performance of the CEO and executive directors at 31 March 2021.

Approved the remuneration policy for non-binding vote at the AGM.

Reviewed the company’s social and ethics activities in line with the requirements of the Companies Act.

Reviewed progress of the company’s transformation activities.

November 2021
Considered shareholder feedback from the AGM and determined appropriate feedback.

Reviewed the company’s social and ethics activities in line with requirements of the Companies Act.

Considered the company’s progress in respect of the Vukile Academy.

Reviewed and approved the new CSP 2022 and TIP 2022.

March 2022
Reviewed and approved the bonus accrual for the year ended 31 March 2022.

Reviewed and approved the percentage salary increases for inclusion in the annual budget.

Reviewed the company’s social and ethics activities in line with the requirements of the Companies Act.

Reviewed and approved the allocations to employees under the TIP 2022.

SF Booysen
Chairman of SEHR committee

GOVERNANCE continued
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REMUNERATION REPORT

Part 1: Background statement
This report provides an account of the remuneration and people 

management for FY22. The report provides an overview of the 

various actions undertaken during the year under review, 

particularly our remuneration policy and our remuneration 

implementation policy, which are both subject to non-binding 

advisory votes at the AGM, and various performance and reward 

elements. Our report is prepared in line with King IV.

The remuneration of the company must be considered in the 

context of the significant operational and strategic achievements 

over the past year, despite the financial impact of the July 2021 

civil unrest in South Africa and the impact of the third and fourth 

waves of the COVID-19 pandemic, which resulted in a very 

tough operating environment on the back of FY21, which was 

arguably the most difficult year in corporate history since the 

global financial crises. 

To remain competitive and resilient in a post-COVID world, the 

nurturing and retention of our human capital is more important 

than ever before, which in turn requires our overall remuneration 

proposition to remain competitive and market aligned. 

As at the date of this report, our South Africa workforce 

(excluding interns) comprises 45 people and the team in 

Spain working for Castellana comprises 32 people.

FOCUS ON OUR PEOPLE
Vukile has always prided itself on building a unique environment 

of openness and transparency among its employees, and 

specifically driving a very strong team culture operating with the 

highest levels of ethics. This approach has also been adopted 

by Castellana and while the two business operate largely 

independently, we have sought to develop similar cultures and 

ways of working between the two teams. 

Although we feel that we have built a strong and ethical culture, 

we do consider it important to also use external sources to 

critically evaluate the employment environment. Post year-end, 

Vukile took part in the GIBS Ethics Barometer for the second 

time, the first being in 2020. The GIBS Ethics Barometer is a 

survey, developed by the local business school to measure and 

evaluate the ethical fitness and employment practices of a 

company, which has been done across many of South Africa’s 

leading corporates including some in the property sector.

We were delighted with the outcome of our second survey 

results, with showed improvement in almost all the measurement 

categories with an improvement in our overall ethical fitness 

score relative to 2020. The results again showed Vukile to have 

a high level of adherence to the BLSA Integrity Pledge. 

In the prior financial year, we participated in the Deloitte Best 

Company to Work For™ survey in South Africa and similarly 

participated in the Great Place to WorkTM survey in Spain which 

is a certification provided over many jurisdictions in Europe and 

elsewhere. The results in both surveys have been strong and 

we will look to participate in both these certifications on an 

annual basis going forward. 

We are truly proud of the Vukile workplace and the strong 

culture we have created where all employees feel engaged, 

empowered, appreciated and committed to delivering 

excellence. It is our intention to continually monitor the human 

resource environment through the use of external benchmarking 

to keep identifying areas where we are doing well but more 

importantly, and in line with one of our values of never resting 

on our laurels, to identify opportunities for further improvement.

REMUNERATION DISCLOSURE
In line with the requirements of King IV and the JSE Listings 

Requirements, details of remuneration awarded or paid to 

executive directors during the year and post year-end are set 

out in Part 3 of this report. Vukile does not have any prescribed 

officers other than the executive directors.

SHAREHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
During the year under review, we had several significant engagements with shareholders regarding ESG, and in particular remuneration 

matters as detailed below:

Engagement Parties involved Topics
ESG Roadshow – August 2021 Executive management with key 

shareholders

Broad ESG matters including remuneration policy 

and the implementation thereof as presented for 

an advisory vote at the AGM held on 31 August 

2021.

LTI Roadshow – October 2021 Executive management with key 

shareholders

Key principles of the proposed new/amended 

long-term incentive plans to obtain shareholder 

views prior to presenting the plans to 

shareholders for a vote.

LTI Roadshow – January 2022 Non-executive directors with key 

shareholders. Sessions facilitated by 

Chairman of the social, ethics and human 

resources committee supported by the 

Chairman of the board

Terms and conditions of the proposed Conditional 

Share Plan 2022 and TSR Hurdled Incentive Plan 

2022, presented for an advisory vote at the GM 

held on 31 January 2022.
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Following the various engagements, shareholders provided their formal support for our remuneration practices as detailed below:

Shareholder meeting Remuneration topic Outcome
Annual general meeting held 
on 31 August 2021

 Advisory vote on remuneration policy

 Advisory vote on the remuneration 

implementation report

 Remuneration policy received 73% support

 Implementation report received 80% support

General meeting held 
on 31 January 2022

 Endorsement of the Conditional Share 

Plan 2022

 Endorsement of the TSR Hurdled Incentive 

Share Plan 2022

 Conditional Share Plan 2022 received 91% 

support

 TSR Hurdled Incentive Share Plan 2022 received 

88% support

Following the AGM held on 31 August 2021, the company 

invited dissenting shareholders to engage on the relevant 

matters as required by the governance codes. No shareholders 

responded to the invitation for engagement. Shareholder 

engagement remains a focus area for the SEHRC. In the event 

that our remuneration policy for FY22 (as contained in Part 2 of 

this report) or the remuneration implementation report for FY22 

(as contained in Part 3 of this report) receive a vote of 25% or 

more against, the SEHRC will once again, at a minimum, take the 

following steps:

 Enter into an engagement process with shareholders to 

ascertain the reasons for dissenting votes; and thereafter

 Follow a process of addressing legitimate and reasonable 

objections raised, which may include amending our 

remuneration policy or clarifying or adjusting our 

remuneration governance or processes going forward, 

should they be required.

Part 2: Remuneration philosophy and 
policy
Our philosophy
Vukile’ s remuneration philosophy and implementation thereof 

remained unchanged during the year under review. The 

philosophy aims to deliver a competitive, unique, and flexible 

pay structure to attract, reward and retain high-quality 

individuals. We believe our remuneration practices must be 

performance driven. It is important that our employees align 

with Vukile’s workplace culture. Our selection process aims to 

achieve the optimum mix of competencies, abilities, 

experiences, skills and culture alignment while also seeking to 

be consistent with objectives around the racial and gender 

make-up of the team.

Vukile’ s remuneration strategy is designed to attract and retain 

the skills needed to meet our strategic priorities. Although 

competitive financial rewards are key to attracting employees, 

we believe that our entrepreneurial orientation, strong ethics 

and open workplace culture sets us apart in retaining quality 

employees. Employee turnover remains almost non-existent with 

one junior employee resigning during the past three years. As 

more fully set out in the ESG report, the strength of the Vukile 

culture was evident in the outcome of our second participation 

in the GIBS Ethics Barometer. Operating in a very dynamic 

industry demands that we incentivise and retain high 

performers, while balancing this with the expectation of 

shareholders. 

Key principles of the remuneration policy
Vukile has a robust remuneration policy which strives to uphold 

the following key principles:

 Remunerate to encourage and reward positive behaviour and 

performance of our employees and executives.

 Align our strategic business objectives with shareholder 

interests.

 Ensure sound remuneration governance.

 Ensure that performance metrics are fair, sustainable and 

challenging and apply to all aspects of our business.

 The performance conditions used in the variable pay 

structures support positive outcomes across the economic, 

social and environmental context in which the company 

operates.

 Apply the appropriate remuneration benchmarks to 

determine fair, transparent and responsible remuneration for 

employees and executives.

 Ensure that our remuneration practices aligns with the key 

objectives of gender and race pay parity.

 Provide competitive rewards to attract, motivate and retain 

highly skilled employees and executives.

 Promote an ethical culture and responsible corporate 

citizenship.

Changes during the year
As communicated to shareholders in the integrated annual 

report 2021 and highlighted during various ESG roadshows, 

the company embarked on a process of reviewing its long-term 

incentive schemes during the 2021 calendar year. This process 

was necessitated by the following two key reasons:

 The expiry of the conditional share plan (former CSP) in April 

2022; and 

 The decimation of the Share Purchase Plan (SPP) as a result 

of the real estate equity market meltdown due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

The outcome of this process has resulted in the following 

changes to long-term incentivisation: 

 An amended conditional share plan (CSP 2022) which is 

identical in scheme mechanics to the former CSP, except for 

minor amendments to scheme limits, allocation ranges and 

the introduction of more relevant performance conditions, 

was implemented following the endorsement thereof by 

shareholders.

 The introduction of a new scheme, named the TSR Hurdled 

Incentive Plan 2022 (TIP 2022), which is specifically aimed at 

selected key employees (including executive management), 

identified by the SEHRC as being critical to operations over 

the next five years. This plan was also implemented following 

the endorsement thereof by shareholders.
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Total pay opportunities illustrated (Rm)*

Salary STI LTI

MD: SA – assuming outperformance
MD: SA – assuming stretch performance

MD: SA – assuming below expected performance

CFO – assuming outperformance
CFO – assuming stretch performance

CFO – assuming below expected performance

CEO SA – assuming outperformance
CEO – assuming stretch performance

CEO – assuming below expected performance

2.6

2.6

2.6

3.2

2.1

6.9

3.1

3.6

3.6

3.6

4.6

3.0

7.6

4.4

5.1

5.1

5.1

7.7

5.1

13.7

7.7

Remuneration structure
Vukile’ s remuneration policy applies common principles and practices to all employees, including executive directors. Although the 

exact structure and quantum of individual packages vary by role, seniority and retention criteria, generally employees are remunerated 

on a total guaranteed package (TGP) approach, which includes a combination of base remuneration and benefits, commonly referred to 

as fixed remuneration. The table below broadly summarises the components of the remuneration paid to executive directors and key 

management.

Fixed/ 
variable Component Component description and intent

Delivery 
mechanism

Fixed 
remuneration

Base salary  This is the fixed element of the employees’ package typically 

benchmarked and positioned at the market median as more fully 

described below.

 The base salary or TGP reflects the scope and nature of the role.

TGP

Benefits  Benefits include health cover, retirement cover and insurance products 

such as death and disability cover (included as part of TGP in a total 

cost-to-company approach).

TGP

Variable 
remuneration

Short-term 

incentives (STIs)

 This aligns individual and group performance with the short-term 

objectives set on an annual basis.

 Focuses employees on achieving their targets in their critical 

performance areas (CPAs).

STI bonus scheme

Long-term 

incentives (LTIs)

 LTIs promote a longer-term view of the business and ensure alignment 

with wealth creation for both shareholders and employees.

CSP 2022, TIP 2022 

and SPP

Explanation of overall package design and its component parts
The company’s policy for executive directors results in a significant portion of the remuneration received being dependent on company 

performance. In Part 3 of the report, the total pay outcomes related to the 12 months ended 31 March 2022 (although not necessarily 

paid) are presented. The potential total pay opportunities for the executive directors under the following three different performance 

scenarios are illustrated below:

*  The depiction above is illustrative and cannot present all potential outperformance scenarios.
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Total guaranteed package
TGP for all employees and executives are determined as follows:

 All roles are assigned a job grading in terms of the Paterson 

Job Grading System. Job grades are assigned by external, 

independent consultants (PwC and 21st Century) by way of 

a detailed job description or a specific job matching. 

 All roles are benchmarked annually against data from 

Old Mutual RemChannel (for group executive roles) and 21st 

Century (for SA-focused roles), both reputable, independent 

remuneration consultancies.

 TGP is aimed at the 50th percentile of the national circle 

benchmark based on the assigned job grade.

 TGP is annually adjusted to take into account a living cost 

adjustment, typically aligned with the increase in the 

consumer price index. Annual increases are positioned to 

ensure that non-managerial employees receive higher 

percentage increases than managerial and executive staff to 

ensure that we continually close the pay gap across the 

organisation. 

 All revised TGPs take effect from 1 July each year.

 All roles have a comp-ratio, which is calculated by dividing 

the TGP by the market median position (i.e. 50th percentile) 

in order to determine if the current and proposed TGP is both 

in line with market and in line with the company policy of 

setting TGP at the 50th percentile.

 Comp-ratios are used as a guideline for specific discretionary 

adjustments that may be required to individual TGPs from 

time to time. 

 Comp-ratio analysis can be summarised as follows:

 – 90% – 110%: Acceptable position, centred around the 

market median

 – >110%: High comp-ratio which requires explanation and/or 

motivation. Reasons could be related to scarce talent, 

exceptional talent, long tenure or other relevant 

circumstances

 – <90%: Requires investigation and adjustment of the TGP 

over one or more years (where appropriate)

 All new TGPs, comp-ratios and resulting increases are 

reviewed by the SEHRC to ensure gender, race and 

comparative role parity.

SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE BONUS SCHEME
The principles of the STI bonus scheme (bonus scheme) are as follows:

Maximum bonus % for 
executive directors

 CEO – 150% of TGP for stretch performance

 Executive directors – 125% of TGP for stretch performance

 Maximum bonus % can be exceeded due to outperformance sharing

Participants in the scheme  Employees designated as middle to executive management limited to individual maximum bonus %

 Employees within the junior management and general staff categories can earn an annual bonus 

equal to a maximum of 15% of TGP, subject to the achievement of CPA targets.

Principle of determination 
of bonus pool

 The bonus pool comprises two components: on-target and outperformance.

 On-target performance levels are determined annually between 33.3% and 66.7% of the 

maximum potential bonus pool size, considering the specific targets, strategies and issues 

relevant to the group.

 Bonus pool threshold levels are 95% of the on-target group performance level.

 Group performance at that threshold level will yield a bonus pool equal to 25% of the maximum 

potential bonus pool. Achievement below this level will result in no STI being paid unless the 

SEHRC recommends the payment of bonuses to a limited number of employees for exceptional 

performance.

 Any group performance that falls above the threshold level, yet beneath the on-target level, will 

result in a bonus pool (other than the people on the 15% scheme) pro-rated on a straight-line 

basis to reflect the achieved performance.

 Outperformance of the on-target benchmark will result in the employees sharing in a percentage 

of such excess profit, which will be determined by the SEHRC, but not more than 50% of such 

excess profit.

 This will be paid out in cash but always limited to the individual’s maximum capped cash bonus 

level. Should the performance in any one year yield an amount that is more than the maximum 

cash cap, such excess will fall within the terms and conditions of the CSP 2022.

 In determining the final bonus pool, the SEHRC always considers specific market conditions, 

individual performance and affordability of the bonus pool.

Amount paid out  For employees in middle management and above, any bonus payment will be split into two equal 

tranches, the first of which will be payable in May and the second six months later in November. 

All other employees will be paid their bonus in full in May.

Bonus – malus and 
clawback

 Short-term bonuses are paid subject to malus and clawback provisions.

 Malus means the adjustment of a bonus amount (typically the second tranche of the bonus 

amount) upon the discovery of deficient performance relative to the evaluation on which the 

payment was initially made. Clawback means the recovery of a bonus amount which has already 

been paid, in the case of malice or mala fide error becoming apparent.
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CONDITIONAL SHARE PLAN 2022 (CSP 2022)
Transition from the former CSP to the new CSP 2022 
The new Conditional Share Plan 2022 (CSP 2022) was endorsed by shareholders on 31 January 2022. The first allocations under the 

new CSP 2022 were made in May 2022 and are subject to the new plan rules. All allocations made prior to 31 January 2022 are still 

subject to the rules of the previous CSP. 

Plan mechanics and limits  Conditional shares are awarded, and shares will vest after three years subject to the achievement 

of performance conditions and continued employment.

 Overall limit: 2.5% of issued capital.

 Individual limit: 1.0% of issued capital.

 Annual allocation limit: 1.0% of issued capital.

Eligibility  Eligibility will be at the discretion of the SEHRC, but generally the participants are executive 

management, senior and middle management.

Allocation policy  Regular annual awards as a percentage of TGP.

 Allocation percentages are reviewed annually within pre-determined bands as set out below.

 – CEO: 100% to 150%.

 – Executive management: 70% to 120%.

 – Senior management: 40% to 70%.

 – Middle management: 20% to 50%.

 In special circumstances, awards can be made for sign-on awards, deferral of short-term incentive 

awards to recognise the achievement of significant strategic goals and ad hoc awards.

Dividend equivalents  Paid to participants as a bonus, subject to clawback.

Mix between group and 
individual performance 
conditions

 First portion of the award, up to 33% of TGP, is subject to personal performance of CPAs.

 Balance subject to group performance.

Malus and clawback  The plan is subject to malus and clawback provisions. Malus provisions allow the company to 

reduce or cancel any award made under the plan before it vests (or the shares are transferred, or 

cash paid out). Clawback provisions allow the company to recover any vested award (including 

dividends paid) after it has vested or has been paid out.

Performance conditions 
(personal and company) 

Allocations comprise both a personal performance portion and company performance portion:

 Threshold target: 30% vesting.

 Stretch target: 100% vesting.

 Linear vesting in-between.

Personal performance portion (CPA score):

 Threshold: 70%.

 Stretch: 90%.

CSP 2022 PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS
Company performance – allocations prior to 
31 January 2022
The company performance measures comprise the following 

performance conditions: 

Absolute performance measure (50%)
 Growth in FFO (ie distributable income per share) measured 

against CPI + margin with the following targets:

 – Threshold: CPI + 100 bps.

 – Stretch: CPI + 200 bps.

 – Outperformance: CPI + 300 bps.

Relative performance measure (50%)
 Growth in FFO (70%) and share price (30%) versus a peer 

group index over a three-year period with the following 

targets:

 – Threshold: 100% of peer group index.

 – Stretch: 110% of peer group index.

 – Outperformance: 120% of peer group index.

 Peer group (which is consistent over the past number of 

years) comprises: Emira Property Fund, SA Corporate Real 

Estate Fund, Rebosis Property Fund, Growthpoint Properties, 

Delta Property Fund, Investec Property Fund, Texton Property 

Fund, Tower Property Fund, Redefine Properties and Hyprop 

Investments.

 Outperformance of a specific grant over the three-year 

performance period (120% of the index) will result in double 

the number of shares delivered to members of the executive 

committee. In addition to the 120% performance hurdle, the 

performance must be equal to or above the 90th percentile 

performance of the peer group as approved by the SEHRC.
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CSP 2022 PERFORMANCE CONDITIONS
Company performance – allocations after 31 January 2022
The company performance measures, as endorsed by shareholders, are as follows: 

Performance condition
Absolute/ 
relative Calculation methodology Weighting

Total shareholder return Relative Growth in FFO (70%) and share price (30%) versus a market-

weighted peer group* index over three years.

 Threshold: 100% of peer group index.

 Stretch: 110% of peer group index.

 Outperformance: 120% of peer group index.

* Peer group: Growthpoint, Redefine, Hyprop, L2D, SA Corporate, Resilient, 

Attacq, Fortress and NEPI.

25%

Total return Absolute Return on book value (Total FFO + NAV growth over starting 
NAV) relative to a board-determined target on per share basis.

25%

ESG Absolute Absolute targets based on the ESG scorecard – refer to 
page 85 of the report.

25%

Balance sheet management Absolute Absolute targets based on a balance sheet scorecard – 
refer below

25%

The following specific performance targets have been set for the CSP 2022 allocations, with a vesting date of 31 May 2025 in respect 

of the total return and balance sheet management measures.

Total return performance targets over the three-year vesting period (FY2022 – FY2025)
70% 100% 200%

Description Threshold On-Target Outperformance

Board-approved target over the period 30.0% 36.0% 45.0%

Average annual return 10.0% 12.0% 15.0%

Balance sheet performance targets over the three-year vesting period (FY2022 – FY2025)
The balance sheet scorecard is as follows: 

70% 100% 200%
No. Description Threshold On-Target Outperformance

1 Group loan-to-value (LTV) ratio (net of cash) 45.0% – 50.0% 40.0% – 45.0% <40.0%

2 Unsecured debt to unencumbered assets ratio 45.0% – 50.0% 40.0% – 45.0% <40.0%

3 Interest cover ratio (ICR) (times) 2.0 – 2.5 2.5 – 3.0 >3.0

4 Debt maturity profile (years) 1.0 – 2.0 2.0 – 3.0 >3.0

5 Corporate long-term credit rating BB-(za) to BB-(za) BBB-(za) to A-(za) >=A-(za)

6 Available liquidity 0.50 – 0.75 0.75 – 1.0 >1.00

TSR HURDLED INCENTIVE 2022 (TIP 2022)
The TIP 2022 is a plan designed to achieve complete alignment between management and shareholders, since the plan is driven by 

dividends paid and share price appreciation. The plan seeks to incentivise selected key employees and executive management 

identified by the SEHRC as being critical to operations over the next five years. 

The TIP 2022 operates by way of a tiered option mechanism where pre-determined TSR levels are matched to certain threshold (tiered) 

pay-out profiles. The plan is non-dilutive, since no new shares are issued under the plan. Under the plan, the TIP Transaction Facilitator 

(an investment bank) will assume and deliver, after five years, any in-the money value to participants (via the company) based on the 

achievement of the various TSR performance thresholds. The only cost to the company has been an upfront payment to the TIP 

Transaction Facilitator of an option premium of R45 million, which has secured the company 19.6 million notional shares. This option 

premium was paid in late February 2022 and the plan became effective on 1 March 2022. The option premium is amortised over the 

five-year plan life, thus resulting in an annual income statement cost of R9 million. The plan is a once-off incentive tool with a vesting 

date of 28 February 2027.
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The TIP 2022 was implemented at a strike price of R12.96. The respective hurdle rates, management pay-off profile and shareholder 

value created over the period are presented below:

Hurdle rates 
(IRR over 

five years) 
%

Strike 
price

Barrier 
price level 

(R)

Management 
pay-off 

(Rm)

Shareholder 
value created 

(including dividends) 
(Rm)

Management 
payoff as % of 

shareholder value 
%

12.5 12.96 14.65 11.0 7 895 0.14

15.0 12.96 16.86 51.0 10 012 0.51

17.5 12.96 19.29 124.2 12 340 1.01

20.0 12.96 22.00 177.2 14 927 1.19

The maximum overall value available to management under the plan is capped at 2% of shareholder value created. 

SHARE PURCHASE PLAN (SPP)
The SPP has effectively been sterilised with no further allocations planned under this scheme. As previously communicated, no changes to 

the SPP has been suggested or made. The plan will remain in place for the duration of the remaining average plan life (c.7 years) of seven 

years or until the SEHRC determines otherwise. The SEHRC does not currently foresee any reasons for impending changes to the plan life 

of the SPP. Details of historical allocations under the SPP have been included on page 11 of the annual financial statements 2022.

TERMINATION POLICY
The following applies in the event of termination of employment:

Reasons for termination

Remuneration 
component

Voluntary 
resignation

Dismissal/
termination 
for cause Designated “good leavers” Mutual separation

Base salary Paid over the notice 
period or as a lump sum

No payment Base salary is paid for a defined 
period based on cause

Paid over the notice 
period or as a lump sum

Benefits may continue 
to be provided during 
the notice period but 
will not be paid on a 
lump sum basis

Benefits will fall away 
at such time that 
employment ceases

Benefits will fall away at such time 
that employment ceases, unless 
otherwise determined by the 
SEHRC

Applicable benefits may 
continue to be provided 
during the notice period 
but will not be paid on 
a lump sum basis

STI Any unpaid portion of 
STIs are forfeited

Any unpaid portion of 
STIs are forfeited and 
clawback is applied to 
paid STIs depending 
on the conditions for 
the termination

Any unpaid portion of STIs are paid, 
subject to the discretion of the 
SEHRC

Any unpaid portion of 
STIs are paid, subject to 
the discretion of the 
SEHRC

CSP All unvested awards 
shall be forfeited in their 
entirety and will lapse 
immediately on the date 
of termination

All unvested awards 
shall be forfeited in 
their entirety and will 
lapse immediately on 
the date of termination

All good leavers awards will be 
pro-rated to time applying the 
average performance appraisals up 
to date of termination, unless 
otherwise determined by the SEHRC

Retirement – company performance 
linked will remain subject to the 
natural duration of the plan. Personal 
performance will be tested on day of 
retirement and vest on that day, 
unless otherwise determined by the 
SEHRC 

Death – a pro rata portion of the 
award may vest based on 
performance and time

Discretion applied based 
on terms of the 
separation agreement

SPP The plan debt will 
become payable within 
30 days from date of 
termination

The plan debt will 
become payable within 
30 days from date of 
termination

The plan debt will become payable 
within 12 months from the date of 
termination unless otherwise 
determined by the SEHRC

Discretion applied based 
on terms of the 
separation agreement

TIP 2022 All unvested awards 
shall be forfeited in their 
entirety and will lapse 
immediately on the date 
of termination

All unvested awards 
shall be forfeited in 
their entirety and will 
lapse immediately on 
the date of termination

In the case of good leavers, the 
committee will exercise its discretion 
in order to liquidate any “in-money” 
value based on the relevant 
circumstances

Discretion applied based 
on terms of the 
separation agreement
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS’ FEES
Vukile believes in strong governance and attracting truly 

independent non-executive directors. Further, Vukile believes 

that good governance is industry agnostic and as such, we 

consider it appropriate to position our non-executive directors’ 

fees benchmarked against the JSE mid-cap sector rather than 

the property sector. This is done by looking at the JSE Top 100 

Companies excluding the Top 40, in other words, benchmarking 

Part 3: Implementation report
This section explains how the remuneration policy was 

implemented in the reporting year, and the resulting payments 

each of the directors received. The implementation report 

should be read in conjunction with the disclosure contained in 

the directors’ report.

ANNUAL ADJUSTMENTS TO TOTAL 
GUARANTEED PAY
Our normal remuneration review process took place during 

May 2022 and the SEHRC approved the following general 

increases in respect of total guaranteed packages as from 

1 July 2022:

Administrative employees 7.00%
Managerial employees 5.00%
Executive management 4.75%

Where applicable, discretionary increases were motivated and 

approved by the SEHRC. These increases relate to promotions, 

role expansions and/or comp-ratio alignment. 

against companies ranked numbers 41 – 100 by market 

capitalisation. The company utilises PwC, a credible 

independent external consultant, to conduct benchmarking on 

a periodic basis. A detailed benchmarking was done in 

June 2022, which has resulted in a proposed overall increase 

of 16.5% as more fully set out in Part 3 of this report and is 

proposed for approval by shareholders at the upcoming AGM.

NEW TOTAL GUARANTEED PACKAGES FOR 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Executive remuneration was carefully considered, taking into 

account prevailing market conditions, shareholder sentiment, 

retention considerations and employee morale. The SEHRC 

resolved to approve the following total guaranteed packages 

for executive directors from 1 July 2022:

Executive
director

Annual 
increase

Comp-
ratio

New TGP
R

CEO 4.75% 75% 5 404 000
CFO 4.75% 103% 3 867 500
MD: SA 4.75% 97% 2 723 500

SHORT-TERM INCENTIVE (STI) BONUS SCHEME OUTCOMES FOR 2022
The extent to which annual performance measures were met in 2022 is set out below.

CEO AND OTHER EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Corporate performance hurdle

Performance condition

Performance
Actual

achievement
for 2022 Target

Annual FFO target set by the board R1 336 billion R1 177 billion

Outperformance element R159.0 million
Potential outperformance sharing amount (maximum 50% sharing) R79.5 million
Outperformance sharing amount approved by the Board R15.0 million
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FOCUS AREAS 2022
CEO

Performance 
measures Description Weighting

Performance
Threshold 

target
Stretch 
target

Actual achievement for 
2022

Performance 
score STI result

Stabilise the 
business 
through the 
crisis

Ensure that the business 

remains stable throughout 

the crisis and to ensure that 

the business remains well 

positioned for a recovery by 

focusing on, inter alia, the 

following key areas:

Liquidity management – 

ensure ability to refinance all 

expiring debt facilities in 

FY22.

Revenue – ensure a focused 

effort on concluding 

commercially sound deals 

with key tenants across the 

portfolios and ensure that 

collections remain a top 

priority.

Staff engagement – 

ensuring the staff in general, 

and the Exco, in particular, 

remain engaged and driven 

to achieve their respective 

operational and strategic 

objectives.

Foreign focus – 

achievement by Castellana of 

its budget guidance and 

delivering on key asset 

management initiatives.

20% 70% 90% ■ Successfully navigated the 

third and fourth waves of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the 

July 2021 civil unrest with very 

strong operating metrics and 

balance sheet.

■ Successfully leading the team 

in order to minimise rental 

discount and improve tenancy 

despite the impact of 

COVID-19 and the civil unrest.

■ Successful refinancing of key 

debt expiry in both Spain and 

South Africa.

■ Securing an investment grade 

credit rating for Castellana.

■ Successful completion of the 

ECI projects in Spain which at 

year-end were substantially 

fully let.

100% Outperformance

Strategic 
objectives

Execute the board-approved 

strategy, within the approved 

governance framework, to 

pursue appropriate 

investment opportunities, 

corporate activity and 

business-building 

endeavours in both SA and 

Spain through:

■ Continued strengthening 

of the portfolio through 

selective acquisitions and 

disposals, where 

appropriate;

■ Progress the asset 

recycling strategy by 

exiting non-core assets 

and redeploying the 

proceeds into core 

strategies;

■ Continue driving our 

journey of customer 

centricity and building the 

capacity in the business to 

achieve this objective; and

■ Creation and 

implementation of a sound 

ESG strategic framework 

and reporting 

methodologies.

20% 70% 90% ■ Successful acquisition of a 

21.7% stake in Lar España.

■ Successful conclusion of the 

partial disposal of our 

Namibian assets.

■ Successful disposal of  

c.R1 billion of non-core assets 

in South Africa in line with or 

above book value and the 

disposal of the Spanish office 

assets at a premium to book 

value.

■ Successful partial disposal of 

the stake in Fairvest.

■ Further success in becoming 

more customer centric, 

through the in-mall Wi-Fi 

project and progress in Fetch 

Analytics (our geolocation data 

analytics company).

■ Successful finalisation of the 

ESG reporting framework and 

three-year action plan.

95% Outperformance
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CEO continued

Performance 
measures Description Weighting

Performance
Threshold 

target
Stretch 
target

Actual achievement for 
2022

Performance 
score STI result

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

Key objectives were:

■ Ensuring a fully committed 

and motivated 

management team;

■ Ensuring minimal staff 

turnover;

■ Lead the organisation with 

empathy and particular 

focus on the physical and 

mental wellbeing of the 

team during the pandemic 

and resulting lockdown; 

and

■ Living the Vukile values 

and being a positive role 

model to the team.

30% 70% 90% ■ Stable and committed 

management team with zero 

staff turnover during 2022.

■ Continued to drive a real 

transformation through the 

successes of the Vukile 

Academy and newly launched 

Vukile Retail Academy in order 

to empower emerging 

retailers.

■ Successful implementation of 

two new long-term incentive 

plans with overwhelming 

support from shareholders.

97% Outperformance

Stakeholder 
management

Active and regular 

stakeholder engagement 

including:

■ Buy and sell side equity 

analysts

■ Bank funder and debt 

holders

■ Ratings agencies

■ Retailer CEOs

■ Media

■ Board members

10% 70% 90% ■ Active management of all 

stakeholder groupings 

resulting in strong relationships 

between Vukile and all 

stakeholders, with a particular 

focus during civil unrest on 

retailers and debt funders.

■ Strong support from the market 

based on active engagement.

■ Strong relationships with the 

retailers were cemented 

during the pandemic due to 

our constructive 

accommodative approach.

100% Outperformance

Balance sheet 
management

Ensure that Vukile maintains 

a prudent funding strategy in 

line with approved policies.

20% 70% 90% ■ Strong progress in 

strengthening the balance 

sheet by maintaining the LTV 

ratio at 43%

■ ICR remained well ahead of 

covenant levels at 3.4 times

■ Successfully repaid or 

extended 66% of debt expiring 

in FY23

■ Secured investment grade 

credit rating for Castellana

95% Outperformance

Total score 97% Outperformance
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FOCUS AREAS 2022 continued
CFO

Performance 
measures Description Weighting

Performance
Threshold 

target
Stretch 
target

Actual achievement for 
2022

Performance 
score STI result

Stabilise the 
business 
through the 
crisis

Ensure that the business 

remains stable throughout 

the crisis and to ensure that 

the business remains well 

positioned for a recovery by 

focusing on, inter alia, the 

following key areas:

Liquidity management – 

ensure ability to refinance all 

expiring debt facilities in 

FY22.

Revenue – ensure a focused 

effort on concluding 

commercially sound deals 

with key tenants across the 

portfolios and ensure that 

collections remain a top 

priority.

Staff engagement – 

ensuring the staff in general, 

and the Exco, in particular, 

remain engaged and driven 

to achieve their respective 

operational and strategic 

objectives

Foreign focus - achievement 

by Castellana of its budget 

guidance and delivering on 

key asset management 

initiatives.

15% 70% 90% ■ Successfully navigated the 

third and fourth waves of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the 

July 2021 civil unrest with very 

strong operating metrics and 

balances sheet.

■ Successfully leading the team 

in order to minimise rental 

discount and improve tenancy 

despite the impact of 

COVID-19 and the civil unrest.

■ Successful refinancing of key 

debt expiry in both Spain and 

South Africa.

■ Securing an investment grade 

credit rating for Castellana.

■ Successful completion of the 

ECI projects in Spain which at 

year-end were substantially 

fully let.

95% Outperformance

Strategic 
objectives

Execute the board-approved 

strategy, within the approved 

governance framework, to 

pursue appropriate 

investment opportunities, 

corporate activity and 

business-building 

endeavours in both SA and 

Spain through:

■ Continued strengthening 

of the portfolio through 

selective acquisitions and 

disposals, where 

appropriate.

■ Progress the asset 

recycling strategy by 

exiting non-core assets 

and redeploying the 

proceeds into core 

strategies.

15% 70% 90% ■ Successful acquisition of a 

21.7% stake in Lar España

■ Successful conclusion of the 

partial disposal of our 

Namibian assets.

■ Successfully disposal of  

c.R1 billion of non-core assets 

in South Africa in line with or 

above book value and the 

disposal of the Spanish office 

assets at a premium to book 

value.

■ Successful part-disposal of the 

stake in Fairvest.

■ Further success in becoming 

more customer centric, 

through the in-mall Wi-Fi 

project and progress in Fetch 

Analytics (our geolocation data 

analytics company).

93% Outperformance
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CFO continued

Performance 
measures Description Weighting

Performance
Threshold 

target
Stretch 
target

Actual achievement for 
2022

Performance 
score STI result

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

Key objectives were:

■ Ensuring a fully committed 

and motivated finance 

team;

■ Ensuring minimal staff 

turnover within the finance 

team;

■ Support the CEO in 

leading the organisation 

with empathy and 

particular focus on the 

physical and mental 

wellbeing of the team 

during the pandemic and 

resulting lockdown; and

■ Living the Vukile values 

and being a positive role 

model to the team.

10% 70% 90% ■ Successfully led a stable and 

committed finance team

■ Ensured minimum staff 

turnover with only one junior 

finance team member leaving 

during the year.

■ Addition of two black female 

employees during the year.

100% Outperformance

Stakeholder 
management

Active and regular 

stakeholder engagement 

including:

■ Buy and sell side equity 

analysts

■ Bank funder and debt 

holders

■ Ratings agencies

■ Retailer CEOs

■ Media

■ Board members

10% 70% 90% ■ Active management of all 

stakeholder groupings 

resulting in strong relationships 

between Vukile and all 

stakeholders, with a particular 

focus during the pandemic on 

funders in ensuring liquidity.

■ Strong support from the market 

based on active engagement.

93% Outperformance

Balance sheet 
management

Ensure that Vukile maintains 

a prudent funding strategy in 

line with approved policies.

Short-term focus on liquidity 

and ensuring our ability to 

continue refinancing our debt 

facilities while remaining 

liquid through the crisis.

Review and evaluate our 

currency mix of debt, 

hedging and expiry profile.

30% 70% 90% ■ Strong progress in 

strengthening the balance 

sheet by maintaining the LTV 

ratio at 43%

■ ICR remained well ahead of 

covenant levels at 3.4 times

■ Successfully repaid or 

extended 66% of debt expiring 

in FY23

■ Secured investment grade 

credit rating for Castellana

97% Outperformance

Financial 
reporting

Timeous delivery of accurate 

internal and external financial 

reporting.

20% 70% 90% ■ Successful on-time delivery of 

internal and external financial 

reporting.

■ Successful year-end audit.

97% Outperformance

Total score 96% Outperformance
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MD: SA

Performance 
measures Description Weighting

Performance
Threshold 

target
Stretch 
target

Actual achievement for 
2022

Performance 
score STI result

Performance 
of the Vukile 
property 
portfolio in the 
context of the 
pandemic

Execute the property strategy 

in line with the approved 

budget guidelines in the 

context of the pandemic by 

focusing on the following key 

objectives.

■ Optimising short- and 

long-term property returns;

■ Effective management of 

the specific challenges 

presented by the 

COVID-19 crisis;

■ Create holistic customer 

centric strategy for SA 

portfolio by integrating 

data analytics from multiple 

modes of tested customer 

insights solutions into a 

single powerful asset 

management tool;

■ Drive operational 

efficiencies; and

■ Improve tenant 

relationships.

90% 70% 90% ■ Successful navigation of the 

business through the civil 

unrest in July 2021

■ Successful growth in NOI of 

3.9%

■ Retail vacancies reduced to 

2.6% despite the impact of the 

pandemic and civil unrest

■ Like-for-like trading density 

growth up by 6.1%

■ Tenant retention rate improved 

to 93%

■ Like-for-like retail valuation 

increased to 4.6%.

94% Outperformance

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

Key objectives were:

■ Ensuring a fully committed 

and motivated asset 

management and leasing 

team;

■ Ensuring minimal staff 

turnover within the asset 

management and leasing 

team;

■ Support the CEO in 

leading the organisation 

with empathy and 

particular focus on the 

physical and mental 

wellbeing of the team 

during the pandemic and 

civil unrest;

■ Living the Vukile values 

and being a positive role 

model to the team; and

■ Transformation and 

empowerment.

10% 70% 90% ■ Successfully led a stable and 

committed asset management 

and leasing team.

■ Zero staff turnover during 

FY22.

■ Appointment of two black 

female employees during the 

year.

90% Stretch

Total score 94% Outperformance
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STI BONUS SCHEME AMOUNT AWARDED: 2022 PERFORMANCE
The SEHRC considered the actual achievement relative to the corporate performance target, the level of outperformance, the challenging 

landscape due to the July 2021 civil unrest and continuing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic as well as the various strategic achievements 

for the year in the awards of the short-term bonuses for FY22. The following bonus amounts were allocated during the year. 

Executive 
director TGP(1)

R

Maximum
Allocation

%

Maximum
bonus

potential
R

Cash
bonus

earned
2022

R

% of
maximum

bonus

Cash
bonus

earned
2021

R

%
year-on-year 

increase
2022

Cash
bonus

earned
2020

R

%
year-on-year

increase 
2021

CEO 5 158 500 150% 7 737 750 6 700 000 87% 4 745 000 41% 4 745 000 0%

CFO 3 692 000 125% 4 615 000 4 000 000 87% 2 830 000 41% 2 830 000 0%

MD: SA 2 600 000 125% 3 250 000 2 800 000 86% 1 850 000 51% 1 850 000 0%

In recognition of the outperformance element, the SEHRC has allocated a total amount of R15 million across the management team in 

the form of retention-based CSP allocations, with the following allocations to executive directors:

Executive director
Special CSP

allocations
2022

R

CEO 3 250 000
CFO 2 250 000
MD: SA 2 250 000

The allocations made in recognition of short-term performance are not subject to any further performance testing. Employees are only 

required to remain within the employment of the company until the vesting date in order to receive the shares.

LONG-TERM INCENTIVE ALLOCATIONS 
CSP allocations
Long-term incentive allocations under the CSP were made in May 2022 consistent with the allocation percentages as approved in the new 

CSP 2022. The allocation percentages are a progressive increase from previous percentages but not at the maximum level as allowed under 

the plan rules. In line with the disclosure format recommended by King IV, the following information relating to LTIs is disclosed:

LTI allocations made post year-end

Executive director
New
TGP(1)

R

CSP(2)

allocations
2022

Allocation
ranges % of TGP

CEO 5 404 000 7 295 400 100% – 150% 135%

CFO 3 867 500 4 060 875 70% – 120% 105%

MD: SA 2 723 500 2 859 675 70% – 120% 105%

(1) TGP effective 1 July 2022.
(2) CSP 2022 allocations are to be tested over a three-year period commencing on 1 April 2022 and ending on 31 March 2025.

Special long-term incentive scheme allocation made to the CEO 
At the annual general meeting (AGM) of Vukile held on 12 August 2018, shareholders voted against the special resolution to provide 

financial assistance to executive directors under the provisions of the Vukile Share Purchase Plan (SPP). This negative vote resulted in 

the resolution failing to pass and rendering the SPP redundant as an incentive scheme for executive directors. At the time, all executive 

directors participating in the scheme were fully allocated in respect of their participation, except for the CEO. 

Post the 2018 AGM, management, the Chairman of the board and the Chairman of the SEHRC met with shareholders to understand 

their reasons for not supporting the resolution. Shareholders indicated that as a matter of principle, and not specifically relating to 

Vukile, they would no longer support these types of loan schemes in the sector, citing recent governance collapses in other high profile 

REITs and the extreme quantum of use in the sector. Following this feedback, the SEHRC retained the services of PwC for advice to 

ensure that the CEO is appropriately incentivised and also aligned with shareholder interests, given the inability to use the SPP 

going forward.

Following feedback from PwC, the board resolved in May 2019 to make the first of two special allocations to the CEO under the 

provisions of the Conditional Share Plan in lieu of his participation in the SPP for an amount of R22 million. Simultaneously, the board 

further committed to make a second allocation to the CEO in 2021 of R8 million. Given the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and 

the low share price in 2021, the board, with full support of the CEO, decided it would be prudent to postpone the second allocation 

to 2022. Following the details outlined above, the second allocation was made in May 2022. 
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Special CSP allocation made to the CEO 

CEO
CSP

allocations
R

Vesting
period

Vesting conditions: Combination of personal performance (25%), achievement of strategic 

goals set by the board (25%) and specific performance targets for the Vukile group (50%)

8 000 000 10 years*

* The special allocation has a 10-year vesting period with potential early vesting in 2028 (1/3), 2029 (1/3) and 2030 (1/3) provided that all the vesting conditions are 

met within these timeframes. In line with prudent accounting principles, the allocation will be amortised over six, seven and eight years.

CSP OUTCOMES FOR 2022
Details of the LTIs vesting in June 2022 and measured over the performance period from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022 are set out in 

the table below. 

Absolute performance
Performance criteria Actual performance

Performance level Performance
measure

%

CPI 
(note 1)

%

Performance
target

%

Average
growth
in FFO

(note 2)
%

Performance
level

achieved
Vesting

%

Threshold CPI + 1 4.4 5.4 (8.30) No Zero
Stretch CPI + 2 4.4 6.4 (8.30) No Zero
Outperformance CPI + 3 4.4 7.4 (8.30) No Zero
Note 1 – Determined over the performance period. 

Note 2 – Measured over the performance period.

Relative performance
Performance criteria Actual performance

Performance
level

Performance measure Performance target(1)

Relative
performance

achieved
%

Performance
level

achieved
Vesting

%

Threshold Growth in FFO and share 

price versus peer group 

weighted by market value 

over a three-year period

100% of index performance 461 Yes 30
Stretch 110% of index performance 461 Yes 100
Outperformance 120% of index performance 461(2) No Zero

(1) PwC performs sign-off on the performance calculation through an agreed-upon procedures process.
(2) While an index outperformance of >120% was achieved, the outperformance element did not vest given that the performance was not consistent with a 90th 

percentile performance of the peer group.
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LTIS OUTSTANDING AND SETTLED DURING 2022
Details relating to the settlement of LTIs and LTIs outstanding at 31 March 2022 are contained in the table below:

Table of unvested awards and cash flows

Opening
number

1/4/2021

Granted
during the

year(2)

Forfeited
during the

year

Settled
during the

year

Closing 
number 

31/3/2022

Closing
estimated
fair value(1)

LG Rapp
Awards with CPA (personal 

performance conditions)

CSP 2018 68 373 — — (68 373) — —

CSP 2019 76 160 — — — 76 160 1 070 810

CSP 2019 (In lieu of SPP) 267 454 — — — 267 454 3 760 403

CSP 2020 201 898 201 898 2 838 686

CSP 2021 146 872 146 872 2 065 020

Awards with VKE performance 

(company performance 

conditions)

CSP 2018 180 255 — (90 128) (90 127) — —

CSP 2019 200 786 — — — 200 786 2 823 051

CSP 2019 (In lieu of SPP) — — — — —

CSP 2020 532 277 532 277 7 483 815

CSP 2021 387 208 387 208 5 444 144

Special performance awards

CSP 2018 — — — — — —

CSP 2019(3) 79 264 — — — 79 264 1 114 452

CSP 2019 (In lieu of SPP)(4) 802 362 — — 802 362 11 281 210

CSP 2020 — — — — — —

CSP 2021 — — — — — —

Total 2 408 829 534 080 (90 128) (158 500) 2 694 281 37 881 591
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Opening
number

1/4/2021

Granted
during the

year(2)

Forfeited
during the

year

Settled
during the

year

Closing 
number 

31/3/2022

Closing
estimated
fair value(1)

LR Cohen
Awards with CPA (personal 

performance conditions)

CSP 2019 54 561 — — — 54 561 767 128

CSP 2020 144 504 — — — 144 504 2 031 726

CSP 2021 — 105 118 — — 105 118 —

Awards with VKE performance 

(company performance 

conditions)

CSP 2019 94 241 — — — 94 241 1 325 028

CSP 2020 249 597 — — — 249 597 3 509 334

CSP 2021 — 181 568 — — 181 568 —

Special performance awards

CSP 2019 — — — — — —

CSP 2020 — — — — — —

CSP 2021 — — — — — —

Total 542 903 286 686 — — 829 589 7 633 216

Opening
number

1/4/2021

Granted
during the

year(2)

Forfeited
during the

year

Settled
during the

year

Closing 
number 

31/3/2022

Closing
estimated
fair value(1)

IU Mothibeli
Awards with CPA (personal 

performance conditions)

CSP 2018 25 715 — — (25 715) — —

CSP 2019 34 502 — — — 34 502 485 098

CSP 2020 101 763 — — — 101 763 1 430 788

CSP 2021 — 74 027 — — 74 027 1 040 820

Awards with VKE performance 

(company performance 

conditions)

CSP 2018 36 625 — (18 313) (18 312) — —

CSP 2019 59 593 — — — 59 593 837 878

CSP 2021 175 773 — — — 175 773 2 471 368

CSP 2021 — 127 864 — — 127 864 1 797 768

Special performance awards

CSP 2018 — — — — — —

CSP 2019 — — — — — —

CSP 2020 — — — — — —

CSP 2021 — — — — — —

Total 433 971 201 891 (18 313) (44 027) 573 522 8 063 720

(1) The 2019 – 2021 CSPs with performance conditions are included at the spot price as at 31 March 2021 of R14.06 and an estimated 100% of performance 

conditions to be met.
(2) Allocations related to awards made for short-term performance incentives in 2019 and subject to retention only.
(3) Performance conditions for this award are the achievement of strategic goals set by the board and specific performance targets for both Vukile and Castellana.

LTIS OUTSTANDING AND SETTLED DURING 2022 continued
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TIP 2022 allocations
The following TIP allocations were paid made to executive directors and other employees:

TIP 2022 allocations Cash-settled
options

LG Rapp 3 900 000
LR Cohen 2 900 000
IU Mothibeli 2 900 000
Other employees (eight key individuals) 9 905 207

Total 19 605 207

Total remuneration outcome
Total remuneration for 2022 is reflected in the table below. The format is aligned with the King IV recommended total single figure 

disclosure of remuneration, which includes both received and accrued amounts.

Executive directors’ remuneration

All figures stated 
in Rand

Salary
Dividend

equivalents(1)

Short-term
bonus – cash
and deferred(2)

LTIP
reflected(3)

Total single
figure of

remuneration
2022

Total single
figure of

remuneration
2021

LG Rapp 5 222 168 3 815 171 9 950 000 3 243 490 22 230 829 12 402 199

LR Cohen 3 755 018 1 174 719 6 250 000 1 269 103 12 448 840 6 684 553

IU Mothibeli 2 639 961 812 122 5 050 000 802 521 9 304 604 4 954 002

(1) Distributions equivalents paid in the current financial year on the CSP.
(2) The short-term incentive bonus in cash and deferred in CSP shares determined in May 2022 based on performance for the year ended 31 March 2022.
(3) LTIP reflected includes the 2018 CSP awards which vested post-year-end on 9 June 2022 with a performance period from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2022. These 

were included at the vesting price of R13.63 as at 9 June 2022.

Non-executive directors’ fees
Increase in non-executive directors’ fees
Non-executive directors fees are benchmarked periodically with an objective of ensuring fair remuneration for non-executive directors 

and in order to attract and retain the best talent to ensure best-of-breed governance in Vukile. The current benchmarking exercise, 

defined below, identified significant gaps in certain fees which are proposed to be corrected via the adoption of this resolution and to 

ensure that fees are positioned in line with the 50th percentile.

A detailed benchmarking exercise was performed by PwC, post-year-end, by utilising data across the following three different 

comparator groups:

Comparator Group 1 – REITs and financial 

services companies within the mid-cap 

range both local and foreign exposure

Attacq, Capital & Counties Property Plc, Redefine Properties, Coronation Fund Managers, 

Sirius Real Estate, JSE Limited, Equites Property Fund, Sygnia, Hosken Consolidated 

Investments, Transaction Capital and Hyprop Investments

Comparator Group 2 – REIT only with both 

local and foreign exposure

Attacq, Investec Property Fund, Capital & Counties Property Plc, Liberty Two Degrees, 

Emira Property Fund, Mas Real Estate, Equites Property Fund, Nepi Rockcastle Plc, 

Fortress REIT, Redefine Properties, Growthpoint Properties, Resilient REIT, Hammerson Plc 

SA Corporate Real Estate, Hyprop Investments and Sirius Real Estate

Comparator Group 3 – predominantly 

South African-based comparator group 

consisting of REITs, financial and retail 

companies

Attacq Ltd, Investec Property Fund, Clicks Group JSE Limited, Coronation Fund Managers, 

Liberty Two Degrees, Dis-Chem Pharmacies, Pick n Pay Stores, Emira Property Fund, 

Redefine Properties, Equites Property Fund, Resilient REIT, Fortress REIT, SA Corporate 

Real Estate, Growthpoint Properties, Sygnia, Hosken Consolidated Investments, 

Transaction Capital, Hyprop Investments and Truworths International

The outcome of the benchmarking has clearly shown that, while most of the non-executive directors fees are within the tolerance limits 

to align to the 50th percentile of the various comparator groups, fees for both the Chairman and lead independent director are well 

outside the relevant tolerance levels, as indicated below:

Role
Compa-ratio

Comparator group 1 Comparator group 2 Comparator group 3

Board Chair 54% 78% 56%
LID 59% 69% 77%
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Given the outcome of the benchmarking and with specific reference with Comparator Group 2, being a REIT only comparator group 

total non-executive directors’ fees will be adjusted by 16.5%. The increase represents the following adjustments:

A general inflationary increase for all board member and committee chairmen retainers of c.4.75%;

An increase in the retainer of the lead independent director of 24.3%; 

An increase in the retainer of the Chairman of 25.7%; and

Following the adjustments, all NED fees will be aligned with the 50th percentage tolerance limits.

Please refer to special resolution number 3, as set out in the notice convening the AGM, for the proposed adjustments to be approved 

by shareholders at the AGM on 1 September 2022. The tables below reflect actual non-executive directors’ fees for 2022 and 2021.

Non-executive directors’ remuneration

Rand
2022
Total

remuneration

2021
Total

remuneration

SF Booysen 751 425 803 351

RD Mokate 766 200 844 326

GS Moseneke 472 400 162 167

AMSS Mokgabudi 318 809 —

PS Moyanga 236 200 526 288

B Ngonyama 670 650 762 852

H Ntene 472 400 526 288

NG Payne 875 000 871 376

HM Serebro 297 375 642 613

Total 4 860 459 5 139 261

FOCUS AREAS 2023
Performance measures for executive directors have been approved by the Board for FY2023 and are presented below.

CEO
Performance 
measures Description Weighting
Grow the 
business and 
strategic 
objectives

■ Achieve budgeted growth in FFO and DPS of between 5% – 7%

■ Continue strengthening the portfolio through corporate action and selective acquisitions and disposals, where appropriate

■ Progress on exiting non-core assets and redeploying the proceeds into our core strategies

■ Continue driving our journey to be a more customer-centric organisation and building the capacity in the business to achieve 

this objective

■ Embedding a culture of innovation within Vukile by driving various innovation-focused processes

■ Implementation of the ESG policy and practices across the business.

40%

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

■ Ensuring a fully committed and motivated management team

■ Ensuring minimal staff turnover

■ Lead the organisation with empathy and particular focus on the physical and mental wellbeing of the team

■ Living the Vukile values and being a positive role model to the team

■ Promoting transformation and inclusivity through our various initiatives.

30%

Stakeholder 
management

Active and regular stakeholder engagement including:

■ Buy and sell side equity analysts

■ Bank funder and debt holders

■ Ratings agencies

■ Retailer CEOs

■ Media

■ Board members

10%

Balance sheet 
management

Ensure that Vukile maintains a prudent funding strategy in line with approved policies. 20%
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REMUNERATION REPORT continued

CFO
Performance 
measures Description Weighting
Grow the 
business and 
strategic 
objectives

■ Achieve budgeted growth in FFO and DPS of between 5% – 7%

■ Continue strengthening the portfolio through corporate action and selective acquisitions and disposals, where appropriate

■ Progress on exiting non-core assets and redeploying the proceeds into our core strategies

■ Continue driving our journey to be a more customer-centric organisation and building the capacity in the business to achieve 

this objective

■ Embedding a culture of innovation within Vukile by driving various innovation-focused processes.

25%

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

■ Ensuring a fully committed and motivated finance team

■ Ensuring minimal staff turnover within the finance team

■ Support the CEO in leading the organisation with empathy and particular focus on the physical and mental wellbeing of the team

■ Living the Vukile values and being a positive role model to the team.

10%

Stakeholder 
management

Active and regular stakeholder engagement including:

■ Buy and sell side equity analysts

■ Bank funder and debt holders

■ Ratings agencies

■ Retailer CEOs

■ Media

■ Board members

10%

Balance sheet 
management

Ensure that Vukile maintains a prudent funding strategy in line with approved policies. 30%

Financial 
reporting

Ensure the ongoing quality and reliability of financial reporting, including:

■ Effective management of financial staff, including but not limited to ensuring a fully committed and engaged team that has 

minimal staff turnover, is appropriately motivated and incentivised, and has the right blend of skill, experience and diversity.

Effective management of:

■ Relationship with external auditors;

■ The external audit process;

■ The internal audit process, including the ongoing monitoring of the control environment;

■ Six-monthly financial reporting;

■ Reporting in terms of IFRS; and

■ Compliance with the JSE Listings Requirements, Companies Act regulations etc, in conjunction with Company Secretary.

25%

MD: SA
Performance 
measures Description Weighting
Performance of 
the Vukile 
property 
portfolio in the 
context of the 
pandemic

Execute the property strategy in line with the approved budget guidelines in the context of the pandemic by focusing on the 

following key objectives.

■ Optimising short- and long-term property returns;

■ Effective management of the specific challenges presented by the South African landscape;

■ Create a holistic customer-centric strategy for SA portfolio by integrating data analytics from multiple modes of tested 

customer insights solutions into a single powerful asset management tool;

■ Drive operational efficiencies; and

■ Improve tenant relationships.

90%

Staff 
management 
and leadership 
behaviour

■ Ensuring a fully committed and motivated asset management and leasing team

■ Ensuring minimal staff turnover within the asset management and leasing team

■ Support the CEO in leading the organisation with empathy and particular focus on the physical and mental wellbeing of the team

■ Living the Vukile values and being a positive role model to the team

■ Transformation and empowerment.

10%
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IN THIS SECTION
ratios

SA REIT 
Best Practice 
Recommendation 
ratios

In line with SA REIT best practice, 
this section of the integrated annual 

report presents Vukile’s key ratios as 
recommended by the SA REIT BPR 

(best practice recommendation).

“

”
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SA REIT BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION RATIOS
for the year ended 31 March 2022

SA REIT FUNDS FROM OPERATIONS (SA REIT FFO)

Group
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Profit per IFRS statement of comprehensive income attributable to the parent 1 909 584

Adjusted for:
Accounting/specific:

Fair value adjustments to: (636) 1 079

Investment property (647) 854

Debt and equity instruments held at fair value through profit or loss (32) (289)

Depreciation and amortisation of intangible assets 6 4

Asset impairments (excluding goodwill) and reversals of impairment (1) 13

Impact of asset reclassifications and asset transfers on profit or loss — 314

Deferred tax movement recognised in profit or loss 13 18

Straight-lining operating lease adjustment 10 67

Adjustments to dividends from equity interests held 15 98

Adjustments arising from investing:
Gains or losses on disposal of: 35 46

Investment property and property, plant and equipment (2) (2)

Debt and equity instruments — 48

Subsidiaries and equity-accounted entities held 37 —

Foreign exchange and hedging items: 31 (251)

Fair value adjustments on derivative financial instruments employed solely for hedging purposes 58 49

Reclassified foreign currency translation reserve upon disposal of a foreign operation — (330)

Adjustments to amounts recognised in profit or loss relating to derivative financial instruments (27) 39

Foreign exchange gains or losses relating to capital items – realised and unrealised — (9)

Other adjustments: 3 (216)

Adjustments made for equity-accounted entities (33) —

Non-controlling interests in respect of the above adjustments 36 (216)

SA REIT FFO 1 342 1 242

Number of shares outstanding (net of treasury shares) 980 226 628 956 226 628

SA REIT FFO cents per share 136.91 129.89

Company-specific adjustments (6) (22)

Depreciation (6) (4)

Deferred tax — (18)

FFO 1 336 1 220

FFO per share (cents) 136.30 127.58
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SA REIT BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION RATIOS continued
for the year ended 31 March 2022

SA REIT NET ASSET VALUE

Group
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Reported NAV attributable to the parent 17 568 17 361

Adjustments:
Dividend declared (640) (966)

Fair value of derivative financial instruments (32) 28

Goodwill and intangible assets (3) (3)

SA REIT NAV 16 893 16 420

Shares outstanding
Number of shares in issue at period end (net of treasury shares) 980 226 628 956 226 628

SA REIT NAV per share (R) 17.23 17.17

SA REIT COST-TO-INCOME RATIO

Southern Africa portfolio
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Expenses
Operating expenses per IFRS income statement (includes municipal expenses) 899 870

Administrative expenses per IFRS income statement 157 154

Excluding: 

Depreciation expense in relation to property, plant and equipment of an administrative nature and 

amortisation expense in respect of intangible assets (5) (5)

Operating costs 1 051 1 019

Rental income
Contractual rental income per IFRS income statement (excluding straight-lining) 1 624 1 501

Utility and operating recoveries per IFRS income statement 610 598

Gross rental income 2 234 2 099

SA REIT cost-to-income ratio (%)(1) 47.0 48.5

Spain portfolio
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Expenses
Operating expenses per IFRS income statement (includes municipal expenses) 363 384

Administrative expenses per IFRS income statement 139 132

Operating costs 502 516

Rental income
Contractual rental income per IFRS income statement (excluding straight-lining) 983 740

Utility and operating recoveries per IFRS income statement 268 278

Gross rental income 1 251 1 018

SA REIT cost-to-income ratio (%)(1) 40.1 50.7

(1) The SA REIT cost-to-income ratio includes the impact of rent concessions granted to tenants (in South Africa and Spain) primarily impacting the March 2021 ratios. 
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SA REIT BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION RATIOS continued
for the year ended 31 March 2022

SA REIT ADMINISTRATIVE COST-TO-INCOME RATIO

Southern Africa portfolio
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Administrative costs
Administrative expenses as per IFRS income statement 157 154

Rental income
Contractual rental income per IFRS income statement (excluding straight-lining) 1 624 1 501

Utility and operating recoveries per IFRS income statement 610 598

Gross rental income 2 234 2 099

SA REIT administrative cost-to-income ratio (%) 7.0 7.3

Spain portfolio
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Administrative costs
Administrative expenses as per IFRS income statement 139 132

Rental income
Contractual rental income per IFRS income statement (excluding straight-lining) 983 740

Utility and operating recoveries per IFRS income statement 268 278

Gross rental income 1 251 1 018

SA REIT administrative cost-to-income ratio (%) 11.1 13.0

SA REIT GLA VACANCY – SOUTHERN AFRICA
2022

m2
2021

m2

Gross lettable area of vacant space 24 085 38 123

Gross lettable area of total property portfolio 825 844 958 001

SA REIT GLA vacancy rate (%) 2.9 4.0

SA REIT GLA VACANCY – SPAIN
2022

m2
2021

m2

Gross lettable area of vacant space 5 642 6 186

Gross lettable area of total property portfolio 350 271 329 118

SA REIT GLA vacancy rate (%) 1.6 1.9

SA REIT COST OF DEBT

31 March 2022 ZAR
%

EUR
%

Variable interest rate borrowings
Floating reference rate plus weighted average margin 6.3 0.3
Fixed interest rate borrowings
Weighted average fixed rate — 1.9
Pre-adjusted weighted average cost of debt 6.3 2.2
Adjustments:

Impact of interest rate derivatives 1.3 0.0
Amortised transaction costs imputed into the effective interest rate 0.1 0.2

SA REIT all-in weighted average cost of debt 7.7 2.4
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SA REIT BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATION RATIOS continued
for the year ended 31 March 2022

31 March 2021 ZAR

%

EUR

%

Variable interest rate borrowings
Floating reference rate plus weighted average margin 5.6 0.8

Fixed interest rate borrowings
Weighted average fixed rate — 0.9

Pre-adjusted weighted average cost of debt 5.6 1.7

Adjustments:

Impact of interest rate derivatives 2.6 0.2

Amortised transaction costs imputed into the effective interest rate 0.1 0.4

SA REIT all-in weighted average cost of debt 8.3 2.3

Excludes impact of CCIRS.

SA REIT LTV 

Group
31 March

 2022
Rm

31 March
 2021

Rm

Gross debt 14 654 15 404

Less:

Cash and cash equivalents (565) (987)

Cash and cash equivalents balance sheet (565) (1 003)

Less restricted cash — 16

Add/less:

Net derivative financial instruments liability/(asset) (33) 365

Forward exchange contracts (119) (212)

CCIRS 1 337

Interest rate swaps 85 240

Net debt 14 056 14 782

Total assets – per statement of financial position 34 725 35 992

Less:

Cash and cash equivalents (565) (1 003)

Tenant deposits(1) (118) –

Derivative financial assets: (253) (214)

Forward exchange contracts (246) (212)

Cross-currency interest rate swaps (1) —

Interest rate swaps (6) (2)

Goodwill and intangible assets (3) (3)

Trade and other receivables (307) (391)

Carrying amount of property-related assets 33 479 34 381

SA REIT LTV % 42.0 43.0

(1) In the prior year, tenant deposits in Castellana amounting to R128 million were not deducted from total assets. If the tenant deposits had been deducted, the 

SA REIT LTV in the prior year would have been 43.2%. 
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CORPORATE INFORMATION

DIRECTORS
Nigel Payne (Chairman, independent non-executive 

director)

Laurence Rapp(a, g) (Chief Executive Officer) (a) Executive.
(g) Member of property and investment committee.

Laurence Cohen(a) (Chief Financial Officer) (a) Executive.

Itumeleng Mothibeli(a, g) MD: SA (a) Executive.
(g) Member of property and investment committee.

Sedise Moseneke(g) non-executive director (g) Member of property and investment committee.

Steve Booysen(d, g, i) independent non-executive director (d) Chairman of social, ethics and human resources committee.
(g) Chairman of property and investment committee.
(i) Member of nominations committee.

Renosi Mokate(e, c, i) independent non-executive director 
(lead)

(e) Member of social, ethics and human resources committee.
(c) Member of ARC.
(i) Member of nominations committee.

Tshidi Mokgabudi(c) independent non-executive director (c) Member of ARC.

Hatla Ntene(g) independent non-executive director (g) Member of property and investment committee.

Babalwa Ngonyama(b) independent non-executive director (b) Chairman of ARC.

GROUP SECRETARY AND REGISTERED OFFICE
Johann Neethling 4th Floor, 11 Ninth Street,  

Houghton Estate, 2198
PO Box 522779, Saxonwold, 2123

SPONSORS SOUTH AFRICA
Java Capital 6th Floor, 1 Park Lane, Wierda Valley 

Sandton, 2196
PO Box 522606, Saxonwold, 2132

LISTING INFORMATION SOUTH AFRICA
Vukile was listed on the JSE Limited on 24 June 2004 and on the Namibian Stock Exchange on 11 July 2007.

JSE code: VKE NSX code: VKN ISIN: ZAE000056370 Sector: Financial – retail REITs

TRANSFER SECRETARIES
JSE Investor Services (Pty) Ltd 13th Floor, 19 Ameshoff Street, 

Braamfontein, 2001
PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000

AUDITORS
PwC Waterfall City, 4 Lisbon Lane,  

Jukskei View, Midrand, 2090
Telephone +27 11 797 4000

PRINCIPAL BANKERS
Absa Bank Limited 3rd Floor, Absa Towers East,  

160 Main Street, Johannesburg, 2001
PO Box 7335, Johannesburg, 2000

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Instinctif Partners The Firs, 3rd Floor, Corner Craddock 

Avenue and Biermann Road,  
Rosebank, Johannesburg, 2196

Telephone +27 11 447 3030 

MEDIA RELATIONS
Marketing Concepts 8 Redhill Road, Morningside, Sandton, 

Johannesburg, 2196
Telephone +27 11 783 0700

www.vukile.co.za
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